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BC President Monan resigns after 22 years
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

After 22 years at the helm.
Boston College President J.
Donald Monan, SJ, announced
last Friday his decision to resign.
Monan has accepted the board of
trustees' invitation to assume the
newly-createdpostof Chancellor
of Boston College.
"I loved every single minute,"
Monan said of his tenure as president, the longest in University
history. "Boston College is the
greatest place there is."
Monan officiallyresigned at the
board of trustees meeting on February 4. Those close to Monan
said they have known since last
summer of his intention to resign
during the !993-'94 academic
year.

Monan acknowledged he had
intended to announce his resigna-

tion on his 69th birthday?New
Year's Eve?after the Boston
Redevelopment Authority vote on
the Alumni Stadium expansion
plan, originally scheduled for
December 8. 1993. Because the
date for the vote was postponed
until January 25. 1994, Monan
decided to wait until the plan was
approved before resigning.
"I remain completely happy in
the position [of president],"
Monan said. However, in an open
statement to the University,
Monan said, "Twenty-two years

later I believe this is. for the University, the proper time to effect a
transition. Boston College is in
soundcondition academically and
fiscally. We have ambitious but
reasonable plans in place. I would
like to assure that the transition
takeplace in a mannerwhere there
is no slowing down of momentum or of activity."

Monan continued, "This was a

personal decision. I wanted it to
be a deliberate change. I don't
want the University to go through
a period of treading water. Given
my age today, while I am in full
possession of good health and

believe it is time to move
to anotherrole and appoint a suc-

energy, I

cessor as president."

In assuming the title of chancellor, Monan will retain an active role in external BC affairs,
including overseeing the school's
long-range strategic planning,
physical development and fundraising.
"There's nobody who deserves
more to step into a new role at the
University than Father," said
board of trustees Chair Geoffrey
T. Boisi. "We're verypleased he's
decided to accept our offer as

Monan, page 18

iTuiton ncreases 5.9 percent
By Brian McBrearity
HEIGHTS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Boston College board of
voted Friday to increase
tuition for the 1994-95 academic
year by 5.9 percent, bringing the
overall cost of attending BC to
$24,478. Currently, tuition is set
trustees

at $23,116.
"In terms

of pressures on the
budget, they weresimilar to those
of previous years." said Douglas
Whiting, director of Public Affairs. The operating budget was
increased from $296 million to
$316.5 million. This was the
school's 23rd consecutive bal-

anced budget.
According to Whiting, there
were five general areas of concern which resulted in the expanded budget: salaries, scholarships and grants, utilities, library
acquisitions, and fringe benefits.
Whiting also said funds gener-

ated by the tuition increase will
not be used to finance the Alumni
Stadium expansion.
That project will be funded
solely by the expected increase in
stadium-generated revenue.
BC's financial aid funding was
increased by 10.5 percent for the
1994-95 school year. $42.7 million is available for need-based
scholarships and grants.

"This is consistent with past
years," Whiting said. "Aid increases are usually greater than

the tuition increases."
New dormitoriesand othernew
buildings resulted in agreaterprojected utility expense and were a
major cause of the expanded budget. Accordingly, utilities expenditures increased by 18 percent.
Trustee Thomas J. Flately of
the buildings andproperties com-

mittee briefed the board about
current and future construction
projects on campus.

According to Flately, the

progress of the Fulton renovation
suffered slight setbacks due to
inclement weather, but is still
slated for completion by January,

1995.
The foundation of the parking
garage onLower Campus has been
completed, and the opening of the
garage is expected by July 1,

Flately said.

Construction on the student
this
summer, contingent upon financing. Doors to the student center
are expectedto open some time in
1996.
Work on Alumni Stadium is
under way and is expected to be
completed by the September 17
homefootball opener.
Finally, the concept for the fourphase BC Law School project,
including construction of a new
Law School Library, was also
center is scheduled to start

approved.

AHANA fosters cultural unity
By Zebulon V. Miletsky
HEIGHTS STAFF

A discussion on multiculturalism, led by Ajay Brown of the Boston
Archdiocese, inaugurated Boston College's first annual AHANA
weekend last Friday. Developed to celebrate the breadth of diversity

HEIGHTS PHO TO STAFF/SHAWh MEAD

A BC student demonstrates a native Philippine dance during
the AHANA Weekend "Performance Arts Evening."

which exists in theAHANAcommunity and to increase unity, the
event marked th* first of its kind
since AHANA's inception more
than 10 years ago.
Created in response to a demand by AHANA students for a
weekend-long event torecognize
each of the cultures included in
AHANA, the weekend was modeledafterthe Black Family Weekend held annually in April. "It's
been talked about for years, but
Cecilia Gutierrez made it a reality," said William Dorcena,
CSOM '95. AHANA caucus
president. Cecilia Gutierrez, A&S
'95, president of the BC Organization of Latin American Affairs
(OLAA). was one of the
weekend's principle organizers.
Brown, whose speech kickedoff the weekend, encouraged
AHANA students to "push the
envelope on diversity at Boston
College."
Also on Friday night, the Philippine Society held its "Performance Arts Evening" in Lyons
cafeteria. The event featured

AHANA, page 34
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J. Donald Monan, SJ, announced his resignation last Friday

after 22 years as president of Boston College.

Commencement
set for Shea Field
By Brian McBrearity
HEIGHTS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

University commencement ceremonies will be held on Shea Field
this year due to the construction
on Alumni Stadium. Plans "/ere
approvedto erect a stage and seats
to accommodate approximately
19,000 people.
"For the University commencement, we generally pull in about
20,000 people. You look around
the campus
there is no place
that can accommodate that number with the stadium expansion
going on," said Joseph Duffy, SJ,
secretary of the University and
commencement coordinator."The
only other alternative is to conduct the University commencement in Conte Forum, and people
?

would be limited to two tickets.
We felt that would not be very
acceptable to the graduating

cfass."

Following the opening comr
mencement ceremonies, the different schools hold their individual degree ceremoniesin various locations on campus.
"There will be some changes
there. But most of [the degree
ceremonies] will be in the same
place." Duffy said.
A platform will be located at
the home plate of the softballfield
on' the corner of More Dr. and
Beacon. The audience will be
seated in sections stretching back-

audience. This arrangement will
allow the audienceto be closer to
the graduates than was possible
in Alumni Stadium.
"We met with the design people
from the Office of Buildings and

Grounds to see if we could get
some idea of how we might lay
out Shea Field in an attractive
manner and accommodate the

numbers of people we expect,"
Duffy said.
The planning committee has
been designing this transformation of Shea Field since early last
fall, when the possibility of construction on Alumni during May
1994 was realized.
"We started working on this
early in the fall because we knew
that when this [stadium expansion] decision was made, we
wanted to have something in
place," Duffy said.
The committee'splans for commencement were approved following the BRA approval of
Alumni expansion.
"The people on the committee
that I'm consulting with already
feel that this will be very attractive." Duffy concluded.This will
be the First time in recent history
that the University ceremony will
not be held in Alumni Stadium.
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Ceremony honors O'Neill Students announce
By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Members of the Boston College community, family and
friends gathered last week for a
final tribute to Boston College's
most famous graduate, former
Speaker of the U.S. House of
Representatives. Thomas P. 'Tip'
O'Neill. Jr.
"We are a family here at BC,
we have a family spirit, and today
we celebrate the life of a member
of our family," said Academic
Vice President and Dean of Faculties William B. Neenan, SJ, in
his opening remarks.
"He used public service as a
way to improve the entire American family," said University President J. Donald Monan, SJ. For
most of his 22 years as president,
Monan was close friends with

.

O'Neill
"He never left BC. He brought
BC with him into national visibility," Monan said. "He made BC
the beneficiary ofhis success."
Monan recalled that O'Neill

had worn a BC tic often when he
was Speaker, including during

times, and maroon and gold is a
tough color scheme to buy suits

President Carter's and President
Reagan's State of the Union Ad-

for."
O'Neill's son, Thomas 111, a
former Lt. Governor of Massachusetts, said his father believed
in the ideals in society. "There
had to be three components to a
public office holder in my Dad's

dresses.
O'Neill's classmate from the
class of 1936. Reverend Monsignor John P. Carroll, in the invocation said, "Tip never forgot
where he came from. He had a
keen sense of justice, and a deep
compassion for the needy."
"[O'Neill] always said, 'It's
nice to be important, but it's more
important to be nice,'" Carroll

said.
U.S. Congressman Edward
Markey. who graduated from BC
in 1968, was elected to the House
of Representatives in 1976.
Markey's first vote in that chamber was to elect O'Neill Speaker
of the House.
"He was a man with little care
for prestige. He emulated what a
BC graduate should be like
working forothers," Markey said.
?

Markey also commented on
O'Neill's Eagle spirit. "He wore
those BC ties, every day some-

UGBC candidacies

Rozman ticket.
The presidential candidateswill
debatefor the first timeon Tuesday,February 8, in McGuinn 121
Six studentsdeclaredtheircandidaciesfor the presidency of the at 7 p.m. At the debate, candiUndergraduate Government of dates will field questions from
Boston College (UGBC). Will- representatives of The Recycling
mind: competency, morality, and iam Dorcena, CSOM '95, Effort for the Environment
loyalty. I think when we speak of Brendan Hickey, CSOM'95, John (T.R.E.E.), theWomen'sResource
him, leadershipcan be included." Mancini, A&S '95, Michael Center and The Heights.
The second debate will take
Rozman, CSOM '95, Paul Shea,
he said.
A&S
'95
and
JohnSegrich,
A&S
place
Thursday, February 10,at 7
spoke
The younger O'Neill
of
the impact BC had on his father. '95 will compete in the UGBC p.m. inBarry Pavilion on Newton
February 16and Campus. Representativesfrom the
He said in the waning moments of primary election
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Com17.
the senior O'Neill's life, he remiThreeof thesixcandidateshave munity (LGBC ), AHANA and
nisced about the University. "Oh, already announcedrunning mates. The Bridge will question the canhow my father loved this school. Dorcena's running mate isCecilia didates.
He couldn't stop talking about it, Gutierrez, A&S '95. Rosina
After theprimary election, the
Giuliante, CSOM '95, is camand That Foley kid,'" O'Neill
two finalists will debate on Febsaid.
paigning with Hickey, and Tara ruary 24 before the final election
O'Neill likened his father's life McGrath, A&S '95 is on the March 1 and 2.
to BC, inasmuch that both "had
made a journey and come of age gion, butthat changed after a visit President's policy of staying in
to BC in 1968, the younger
Vietnam. He spoke with him for a
in that same period."
while, and left the conversation a
During the Vietnam War era, O'Neill said.
here, changed man. That one student
"My
father
came
back
the Speaker was originally in fastudent stopped him and
vor of President Johnson's policy and a
asked him how he could favor the
BC, page 12
to commit U.S. troops to the reBy Emily Hancock
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Several BC students harassed by unknown man

same man. However, BCPD has
no suspect, and no arrest has been
made.
Each of the allegedvictims interviewed byThe Heights described the man, his mannerisms
and the things he said in much the
same manner. Each woman said
he told her his name was Greg and
thathe was a psychology major at
BC.
They all agree he appears to be
nearly 30 years old. "Mary," one
woman who reported an incident
and wishes to remain anonymous,
described "Greg" as "too old to
be an undergraduate."
"Right now we have no suspect, but the investigation is con-

tive Eugene Neault. "There are screaming for someoneto call the
three detectives and countless police," she said. BCPD renumbers of officers on the case." sponded immediately, but found
The victims disagree with no one matching the description.
BCPD concerning the connection A search by the victim was unbetween the incidents. All but one successful.
"Mary" said thatduring the first
of the victims are of Asian descent. "You don't have to be a incident in the new dining facilgenius to see that this guy has a ity, the man directed comments,
pattern ?Asian girls," "Mary" such as "Where are you from?"
said.
"You are a very beautiful girl"
Neault disagreed, "There is no and "Can we get together later,"
toward her friend "Carol." This
correlation or connection [between the incidents] as far as race
incident fits the pattern reported
by the other female students.
goes. There is no racial factor."
The latest reported incident
After this happened, "Mary"
occurred last Wednesday in the said she left the table to get the
Eagle's Nest, when "Mary" nomanager.After she asked the manticed someone standing behind ager if this man wasan employee,
her. It was "Greg," the same man which he was not, the manager
who had approached "Mary" and stopped him at the door as he was
her friend earlier this year.
attempting to flee. "He knew I
"On the first weekend after was talking abouthim to the manschool started [this semester], the ager. He was looking right at me,"
same man was in the new dining "Mary" said.
"I wanted to leave before the
facility, but he only talked to my
friend that I was eating with," she manager spoke to him, but when
we got up and put onour coats, he
said.
"When I saw him, I ran into the did thesame, sowe sat back down,

tinuing," said BCPD Lt. Detec-

kitchen like a bat out of hell

By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

In recent weeks, at least seven
female BC students, six of whom
are Asian, say they have been
approached and harassed by
someone both they and the Boston College Police Department
(BCPD) have described as the

and he did as well," she said.

"Then, when he saw the manager
walking toward him, he got up
and made his way to the door."
The manager stopped the man
at the entrance, and asked him if
he was a student. He said "yes,"
butrefused to surrender a BC ID.
The man also told the manager
he only asked for the time from

sleeve and said, 'You area pretty
girl. What's your name?' I didn't
pay him much attention and kept
walking out of the dining hall,"
"Abby" said.
Three ofthe sevenwomen have

filed formal complaints with
BCPD, and have described the
suspect for a composite sketch.
While the women say the incidents are similar, they also said
each composite was different.The
women said they were told by

the women.The managerescorted
the man out of the dining hall.
"I saw the manager a few days
later, and he told me thatthe man
looked like a strange character BCPD Detective Peter F. Keating
and to call thepolice if I ever saw that it was possible for this to
him again," "Mary" said.
happen because of differences in
BCPD said the manager called each person's visual capacities.
the police afterthe incider... "The
Neault said, "[Thecomposites]
the
match up pretty closely. These
managernotified us after suspect left the area," Neault said. are a generic type of thing,
"I'm not sure if it was immedi- though." Neault went on to say
that BCPD originally believedthe
ately or if there was a delay."
When the students left the din- victims' description matched a
ing hall, they went back to their wanted suspect's, but this did not
apartment only to find out that prove to be the case. He also said
one of their friends, "Abby," also BCPD was considering posting
of Asian descent, had seen the the composite around campus to
sameman only one hour earlierat try to identify the man.
the same place.
Safety, page 26
"He kind of grabbed at my

from
VoiDuscestbowl
the

by Dan Levasseur

What do you think ofFr. Monan stepping down?

Michael Ricard,
CSOM '88

Sarah Gaudette,
A&S '97

Ben Franks &
John Higgins,
A&S '96

Chris Zarro &
Naomi Turunen,
A&S '97

Dave Guerrero &
Natalie Go,
A&S '95

"It's the end of an
era."

"IfFr. Monan
leaves, we can buy
cigarettes at the
Bookstore."

"Who's Fr.
Monan?"

"What's he stepping
on?"

"I didn't even
know, she told
me.."

o

__________________
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MLK Committee honors distinguished juniors
By Brian J. DiMattia
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Dr. MartinLuther King, Jr.
Memorial Committee honored

Nancy Joseph, SON '95, and Okey
Mbawuike, A&S '95, at its 13thannual awards banquet last week.
The two students shared the

fourths of the scholarship, which
was originally designed for one

award, each receiving three-

cess, Sandra Sandiford, a com-

student.
In describing the selection pro-

mittee co-chair, said, "We let parents know over the summer that
Junior students ofAfrican-American descent with a 3.0 or better
GPA will be considered. Applications are due by December.
"We get a list of finalists, and
the winner is announced at the
banquet," she said.
Scholarship is not the only criterion for the award, Sandiford
said. "Their applications have to
have both a good GPA and community service," she said. "They
need to send us both a transcript
and letters of reference."
The finalists then undergo an

HEIGHTS PHOTO STAFF/SIMRAN PURI

John A. Dinneen, SJ, speaks at the Martin Luther King, Jr., scholarshipbanquet last Wednesday
as winners Nancy Joseph, SON '95, and Okey Mbawuike, A&S '95,; and finalists I). Lashon
Rhodes and Jelene Wright look on.

Sandiford said.
The committee also recognized
outstanding contributions to the
community, awarding Reverend
Bruce Wald for his work with
gangs and Marie Borgella, a student at Monsignor Ryan High
School.
Amanda Huston, who recently
retired from the Black Studies
department,received special recognition at the banquet.
The BC singing group Voices
of Imani provided entertainment
at the dinner. Sandiford spoke
highly of the keynote speaker,
notedauthor andcolumnist Ralph
Wiley. "He was great," Sandiford

interviewprocess before the final
decision on the winner is made.
said.
"We really try to send out the
"He had a messagefor the enword about this," Sandifordsaid. tire audience and didn't sound
"It's community-wide?the larglike he was preaching," she said.
est annual community-wide event
Wiley has writtenfor The Oakland Tribune and Sports Illusevery year.
"Usually, the award is presented trated and has authored several
by Father Monan,but this year, he books, including Why Black
was forced to come late, and FaPeople Tend To Shout and What
ther Neenan presented them," Black People Should Do Now.

Wilson discusses joblessness and urban poverty
at the UniversityofChicago. "Unless we understand it, we can't
understand racial tensions."
Award winning author William
The lecture, presented to a full
Julius Wilson spoke to a packedhouse in McGuinn, focused on
audience on the relationship bethe relationship between joblesstween poverty, race, and joblessness and urban poverty.
ness in the lecture "New Urban
The connection between detePoverty and the Problem of Race" riorating urban neighborhoods
last week.
and lew rates of employment is
crucial, Wilson said. "I pointed
"There is a new urban poverty," said Wilson, who isalso the out to President Clinton thatwork
Lucy Flower University Profesis not simply ameans of making a
sor of Sociology and Public Policy living, but a means of regulating

By Diana Pisciotta

HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

these areas were primarily comone's daily activity.
"Without a job, there is a lack posed of blacks from all social
oforganization to thepresent, and classes. In addition, the neighborlife becomes more incoherent," hoods were more stable, Wilson
explained.
Wilson said.
Much of Wilson's information
"The residents of those neighwas gathered from studies done borhoods were able to maintain
in Chicago's urban neighborsocial goals as a community,"
hoods.
Wilson said. However, over the
Wilson, comparing the changes past several decades,as the class
over the past several decades to base of urban areas has dwindled
"Bronzeville," an area that ento a single group consisting mostly
compasses three Chicago urban of unemployed blacks, this type
neighborhoods.During the 19505, of community cohesiveness has

ceased to exist, he said.

"In the 1930s and 19405, most
of the members of these neighborhoods were poor, but they held
jobs aroundwhich theirdaily lives
were organized," Wilson said.
Today's declining job market,
a decrease in the availability of
blue collar jobs, and an increase
of womenand otherethnic groups
in the market place, are factors in
the unemploymentrates in Urban
Jobs, page 12
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Trustees help undergrads with career goals
networking tostress management
to how to pay for graduate school.

By Heather Lynch
HEIGHTS STAFF

Selected seniors received career advice from Student Life
Committeeof the Board ofTrustees at the fifth annual "From
Classroom to Boardroom
Career Conversationswith Trustees"
presentation last week.
?

Organized by Vice President
forStudentAffairsKevinP. Duffy
and his staff, the program was
designed so the Trustees could
"share some of the wisdom they
have learned along the way,"
Duffy said.
"They were interested in meeting students, and this gave them a
role they could play," Duffy said.
The discussion panel wascomposed of Duffy andTrustees. Minnesota Court of Appeals Justice
Marianne D. Short, John Carroll
University President Michael J.
Lavelle, SJ; Director of the Office of Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs of the Archdiocese
of Boston Rev. Edward M.
O'Flaherty, SJ: and Sandra L.
Thomson, M.D., from the Department of Orthopedic Surgery at
The Children's Hospital Medical

Center.
Students were invited at random to attend the event to create
a cross-section of student-types,
said Mary Zlotnik of the Office of
the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
"We took a list of the seniors
and picked every sixth person on
the list," she said.
Topics discussed by the panel
coveredhow to find a job through

One student voiced concerns
to the high costs of graduate
school. Working for a year, going
to school part-time, and getting a
full-timejobat the graduate school
to pay expenses were suggested
by the panel, who also stressed
as

that students maintain creativity
and versatility.

"With the exception ofmedical
and law school, usually you'll be
able to get some sort of help or
scholarship," Lavelle said.
In response to a question about
how a person can 'have it all,'
Short said, "I guess you can have
as much as you want to get in life.
When you take on more than one
thing, you compromise what
you're doing. You have to be flexible upon what's dealtyou in life."
BC seniors talkwith board of trustee member

Trustees, page 26

last Thursday night.
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Sandra J. Thomson, M.D., following the trustees'presentation

BC receives rare Copleston papers
By Mamatha Medarametla
FOR THE HEIGHTS

entered the Jesuit order of the

age person.

priesthood.
During the early years of his
Jesuit training, Copleston was
encouraged by his superiors to
specialize in philosophy.
Today, the name Frederick C.
Copleston, SJ is familiar to many
students of Western philosophy

Copleston is "one of the giants
of 20th century philosophy,"
O'Neill said. "The Copleston, SJ,
Collection fits very nicely with

Thepapers ofwell-knownBritish Jesuit philosopher Frederick
C. Copleston were recently donated to the Boston College John
J. Burns Library of Rare Books
and Special Collections.
Copleston was born in 1907 to and culture, due, in part, to his
an Anglicanfamily and con verted nine-volume series, A History of
to Catholicism at the age of 17. Philosophy.
He began his education in
Boston College Burns Librarian Robert K. O'Neill explained
Marlborough, England and continued his studies at St. John's in that Copleston'smotivation for A
History of Philosophy derived
Oxford.
By the time he graduated, from his desire to make philosoCopleston found his calling and phy more accessible to the aver-

our British Catholictradition that

we have been documenting for
many decadesat BostonCollege."
Among the Copleston papers
obtained by BC are published and
unpublished books and articles.
transcripts of his famous British
Broadcasting Corporation radio
debateswith Bertrand Russelland
A.J. Ayer, drafts of his History of
Philosophy series, his lectures and
courses, and his correspondences
with 152 individuals, including

major writers, theologians and
philosophers of his time.
One of the unpublished papers
in the collection is an autobiography. BC Humanities Series Director Francis Sweeny, SJ and
O'Neill arranged for the publica-

tion of this work. The book, titled
Memoirs, includes Copleston's
thoughts on philosophy and details his life.
Copleston is a former professor of philosophy at Heythrop
College in Oxfordshire and a
former professor of metaphysics
at Gregorian University, Rome.
He was also the recipient of many
honorary awards and degrees.
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Monan's achievements far
outweigh shallow criticisms
Boston College students and the community, in general,
whether they realize it or not, have just witnessed what can
only be deemed as the passing of a legacy. At an institution
with an average tenure offive years for past presidents, Rev. J.
Donald Monan's reign is not only the longest, but the most
expansionary in BC's history.
An incredible fact that is indicative of his years here: in the
past 22 years, BC built or acquired 37 buildings with three
more currently under construction or planning. This amounts
to nearly one building per semester, tangibly illustrating the
extremely positive influence Monan has had on the emergence
of BC as a nationally recognized and highly acclaimed institution of higher learning.
Unfortunately, Monan's resignation comes on the tails of a
messy battle between the University and the Allston/Brighton
community. It was an ordeal that resulted in almost daily articles in the local press, often touting BC as a producer of
drunks who demoralize the surrounding community. For that,
we say thank you, unbiased journalists of Boston, for reporting

the absolute truth.

Monan should not be remembered as the man on the hill who
supposedly turned a blind eye toward the town-gown relations
while dominating Boston back-room politics in a self-serving

manner.

Those who have offered a less-than-flattering opinion of
Father Monan and his legacy should remember that the growth
of BC has been as important to the city as any other single
institution.
Spiritually, he is rivaled only by Cardinal Bernard Law as the
leader of the city's Catholic community.
Politically, he brought together two hopelessly opposed sides,
to end the stalemate concerning the new Boston Garden deal.
Economically, the rapid physical and financial growth under
his reign only served to benefit the region's fiscal stability,
especially during the recent economic hardships, whether it be
in hiring a construction firm or depositing portions of the $448
million endowment in local banking institutions.
Academically, he used his connections with the late Thomas
P. "Tip" O'Neill and other such power brokers to maintain a
Massachusetts congressman on the U.S. House of Representatives' Education Committee.
These specific acts represent a mere sampling of the numerous accomplishments Monan has garnered during his tenure.
In no way should he be construed as anything less than the
great leader whose vision has shaped this once-commuter
college into the Top 50 university it is today.

Halftime marred
by advertisements
To the Editor:

to witness a game in person was a
better way to observe sport in its
After watching and enjoying most natural medium. Instead,
the recent success of our basketConte Forum is becoming more
ball team in thepast two weeks, I and more like your television set
should have left the games with without a remote control. Sooner
nothing but feelings of elation. or later therewill be commercials
However, a recent occurrence at at the time outs.
Itis absurdthatBoston College
Conte Forum has started to cause
me some irritation.
cannot delegate this timefor more
The problem has nothing to do constructive ways to inform and
with the coaching style of Jim entertain its community. The fact
that the Eagle Dancers received
O'Brien, or the lack of enthusiasm from the fans, butrather with less time than the ads is outrathe halftime intermission. What
geous. I'm sure there are other
is it with those commercials on programs at BC that would love
the scoreboard? Not one or two to get the opportunity to perform
commercials to accompany the at halftime, but can't because of
rotating billboards, but eight in time limitations.
the Seton Hall game and an astonI feel strongly that if we are
ishing eleven in the Georgetown going to have an instant replay
game.
scoreboard, it should be used for
Never has the greed of theBosits primary purpose of highlightton College Athletic Department ing different aspects of the game.
been demonstratedso vividly. Off By the way, the board respechand I can't recall any sporting tively displayed three instant reevent I have been to, on any level, plays over the course of the two
where the fans had to be badgered games I witnessed.
by annoying spots for corporate
America.
Jeff Caulway
I always felt purchasing a ticket

A&S '94

Fear causes men
to control women
To the Editor:
As a graduate student in the
School of SocialWork, Ifelt compelled to respond to the letter on

effectiveinformation and services

on rape prevention is that there
are few funds to support these
endeavors. Men control the finances in government, law and
social services. Those in power
making decisionsdonot viewrape

"Rape....men vs. women issue."
The fact that the writer is a conservative, young upper middle prevention important enough to
class malegives evidence that he invest large amounts of money.
As usual, actions speak louder
cannot understand the complexity of the consequence ofrape and than words.
oppression.
As for Mr. Blancato's longing
Mr. Blancato, indicativeof his for a return to family values, hisimmaturity and pampered status tory and research indicate that
in society, is unable to understand there is no such thing. Historithe realities of the oppressive cally, families have blended,
power imbalance between men adapted andsurvived in ways that
were anything but basic. There
and women that women must endure every day. The writer apparwas far more family instability
ently is unaware of the fact that then than now, due to wars, dismarried women are routinely ease, early death, child mortality,
beaten and/or raped by their hussocially accepted wife and child
bands. It is estimatedby statistics abuse and other atrocities of a
that at least 50 percent (a conserpatriarchal society.
I challenge Mr. Blancato with
vative estimate, which should
please Mr. Blancato) of all marthis question. Why is there so
ried women are beaten and/or much outrage and anger (read
raped by their husbands. Does fear) on the part of men over
this mean that 50 percent of all Lorena Bobbit when women are
husbands are criminals because routinely mutilated genitally
they are rapists? If so, are women through rape? Why is there no
"unreasonable" to fear or be wary strong outcry on the part of men
of men? If this is true, then many like Mr. Blancato when women
men are rapists, contrary to what
are mutilated by men, especially
Mr. Blancato believes.
when this occurs far more often?
Contrary to what Mr. Blancato I suspect that this is because rape
believes, many men fear women and mutilationof women by men
and this fear drives them to conis so common that Mr. Blancato
trol what they fear. Read history does not think of it as out of the
and note how women were treated ordinary. Her experience of vioby men and society in general. lation is not as important as his
During the Middle Ages, witches
experience.When she's mutilated,
who were tortured and killed were it's no big deal. When he's mutioften independent, educated and lated, the world comes crashing
intelligent women who refused to down.
I have a final question for Mr.
be controlled or dominated by
men. Men have always feared that
Blancato. Why does he conclude
women would gain theupper hand that women'sneed to protect thempsychologically and intellectually. selves and educate society mean
The way to control this fear was that they hate men? Since when
tocontrol and subjugate the feared
does one's protection of oneself
object. Currently, men's fear of mean that you bring down somewomen is more covert and often one else? To me, one has nothing
unconscious. Yettheoverall mesto do with the other.
sage to women is that they will
still be punished forbeing healthy.
The reason why there is so little

Stephanie Simpson, M.A.
School of Social Work, '94
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The Opinion Page
Chris Collins

Support
needed

Building
Rome In
A Day

at games

Let

me see if I have the facts
here. Chet
c h uk
and the BC Athletic Department learned just last week
thatthe University 's proposedexpansion of Alumni Stadium had
won the approvalof both the Bos-

To the Editor:

straight
a d

"Let's take this out to the parking lot, and we can have it settled
by half-time."This was the invitation I received while watching
the BC-Georgetown game on
Monday night. My three friends
and I were verbally bashed by the
students behind us forrefusing to
sit down after the first TV time-

ton Redevelopment Authority
(BRA) and Massachusetts Environmental Protection Agency
(MEPA), and now?only days
later?most of the lower level of
Alumni looks like the remains of
a giant Erector set.
You think Gladchuk waited, oh,
maybe, five seconds before telling the construction crews to go
to work?
Ever sincethe proposedexpansion of Alumni Stadiumwas originally announced last January,
Gladchuk has had to fight toothand-nail to gain full legal and
neighborhood approval of the
plan. After an arduous, drawn-out
year-long battle to gain the former,
Gladchuk was surely in no mood
to wait for the latter?as if that
day would ever come. As it was,

out.
In case no one else realized it,
the game against Georgetown was
a very important game, as are all
of the remaining games this season. Five more wins virtually
guarantees this team a berth in the

NCAA tournament. The game was
featured on ESPN's Big Monday.
And yet, just five minutes into the
game, my friends and I were the
only students in the upper level
standing. Because ofthis, wewere
treated to the same cheer that
Robert Churchwell received after

BC bent over backwards to meet

neighboring community leaders
halfway, and when the University

kicking Bill Curley.
Apparently we were guilty of
showing the team some support.
Was I the only one who read the
article on Coach
Heights
O'Brien? I could have sworn he

said that BC fans need to get more
involved in the game (like the
fans at UConn). This doesn't mean
waiting until late in the second
half when Georgetown has tied
the game to cheer. The only students who consistently stand for
the entire game are those seated
behindthebaskets. They shouldn't
be the exception. Maybe ifeveryone got off their butts we could
make Conte Forum a place that
other teams hate playing in, but
right now it's a joke.
I find it amazing that the same
students who stand for three hours
to watch the football team pummel Army and Temple can not
stand for two hours to cheer on
four seniors and one coach who
have completely rebuilt this basketball program. The biggest
home game of the year will be
played on Wednesday night

against UConn. UConn will probably bring two hundred fans to
the game. If the BC fans show the
lack of support they did on Monday and during the Pittsburgh
game, we will be absolutely em-

barrassed on national television,
because the cheers of those two
hundred Huskie fans will drown
out the eighty-four hundred BC
fans. Remember the Providence
NIT game last year?
One morething. All of the scoring runs made by the Eagles
against the Hoyas were when the
fans were standing and cheering.
If you don't believe me, ask the

Walking to class
should not be a
treacherous event
To the Editor:

day) just won't be enough.

Bearing this in mind, then, it
Over the past few weeks, the
came as no surprise to me to see
Northeast has been hit with sevthe Alumni lights turned on at
eral terriblestorms. These storms
players.
1:00 last Saturday morning (or
made for treacherous walking and
Friday night by most standards).
driving conditions. Little can be
Jim Fanning
Yup, that's right?at 1:00a.m. the
doneto hold backMother Nature. there.
A&S '95
lights were cranked all the way
I realize that Boston Collegeis up, so (is there any other explanaHowever, much can be done to
a large campus and to clear every tion?) the construction crews
clean up her terrible mess.
could work 'round the clock. BC
sidewalk, parking lot, and stairLast week, snow blanketed the
case efficiently and quickly is has made a commitmentto build
Boston College campus. As temthis stadium by Sept. 17,and if it
peratures rose, piles ofslush were nearly impossible. My suggestion
means working through the
Building
and Grounds Deleft everywhere. Then, as the to the
night?golly if it means adding
mercury dropped,the slush turned partment is to be prepared?have an eighth day to the week?then
extra crews ready to work if it is that's what will be done.
to ice. The result?horrible walkLet me remind you that the
ing conditions, soggy, wet boots, known that a winter storm is on its
and bruised bottoms. Even with way. If Boston College finds it Alumni lights are noclip-on, starta-fire-in-Fenwick lamps. They
treaded boots on, I slipped all hard for monetary reasons to hire are, well, extremely bright; rucrews,
then
1
cleanup
over the place trying to get to my extra winter
mor has it a couple of our beloved
first day of classes, and I was suggest concentrating on clearNewton neighbors awoke this
ing main walkways, like Higgins
Saturday with a nice tan. (But no
certainly not alone.
Little was done to prevent these stairs and the sidewalk in frontof kidding, they're not exactly dim.
I was downtown at the Prudential
conditions. There was no sand or St. Mary's first and as early as Tower last week and?you're not
possible.
on
the
traveled
walkheavily
salt
going to believe this?l could see
I hope that in the future, snow the stadium lights from there.)
ways. The only place I sawcrews
Though the task may look
shoveling was in front of the new clean-up will be done swiftly so
cafeteria. Even so, the paths they as to avoid possible injuries and Herculean now, I have complete
in the fact that the stadium
shoveled were very narrow. I was complaints by students and staff. faith
expansion will be completed in
afraid to climb the stars by
motivates like the
Kathleen Blair time. Nothing
Higgins. The stairs were covered
lastminute. When put in a similar
A&S
'96
with a messy, slippery layer of
bind at the start of this year (the
new dorms were nothing more
than plasterboard and circular
Policy
to the
staircases about three days before
students were supposed to move
Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
in), BC found a way to get it done.
publication,
To be consideredfor
letters must be 500 words or less, and
Come this fall, the circumstances
will probably look similarly bleak,
graduation,
include the author's name, school, year of
and phone number
but they'll find a way to finish the
(for verification purposes only).
work in time.
Otherwise Pete Mitchell will
The editor reserves theright to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
have to dodge the Caterpillar
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.
cranes on pass routes, while Tom
Coughlin fixes his hard hat.

Let your
opinions be
heard.
Voice your
views

Letters to the Editor due
by Thursday, spm

Letters

The Heights is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

slush, which created dangerous
walking conditions.It was only in
the late afternoon that I finally
saw crews putting sand on the icy
hill by Voute. By that time, most
students already went to classes
and risked life and limb getting

was finally told it could go ahead
and add the measly 12,000 seats
to the stadium, no one in the athletic department wastedtime celebrating BC's good fortune.
Not that the luxury of waiting
around existed. The first home
football gameof the 1994 season
is slated for Sept. 17, which a
quick look at the calendar tellsus
is only 219 days away. Now I' m
no stadium expert, but that seems
like a rather tight schedule, considering the size ($ 8 million) of
the project. Come on, everyone
knows that construction projects
are always finished quickly and
on schedule at Boston College,
but isn't this pushing it? What
with the all-brick facade, the repositioning of the scoreboard, the
installation of a new sound system and the addition of 12,000
seats, the normal construction
timetable(Mon-Fri, eight hours a

Editor
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Self-defense program teaches "Street Smarts"
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Shouts of "no" filled Power
Gym when Boston College females took part in the model-mugging program, "Street Smarts."
The program, sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center
(WRC), was designed to introduce self-defense techniques and
foster increased personal aware-

ness.
"The program that was given
was an introduction...lthought it
was a very good way ofcombining the real danger everybody is
in without perpetuating the fear
that we are all walking victims,"
said Patricia Randich, GSSW, an
assistant at the WRC.
The eight womenwho attended
the event learned a variety ofways
to deal with violent situations.
The main focus of the program
was to give the womenan under-

standing of what an attack is like.
Therefore, if such a situation
were to arise, panic would not be
the victimsfirst response.
"When you're in a situation [of
being attacked] and don't know
what to do; you panic. Through
this course you learn how to re-

man who
six and a
half feet tall and
just say no and
to a
was

claim

her

space," Randich

Body language, "owning
space" on the street, and finding a
voice were all emphasized as important variables in preventing
attacks. Accordingto Randich, the

said.
The participants were also
taught the importance of recognizing a "window ofopportunity," which

program was concerned with pro-

provides

moting self-awareness, not hypervigilance.
The participants were also
taught severalself-defense moves
and were given a chance to practice these techniqueson a "model
mugger," who was covered in
padding andpretend to attack the

chance to escape or fight

act," Randich said.

a

back.
"It was scary,
but as it went on
the
women
started volunteering more, it
was very em-

women.
"It was great to see a woman
who was fourfeet nothing, go up

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/JENN QUINN

powering," BC women practice self-defense techniques at last week's "Street Smarts"
program, sponsoredby the Women's Resource Center and UGBC.
Randich said.

BC Horror expert McNally publishes book
Joshua M. Kruter
FOR THE

Boston College's resident
Dracula expert, Dr. Raymond T.
McNally, recently published Horror Classic Hightlights in an attempt to provide a general guide
to horrorfor his students.
"[I wanted] a book that would
tell about the literature, the main
and
story lines of the classics
especially the bios," McNally
said.
"I am a great believer in biographies of writers, the film makers, scenario writer?, producers..
and.of course, the actors."
Inorder to accomplish this goal,
McNally wrote 83 pages of back-

.

If

on all varieties of horror, in
addition to the vampires he has
been known to writeabout.
As he states in hisbook's introduction, McNally wrote the book
'to help my students in my course
'The Hi story of Horror' to understand the historical nature and
appeal of classic horror in literatary

HEIGHTS

..

course "deals with a bunch of
horror themes: werewolves,mummies, not just vampires."
McNally has taught his course
every other year for the past 10
years: However, he changes the
book and movie list each time.
This year's list includes Bram
Stoker's Dracula and The Shining by Stephen King, as well as
the movie A Nightmare on Elm

ground, synopses, and commen-

By Christina Semmel and

people "because many things that
happen to people are horrible."
McNally does not, however,
believe that "horror inspires
people to do horrible things" and
he does not like "slice and dice"

movies. "Thekind of horror that
I'm interestedin is not immi table,"
he said.
McNally has been interested in
"storiesofthe imagination" since
Street.
his childhood.
Also touched on in Horror
As he grew older, McNally
Classic Highlights is the question started to become interested in
of, "why horror appeals to most horror movies.
"It wasa natural transitionfrom
people," McNally said. He suggested "that we deal with imagi.fairy tales, where people's
nary horrors on the silver screen arms get loppedoff and their heads
so that we're better able to deal get smashed, to movies."
with real horrors in our daily
In 1969, McNally received a
lives," and that horror appeals to Fulbright Research Scholarship
to "investigate the life and times
of thehistorical Dracula" Vlad
the Impaler in Romania.
McNally has traveled "all the
way up into the mountainsof Asia
Minor to find the place where

ture and in movies."

This book was necessary,
McNally said, "so students could
remember [the producers' and
directors' names] because they
couldn't take notes very well in a
darkened classroom when they
were watching a movie [and] all
the film books I had once used in
this course had gone out of print."
According to McNally, his

.

?

Dracula was held captive by the
Turks.
"No one had ever gone over

there.T found it."
McNally has lectured around
the country and appeared on television, including a special with

George Hamilton, who appeared
in the 1970s Dracula comedy.

Love at First Bite.
With Radu Florescu, McNally
has written a variety ofbooks on
Dracula. Francis Ford Coppola
used their research as "historical
background" in creating the beginning of his movie, Bram

-

Stoker's Dracula.
McNally is "very happy" that
the vampire story is again becoming mainstream.
"Anne Rice has done a fantastic job in reinvigorating the genre
in a very, very creative way," he
said.
As for the future, McNally and
Florescu have a film option on
their book Dracula, Prince of

.

Many Faces
"It would be a feature film on
Vlad, and he's as interesting as
Count Dracula." he said.
A new edition of another
McNally book. //; Search of
Dracula. will be published by
Houghton Mifflin this fall.
According to McNally, it will
be "a completely revised edition
[with] new evidence found in
Rome and Turkey."
And no, he doesn't really believe in vampires.
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AIDS benefit planned for March 25
By Philip Dujardin
?o«

'ML «eill«r8

11,e date of tbe zecond-annual
benefit dance i8 «et for
day, Ivlarcb 25, in ll288on Nail,
expect 2n even >2rger
crowd tban >28t vear'8 turnout.
went really well
"Il'be
lazt year, and we're expecting to
year)," 82id
do even better

v2ve 0e«oza.
94. Lenefit
member.
lbe zemi-formal event rai8ed
54000 Ia8l 8pring to benefit
tbe
of
a
ing foundation for people witb
NIV and
lbiz year, tbe
committee bope8 to double tbal

(Committee

amount,

zym"llbe benefits i8 a
bo! of wbat tbe
8tand8
for in tbe wbole concept of 8ervice for otber8," Velio82 8aid,
'"lbe rea8on we donate to tb2l
organisationi8 tb2lit'8 providing
8omelbing for individua>8 tbat are
written off by 8ocie!y,"
94. noted
tbe importance of>28t ye2r'8 8ucce88, "Lecau8e it W28 a 8uccez8
>28t year, we will bave rai8ed
awarene88 »ilbin tbe
comhopefully, people will
buy more tic!<et8 anddonate more
money,"

7

David Card, GA&S, head of
thecommittee's administrativeaffairs and master ofceremonies at
last year's dance, outlined the
threegoals of thecommittee:raising moneyfor the foundation, educating the BC community con-

is whatmade it happen. They were
fantastic."
In addition to the dance and

reception, an exhibit will illustrate wishes that were granted as
a result of last year's proceeds.
There will also be a list of wishes

"[The benefit] is a majorsymbol of what the
University standsfor in
the whole concept of

service for others."
- Dave Deßosa, A&S '94,
AIDS benefit dance
committee member

cerning the HIV virusand providing a successful, enjoyable dance.
Card said the presence of BC
bOp! on advertising flyers, aside
from the purpose of the benefit
itself, helpedtremendously in selling tickets last year. "[BC bOp!]

OH MY GOD!

I can [t believe it either.

This might be the big one
Love Always, Me

funds raised this year.
Deßosa said granting wishes
"can go a long way" in terms of
helping the individual to "enjoy
life despite [his or her] illness."

>

TWO YEARS?!
(My heart that is)

yet to be granted, but which will
hopefully be made possible from

Instead of providing only basic
necessities, such as health care
and food, the wishesserveas spiritual outlets, as well. The AIDS
benefitcommitteewasformed last
yearafter Pat Murphy, founderof
"For the Love of Life," spoke

BC BRIEFS
Fultonians Dominate George
Mason Tournament
The Fulton Debating Society
began the spring semesterby winning both the JuniorVarsity and
the Novice Divisions at the Patriot Debates hosted by George
Mason University. The tournament, which drew teams from sixteen schools, was held on the

abouthis experienceas a sufferer
of the HIV virus to Geoff Meek,
A&S '94.
Meek and Deßosa formed the George Masoncampus outsideof
Washington, D.C. BC entered the
committee sponsoring the 300-person dance to raise awareness juniorvarsity semi-finalswith two
on campus and support Murphy's teams, Leza Dißella and Kate
Welch, and Brian Danforth and
organization.
Bazyl. Both teams won their
Steve
Support comes from all levels
debates and because the final
of the BC community, including round featured two teams from
faculty, administrators and stuBC, the Fultoniansreturned from
dents.
Washington with both first and
Funds will come from the sale second place honors. Taken toof tickets, priced slightly higher gether, the winning teams from
BC finished the weekend with a
than last year, as well as donaperfect ballot count of thirty-four
from
organizations
different
wins and no losses. In addition to
tions.
team honors, sevenFultonians reTickets are expected to go on
ceived speaker awards. The desale in a few weeks for around baters travel to.
tournaments at
$15. The committee,which meets
Baylor University, the United
Tuesday
prepare
to
for the States Naval Academy, Northevery
dance, consistsof Deßosa, Card, western University, and George
MacKay, Meek,Dan Prather, A&S Washington University in the
'94,Kirn Ochs, A&S '95 andNina weeks to come.
Jung, CSOM '96.
HonoraryDegree Nominations
Anyone interestedin volunteering time to hang posters should Sought
contact Dave Deßosa at 558In order to be able to extend
-5879.
invitations much earlier than in
the past, the Committeeon Awards
and HonoraryDegrees has already
begun the process for identifying
nomineesfor honorary degrees at

Student Holidays, the nation's leader in
Spring Break vacations offering the ultimate

triptoCancun, Mexico!
0m

5399

Package includes hotel, flight andparties:
Organize a small group and travel for FREi

nity are being asked to participate
in thisprocess by submitting their
nominations to the Committeeon
Awards and Honorary Degrees.

Nominationsshould beaccompanied by a description of the
individual's qualifications and,

The #1 Student Spring Break Destinatioi i

,

the 1995 Commencement. Members' of the University Commu-

where possible, other supporting

documentation. The Committee

!

will screen the nominations and
forward a list of candidates to
University President J. Donald
Monan, SJ. The honorary degree
recipients will be chosen from
this list by Monan and the Board
of Trustees. Nominations may be
sent to Joseph Duffy, SJ, University Secretary, at Hopkins House.

Realtors to Hear Coughlin
Members of two divisions of
the Greater Boston Real Estate
Board will be told how to put
together a winning team by BC
football coach Tom Coughlin at a
noon luncheon Thursday at the
Omni Parker House Hotel in Boston. Coughlin will speak before
the Building Owners and Managers Association at the Commercial Leasing and InvestmentCommittee.He will stress that thehard
workand disciplineneededto win
football games also can be used to
build a betterreal estate organization.
Uniting People Seeks Volunteers

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
? Round Trip Air
? 7 Nights Hotel
?Roundtrip Transfers
«On Site Staff/Office
?All Hotel Taxes and Tips
$150 Worth of Free Parties/Discounts
? ????????
? ?Special Offer*??????????
Organize a small group offriends and you will travel to Cancun FREE!
College Tours is proud to be the only nation-wide operator
serving students for over 25 years!
For more information call:

COLLEGE TOURS
1(800)959-4786

__

Uniting People (UP) educates
the public, without charge or
profit, about how to make decisionson issues of illness, wellness,
and planning for patients and
families. UP needs volunteerswho
seek experiencein managing an
organization and working-with
professionals and the public. UP
conducts public education programs for the chronically ill, patients families dealing with medical and personal planning issues,
the medical professions and the
general public. They also conduct
professional educationprograms
for medical professionalsandruns
support groups for patients and
families. For more information

please contact Andrew Young at
723-7747.
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'Immature' behavior jeopardizes Late Night
were concerned about the inadequacy and scarcity of non-alcohol-related activities that would
keep students on campus.
As a response to this situation,
Walsh Dining Facility opened for
late-night service on weekends.
Both Cunningham and
Sherwood felt that the agreement
worked well at first. Students
would meet to eat, watch television, play ping-pong and participate in other recreational activi-

By Barbara Restaino
HEIGHTS STAFF

Late-night dining on Lower
Campus is in jeopardy of being
eliminated due solely to student
behavior at Walsh Dining Hall
last semester. Boston College Dining Services (BCDS) and the Office of the Dean of Student Development(ODSD) are concerned
that the pattern will continue and
have suspended late night indefinitely on weekends.
The new dining facility is open
Sunday through Wednesday until
midnight and Thursday through
Saturday until 10 p.m. "People
were asking[why the new cafeteria was not open for late night],
and the answer is, quite frankly,
that some students were acting

Sherwood said that, last semesWalsh was "taken over by
drunk students coming back from
the bars." Cunningham reported
to him that students were coming
into Walsh intoxicated, bringing
in alcohol and spilling it, eating
food on line, vomiting and start-

immature,"

ing fights.

said

"Student employees didn't

to be canceled, but it was the end
of the semester, and Walsh was
closing anyway. ODSD and
BCDS are making major efforts
to prevent a similarsituationfrom
arising at the new dining hall.

want to work, and that made the

situation

even

worse,"

Cunningham said.
According to Sherwood, latenight hours at Walsh were going

When the facility eventually
opens for late night services, unruly behavior will result in disciplinary action. "We will not tolerate it and want to give students
fair notice," Sherwood said.

ties.
ter,

Michael

Furthermore, security expenses
would translate into
rising food rates.
"Walsh late night was a battle
zone," Cunningham said. "We
hired police but still had probHEIGHTS PHOTO STAFF/PETER MANIS
lems maintaining control over
abusive and obnoxious students Late night cafeteriahours are popular among BCers, especially on weekends. However, student
behavior has placed late night availability at the new dining facility in jeopardy.
under the influence of alcohol.

Cunningham, directorof BCDS.
BCDS hopes to reinstate latenight hours if students are willing
to cooperate. Robert Sherwood,
dean of Student Development,
said that last year a number of
student groups, including the
Undergraduate Committeeon Alcohol and Drug Abuse(UCADA),

for BCPD

Incident causes BC to question mace policy
istrators would allow students,
especially females, to carry a defensive tool such as mace.
Not so.
The Dangerous Weapons sec-

By Christopher Stephen
HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

With the rise in urban crime
and on-campus assaults nationwide, onemight think that on the
Boston College campus, admin-

w*.

j

111

<
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tionofthe 1993-94 StudentGuide
explicitly states, "Possession

femalestudent's can ofOleoresin
Capsicum (O.C). O.C. is a cajun
pepper derivative which, when
sprayed on a person, "leavesthem
incapacitatedfor 45-50 minutes,"
according to the disclaimeron the
bottle.
BCPD was alerted to the presence of this student's O.C. last
Tuesday when the student's roommate accidentallysprayed the substance in their dorm room.
BCofficersconfiscated the sub-

"'°'

n America's #1 Tour
offer more
parties and activities at
c 9uaran eed lowest
prices! Group Discounts!
operator. V/e

J

J-J?

'^ I

k

'

from $439
from $439
from $149
from $129

Jamaica
Cancun Mexico
Daytona Beach,
Panama City Beach

The student, who wishes to remain anonymous, could not understand why she was prohibited
from carrying O.C. on campus
despite her possession of a Firearm IdentificationPermit(F.1.P.),
which allowsher to legally carry
O.C. in the State of Massachusetts.
"This campus is so preoccupied with safety, I can't believe
there is such an absurdrule on the
books," the student said.
"Mace, or any substance like

of...implements characterizedby
Massachusetts StateLaw as 'Dangerous Weapons,' e.g. mace, are
prohibited."
This policy became the subject
of controversy last week when a
BC police officerconfiscated one

that, is banned on this campus,"
said BCPD Lt. Eugene Neault.
Neault explained that there are
no exceptions to this policy at
BC, even if a student has a F.I.P.
issued by the Commonwealthof
Massachusetts. "It doesn't matter
if one has an F.I.P. or not. Mace
and the like are not allowed on
campus," Neault said.
BC Police ChiefRobert Morse
said that he had npt heard any
student question the policy prior
to his interviewwith The Heights.

stance.

4JjjoJgSggTnwtßNt

Contact Our Local Rep
Allison Prinn

TRAVEL

I I

SERVICES

fi*s77
//
® 330-0J

120 North Aurora SI., Ithaca, NY 14850

As BC is a private institution,
administratorscan institute rules
andregulations stricter than those
of the state to govern the campus
as long as theserestrictions do not

1-800-648-4849

violate the laws of the Commonwealth.

CIGNA CORPORATION
INFORMATION SESSION
DISCUSSING VARIOUS CAREER OPPORTUNITES

MEMBERS OF ALL CLASSES ARE WELCOME!!
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14,1994
DATE:
TIME:
7:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
O'NEILL, ROOM 253
PLACE:
DRESS:
CASUAL, REFRESHMENTS
WILL BE SERVED

STUDENTS ON INTERVIEWING SCHEDULE ARE
STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

To our beloved Ad Manager

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
NICOLE!
love, your roommates and all
your friends at The Heights

.
Now y° u can
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.
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M
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STORES?TUITION?ENTERTAINMENT?

\

creSiJ^ecks!

\
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EMERGENCY CASH? TICKETS?RESTAURANTS?
HOTELS?MOTELS?GAS-CAR RENTALS?
REPAIRS?AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING! \u25a0

SERVICES,
El

\u25a0

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for? ID?BOOKS?DEPARTMENT \u25a0

\\

\u25a0adlV|i|

ff\WSM
kUMfI

,

of the most recognized and

credit cards In the**"
world-Visa® and MasterCaid®
A\ accepted
credit cards...-|n your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
|R|\

tt£ G £lt

°o*

t1

*°* Your

?

No
N security deP° sit

°
Send the coupon
credit cards

EZ-CARD, BOX

'

today

are waiting!

'

I

.

16516, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Iwant

Cardsapproved Immediately.

.

Credit |
100% GUARANTEED! I
\u25a0

NAME
ADDRESS
CTIY
STUDENT? Yes

\u25a0

"Inmy two years here,I haven't
heard the issuebrought up," Morse
said. "I haveresearched the policy
myself as of late and have raised
questions about it."
Morse continuedby saying that
the policy not only on campus,
but also across the country, should
be looked at. "It's time to address
thispolicy and askif we shouldbe
adjusting it," he said.
D. Michael Ryan, associate
dean for Student Development,
said that in an incident years ago,
a bottle of mace was accidentally
setoff, andstudents were injured.
"It was a mistake, and so the
policy was made to protect the
students," Ryan said. "As of late,
we have been looking at the
policy."
BCPD confiscated the can
from the student's roommate before the student returned to her
room to find the cloud of O.C.
"After I left the room [to avoid
the O.C], I calledBCPD and was
told that I couldn't get my O.C.
back," she said.
The student was toldshe needed
to speak with a BCPD detective
before she would be allowed to
get the can back. As of today, six
days later, the can has not been
returned to her.
"My father spoke with Chief
Morse about thepolicy and how it
should be changed. He said the
conversation was constructive,
but didn't turn outany solutions,"
the student said.

STATE?ZIP
No

!?

cj.S.#

SIGNATURE

\u25a0

NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark ofMasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
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Papa Gino's is big loser in delivery time
By Domingo Moreira
8i^i-s

lbiz i82 te8l. 1"bi8 18 only 2
l«8l. In accordancewitb tbe 88K
(8tarving 8ludent Regulation),
lbe //eiz/in >8 conducting 2 te8t
of tbe local pixia delivery infra-

8ample8 fromtbefour
delivery re8llino'8,
taurant8
?2p2
8lructure,

mo8t popular
?

vomino'8,
Ivl2n and
?re8to'8 weretaken, (Duality and
zpeed ofdelivery werebotb U8ed
az bencbmarll8 in order to compare lbe four e8lablizbment8.
In 1992, Lo8ton College

granted papa llino'8 2 contract
tbat enabled 8tudent8 to cbarge
order8 directly lo tbeir me2l
card8, 8ince tben,more 2nd more

8tudent8 bave becomefru8trated
witb tbe re8t2uran!'8 delivery
zervice. In order lo confirm tbe
8enliment of lbe 8ludenl body,
lbe tte/F/!» conducled 2 le8l.
80 wbo won?
Pre8to'z W28 tbe firzt to arrive
at tbe //eiz/ltt office, zome 20
bad been
minute8 alter tbe
ordered, vornino'z W28 8econd
arriving in 24 minulez.2nd pi??a
Ivlan W28 2 clo8e tbird, 28 tbey
delivered tbeir product in 2 reof
8pectable 26 minuter

.

course, in last place, arriving 45
minutes after the phone call and
the winner of the BC contract a
year ago, was Papa Gino's In
fact, the ferocious appetites of
The Heights staff were totally

fulfilled well before PapaGino's
wandered through the door.
Various students of Boston
College who often order pizza
were interviewed. Many of them
testified to even longer delays
than the one cited above.
"Sometimesit has taken more
than an hour," David Gehan,
A&S '97, said. "It gets very
frustrating."
"Papa Gino's delivery service

should be faster," Reid Oda,
GSOM '97, said. "The only reason I order is because I can use
my meal card."
That was a popular response
among the students who were
questioned about the restaurant
chain. About 93 percent of those
students interviewed claimed
that if they couldn't use their
mealcards at Papa Gino's, they
would not orderfrom the establishment at all.
Some students are so upset
with the service, they don't order pizza at all. Oda says that
sometimes he just orders Chi-

Business meetings every
Monday and Wednesday at
5:00 in McElroy 113
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2. Stocks
3. Dividends are not a factor.
4. Stocks that did not appear in the AMEX, NASDAQ or NYSE exchanges were disqualified.
5. The winner willbe the contestant whosestock shows the highest percentage growth between the
opening price of February 3 and the closing on March 22.
jferdßajiift
6. The winnef will be announced in The Heights on March 28 and will receive a $100 cash prize.
In the event that the winning company is chosen by more than one contestant theprize will be split
by the winners.
7. The winner or winners will be notified on or before Friday, March 25 and will be asked to come
to The Heights office to receive theircheck and to have theirpicture on Saturday, March 26.
8. Contestants whose stocks split during the contestmust call The Heights at 552-3512 and notify the
Business editor or their stock will be disqualified.
9. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Business Editor at 552-3512.
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Some students like Schweizer
believe that, "BC should intervene on part of the students to
resolve this lack ofservice."This
seems quite unlikely. Papa
Gino's will sink or swim regardless of outside pressure.

that closedbelow $5 on February 2 were disqualified.

AB^CZZZINYsi^^ZiIM
S 1/2

jABnTBI.

BC.

1. Starting prices are based on the marketclose of Wednesday. February

iiPQ.PP;.??9.|nA?DAq{

ANDYDJFEO

ened their delivery pace they
could have an uncontested monopoly over pizza delivery to

Below is a listing of all entries that were received before February 2 at 5:00 and are eligiblefor the
contest. Any questions or clarifications should be directed to The Heights Business Editor.

IHS
NYSE I 34 5/8
BOSTCHCKjNASDAQ j46 1/2

MNTERGRATED HEALTH SERVICES

j BOSTON CHICKEN
NpyELUNEJkOPIN

Nevertheless, most students
feel that Papa Gino's ranks high

on quality. Many are willing to
sacrifice a bit more time forbetter food.
"The food is good," Nestor
Machado, CSOM '95, said, "but
sometimes I don't have the patience for them."
This sentiment seems to be
the consensus of the students we
talked to. If Papa Gino's quick-

The Heights stock contest

j 76 3/8
JAMEX~
NYSIT| 101[1/8

MOT

they're super-quick and really
cheap," said Ryan Harper, A&S
'96. In an environment where
many students are on a strict
budget, those establishments
with lower prices tend to grab
large market shares.
Clearly,PapaGino's falls short
of meeting the demandsfor service of the students it serves.
But, what about quality? Of the
four restaurants named here,
Papa Gino's menu, which includes pasta, subs and salads,
carries the largest variety. However, Presto's seemed to be better tasting than the other three,
according to writers and editors
of the Heights.

Man or Pizza ETC. because

LPX[NYSE.. Cj6
J/2
GPTA
jNASDAQ |26 1/4

LOUISIANA PACjFIC

ANDREW KURZOIN
ANDREW

nese food. "It just takes too long
to order from Papa's," Oda said.
"It's convenient to order from
Papa Gino's," said Rob
Schweizer, CSOM'9S, "butthe
service has been dismal."
As far as price is concerned,
the most expensivepizza comes
from Domino's ($11.90). Papa
Gino's ($9.70) ranks second, and
Prestos ($9.40) is only 30 cents
cheaper. Pizza Man ($8.40) is
the least expensive, falling 80
cents below Presto's.
When it comes to price and
service combined, many students
order from Pizza Man or Pizza
ETC., both of which offer low
prices and decentservice.
"I sometimes order from Pizza
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UGBC cabinet plans variety of events for spring
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
focused on the question of programming events for this semester at the executivecabinet meeting last night.
The semester's first UGBC
town meeting, exploring the issue of anti-Semitism, will take
place tonight in Devlin 008 at 7

p.m. The agenda for the event is a
response to an advertisement in
The Heights, which called for a
revisionist view ofthe Holocaust.
"If you haven't gone to a town
meeting yet, this is the one to go
to. I think there is going to be a lot
of debate," said Mike Rozman,
CSOM '95, UG.BC vice president.
On Tuesday, the UGBC
AHANA affairs committee will
be sponsoring "The Meeting," a

program designed to explore the
possibilities of what might have
happenedhadMartin Luther King,
Jr. and Malcolm X met and de-

bated.
On Wednesday, prior to the BC
basketball game against the University of Connecticut, UGBC
will be sponsoringa Pub in Lyons
cafeteria.
The Pub, featuring Dan Rockett
and $1.50 draft beers, is set to
open at 6 p.m. and close at 8 p.m.

Friday evening, rap artistChuck
D of Public Enemy will appear at
Robsham Theater.
"Itshould be a pretty big event,"
said UGBC president Nancy
Drane, A&S '94.

Fabio

the CORSS guide, conducting
workshopsfor professors on how
to write more accurate and consistent course descriptions and
bringing more academic minors
(other than the existing interdisciplinary minors) to the BC cur-

academic affairs. Marciano addressed the possibility of having
an independent company publish

Due to a surplus offunds from
last semester's events, UGBC will
be allocating funds to several
groups sometime within the next
week.

Cabinet

member

Marciano, CSOM '95, spoke
about his recent meeting with the
board of trustees' committee on

riculum.

BC bids a final farewell to Speaker O'Neill
Continued from page 3
made a difference; he triggered
my father's push to endthe war in
Vietnam," he said.
O'Neill said his father and his

I

era opened doors that had previously been closed. "We cannot
cast the children of the poor or
people of color away. My father
didn't help to open doors just to

see themslammed shut," O'Neill

"AL"

I

HAPPY 22ND TO
THE CAN-MAN!
You're still the best
sportsman evah !
love, The Heights babes
(& everyone else too)

He related a story of O'Neill
said. "Thereal work has begun
being stopped in the Capitol buildour work."
Of all the speakers, the most ing by a private citizen, and talkimpassioned?other than the ing to him for such a long time
Speaker's son?was Charles D. that he was late for a meeting
Ferris, 1954BC graduate, former with foreign officials.
General Counsel to Speaker
"I neversaw him look over the
O'Neill, and current chairof the shoulder of a person to try and
Academic Affairs committee of talk to someone else who may
the BC board of trustees.
have been more important."
"He never insulated himself
O'Neill, Ferris said, believed
from the pain of normal people. in helping others up instead of
In his 50 years of public service, climbing over them. "Duplicity
he never forgot whohewas.where was a stranger to him. I thinkTip
he camefrom, or whohired him," must have failed Latin here at
Ferris said.
Boston College; he didn't know
Ferris, former director of the the meaning of proforma," Ferris
Federal Communications Comsaid.
mission and aide to former Attor"Politicians today are lean and
ney General Bobby Kennedy, said slick; Tip was ruddy and shaggy.
that, no matter if O'Neill were He could mash syntax betterthan
speaking to a foreign dignitary or anyone, but everyone always
a barber in North Cambridge, he \u25a0knew where he stood on issues,"
would speak in the same manner. Ferris continued.
?

Continued from page 4
Once unemployment becomes
a factor in urban communities, a
variety ofotherproblems inevitably follows. When black males
cannot find work, Wilson said,
they become increasingly bitter
and resentful.
This leads to the perception that

blacks are volatile and unreliable,
increasing their inability to find
employment.

When the majority of a community is unemployed, a decline
in the state of that community is
much more likely to occur, Wilson explained.
"Neighborhoods with a signifinumber of black working
families [regardless of income]
stand in stark contrast to neighr
cant

borhoods with low levels of employment. Working neighborhoods have higher levels of perceived social organization and
control," he said.

Courses meet at B.U. and in Newton Centre!
Courses are starting SOON! THE
T^MPRINCETON
\u25a0_
CALL TODAY:

"* 558-2828

g^^F^

Wilson also presented statistics showing joblessnessas a majorfactor in violent crimes. While
unemployed blacks in their 20s
arefour times as likely to commit
violent crimes as whites, there is
very little disparity between the
amount of crime committed by
employed blacks and whites.
"If you place a lot of attention
in getting people back to work,
you'II seea serious drop in crime,"

said Wilson.
"The decline of legitimate employment opportunities in innercity neighborhoods builds up incentives to sell drugs," he said.
As unemployment increases
and the community deteriorates,
non-poor residents are likely to
moveto the suburbs, he said. This
leaves a disproportionate number
ofempty buildings in urban neighborhoods, many of which are
likely to become havens for drug
dealers.
While Wilson did not provide
any concrete solutions to allevi-

ate these problems, he believes
the answerbegins with "race neutral programswith which the general population identifies."
Due to the consolidation of
problems in the inner cities, they
will most likely receive a disproportionate amount of aid. However, this actually serves the purpose of giving help where it is
most needed, yet not alienating
the general population.
The lecture was "one of the
rare but true University occasions
where several departments,
schools and professors have
workedtogether to bring an amazing scholar," said June Gary
Hopps, dean of the Graduate

School of Social Work.
The lecture was sponsoredby a
variety of campus organizations,
including the political science,
psychology, sociology and Black
studies departments. School of
Social Work, AHANA, the Undergraduate Governmentof Boston College, and Student Affairs.

Your next ski trip starts in
Brighton Center
This Thursday, Friday and Saturday, win free ski passes to
Wachusett Mountain at the Green Briar restaurant and
pub. Enjoy great tasting appetizers, a complete lunch or
dinner menu and some of Boston's finest bands.

WACHUSETT
T T

ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.

If you're serious about Law School, then prep with thebest. Our course guarantees classes offifteen students or fewerand ejttra help with your instructors, not
tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming free sessions, CALL TODAY.

Monan concluded.

Jobs answer to urban poverty
neighborhoods.

X.ISM J

Massachusetts StateRepresentative Patrick Guerriero, a 1991
BC graduate arid former O'Neill
Fellow, rememberedO'Neill as a
teacher, learning how to run as a
politician and remembering that
the people are the employers and
he is the employee.
"The Speaker told me to do one
thing before deciding whether or
not to run: talk to every single,
solitary person on a main street
and ask them if they would vote
for me. I did, and I got elected,"
Guerriero said.
"I learnedfrom him that we, as
public servants, touch and effect
and change people," Guerriero
said. "Our lines cross and intersect through life."
"A man so loved by alma matter continues to live forever,"

P

MOUNTAIN

Mountain Skiing...minutes away!
Brighton's Best Irish Pub
Less than a mile from the BC campus
304?306 Wshington Street, Brighton
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inside BC
All that News can't fit, we print.

"Crazies" raid Conte hours before tip-off
early because I want to see the
different rising stars that will
eventually play in the NBA, like
[Arturos]Karnishavish." Lusk

are usually the ones clapping and BC.
basketball diehards are hoping to
answering our cheers." cheerRobLaferty,A&S '97, believes experience a special aspect of
leader Joe Franco, A&S '95, said. "every college student's dream is ESPN's coverage, namely anWhile most of us are eating
So why do these "Conte to be the craziest fan. If he can't nouncer Dick Vitale. Unfortudinner or finishing our homework, said.
Crazies" arrive hours before the be on the court, he wants to be as nately, they were let downfor the
a few extremely dedicated stuOnce through the gates, stutip-off? Perhaps because of the close as possible." We stillcannot game against Georgetown on
forget our dream to be seen on ESPN. Anthony Rafterty, CSOM
dents are eagerly awaiting the dentshave been known to break a recent television coverage. Stumoment the gates open at Conte full sweat in sprinting to the dents dovirtually anything in front television screaming "hi" to our '97, explains it well: "[We go] to
Forum for evening basketball courtside seats. Even then, stuof the camera. Sitting in the first moms and dads.
see Dick Vitale, Baby, with a capigames. With the recent national dents always have to fight over a several rows gives students the
The upcoming UConn game on tal B."
televisioncoverageofour beloved seat or two. The immaturity alchance to be on televisionas well Wednesday, February 9 will be
From the minute they pass
team, fans have begun to line up ways comes through.
as provide extra noisefor the bastelevised on ESPN. It is expected through the gates, students sitting
outside Contefor up to four hours
Some smart studentshavetheir ketball team.
that lines will begin to form more at courtside will be scoping out
Although, students have been than three hours before gamebefore game time. For many of friends whowork in ConteForum
where the cameras are stationed.
these "Conte Crazies" (thanks save them seats with extra jackets dedicatedenough to arrive up to time. Students will undoubtedly Cheerleaderswillbe painting their
cheer the Eagles on before and
Duke), these crucial games have and tape. Still, saving seats has two hours early for the non-telefaces and holding the "dot" pagiven them the opportunity to not always worked as planned. vised games.TV is certainly an during the game.
pers and pompons, ready for acshow their tremendous school Other students always steal a incentive. Sitting in theCourtside
It is also likely that courtside tion. Our "Conte Crazies" have a
spirit and represent Boston Colcouple of saved seats. Arguments seats give fans the chance to be students will begin their converlot to be proud of and will always
seen by theplayers as supportive, sations with the UConn players as cheerthe basketball team with all
lege in front of a national audiusually follow.For other students,
and the nation as excited to attend soon as they hit the court. BC's
ence.
to sitcourtside brings on a differof their heart.
Whilethe studentpep rally was ent meaning than sitting in the
just getting underway, lines were upper student section. The first
already forming for the January several rows fill up minutes after
29 game against Seton Hall on the gates open. Chris Doheny,
CBS. With the tip-off scheduled A&S '96, believes the first row
for 3 p.m., Kevin Breen, CSOM brings "a higher degree of excite'97, and Matt Gelb, CSOM '97, ment and an atmosphere that is
arrived at the gates at 11 a.m. and more intense." Nearly allstudents
were the first students in line.
in this section look forward to
"1 live for the chance to sit front disrupting the opposing teams'
row, with all the action developplayers.
ing right in front of my face.
"Of course, I always enjoy a
There's nothing like courtside verbal commentary with an opseats in Conte Forum for watchposing player," Doheny said.
ing the Beast of theEast crush any
Once inside the forum, the stuopponent," Gelb said.
dents usually do not quiet down.
Breen was quick to agree. "With They cheer the basketball players
all the talent of the team and the on when they come out to warm
rise of the 'diaper dandy' Danya up. These early birds want the
Abrams, I'd do anything to get a team to know that they not only
chance to be involved... especially support them during the game but
in front of the television camalso during the warmups. The
eras," he said.
students give the team an extra
For these students, the only reason to work hard during the
possible way of attempting to sit pre-game excitement.The cheerin the first several rows on leadersfeel thatthe early-bird stucourtside is arriving a couple of dents have the most spirit. They
hours early. To them, the .excite- constantly yell and make noise
ment at courtside far out weighs
for the basketball team. According to the cheerleaders, they althe time spent on line.
ways count on the courtside stuTo Todd Lusk, A&S '97, arriving early meansmore than sitting dents to intiate cheers and be
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / DAN LEVASSEUR
strong eagle fans.
courtside.
For the heartiestof fans, no wait is too long for prime, front-row seats at televisedbasketball games
"I love getting to the games
"The ones that are the earliest
in Conte Forum.
By Robert Amen

HEIGHTS ASSISTANT EDITOR

You read it here first... Heightsmen hired

According to The Boston

Globe, theresignation announce-

ment by University President J.
Donald Monan, SJ, on Friday,
January 4 was "not unexpected."
Who are they kidding? Ten
months ago, in the April 1, 1993
edition of The Heights, we predicted this exact everit (albeit a
bit prematurely). Nevertheless, it
is fair to say that we scooped all
of the major papers and TV news
departments in Boston.

The content of our story was a
tad different than the version
passed through the press this
weekend. According to The
Heights' report, Monan cited his
life-long dream to be a lounge
singer as the key reason for his
decision to resign.
"After years of cfiastity, pov-

The AprilFool's EditionofThe

Heights also contained stories regarding a mis-routed bus that

ended up in Ohio; a group of
BCPD officers who joinedin Mod
keg parties; the selectionof God,
himself, as the 1993 commencement speaker; and the opening of
a casino in WalshHall.Of course,
erty and obedience, I've finally none of these stories were true,
decided to live a little," Monan but, as Mohan's resignation
was.quoted as saying in the April proves, you never know what's

.

1 report.

going to happen next...

out for Valentine's
By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

With Valentine's Day quickly
approaching, those with boyfriends or girlfriends are frantically searching for that perfect
gift that expresses their love for
one another.
For those without significant
others, Valentine's Day is one of
the most hated days in the year
and is usually filled with wishes
of demise for all of the happy
couples that seem to be everywhere.
A nice piece of jewelry, a box
of candy, roses or a romantic dinneraresome of the most common
and. perhaps, overused Valentine
gifts. Of course,who wouldmind
being therecipient of any of those
gifts?

However, if you are looking for
something a little different (this is
for all of the men out there), how
about giving your girlfriend The
Heightsmen? Not literally giving
herthe a cappella group, although
that would be a pretty nice gift.
Now you may be thinking, why

would I want to send 14 guys over
to my girlfriend's room? On the
days approaching the day of love,

the acappellagroup will serenade
the love of your life. If she happens to be a big fau of The
Heightsmen, this private show is
the perfect gift that she is sure to
love.
For only $ 15.The Heightsmen
will arrive at the lucky individual's
door, dressed appropriately for the
occassion in their finest attire.
Described as " classy Valentine's
present." the popular a cappella
group will serenade the person
with two Heightsmen songs. To
top off the whole event, they will
give the one-person audience a
single rose.
There will be tables in McElroy
and the Lower Campus dining
halls during lunch and dinner on
Februaury9, 10, 11 and 13,where
people can sign up for a specific
time slot for the group to stop by
and perform from a'list, twosongs
of the person'schoice from a list.

These

ser

Heightsmen, page IS
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The
Plex
BC
in
helps
keep
fit
1994
Best Bets
By Emily Tiberio
FOR THE HEIGHTS

for the
Week:

As we embark upon the blus-

tery month of February, we realize that some of the glimmer that
our New Year's resolutions once

Compiled by the features

editors

heldhas disappeared. We all make
our resolutions with the best of
intentions,but somehow, amidthe
bleakness of winter's short days
and long nights, they becomebur-

ied.

What: Music of the night
Wfcere: The Danversport
Yacht Club in Danvers
When: Saturday, February
12 at Spm

mu-.

Enjoy some of thefinest
sic from such popular musicals asPhantom ofthe Opera,
Les Miscrables and Miss
Saigon. The songs will be
performed by the North
Shore'sSymphonyby the sga.
Tickets are$28.50. For more
information call 508-745-4955.
What: Art Garfunkel
Where: Symphony Hall

When:

13

at Bpm

Theother half of the famous
duo is back in town fojr a
single conceit. Tickets are
$20 to $30. Call 266: 1200
for tickets.
What: Forever Plaid
Where: The Terrace Room
at theBoston Park Plaza Hotel
When: Qyeryday except
Monday
This musical has beenplaying for three years and you
haven'tseen it? Wellhere is
your big chance to see either
a matinee or a show in the
evening. Call 931-2000 for
tickets. There are Legal Seafood dinner packages available,so you won'tgo hungry
while enjoying the musical.
What:
Les Ballet
Bougarabou dv Senegal
Where: Kresge Auditorium
at MIT.
When: Saturday, February
12atBpm
This 16-memberWest-African drumming and dance
troupeperforms folklore. The
show features mythological
creatures and a fire-spitting
man. Sounds pretty exciting.
Call 577-1400 for tickets
which are only $10 to $15.
What: Boston Symphony
Orchestra
Where: Symphony Hall
When: February 10,11,12,
15 at Bpm
Take in an evening of classical music with Seijl Ozawa
as musicaldirector. For allof
you classical music buffs out
there, selectionsfrom Haydn
and Britten are part of the
Check the Campus Information& ActivitiesCalanderfor
this weekson campus events.

When we thinkresolution, the
one thatoften comes to mindfirst
is the promise to get into shape.
With thoughts of how we will
look on the beach in our present
state of being, we rush to the Plex,
where we spend countless hours
attempting to sweat away the images of a winter's worth ofhibernation. The tendency is to fall out
of these good habits before we
evenhave a chance to benefitfrom
them.
There are people, however,
whohave the ambitionwhich carries them through hourafter hour,
month after month and year after
year of exercise. Whether the
weathercallsfor oneofsummer's
latest fashions or the winter
months beckon baggy, wool
sweaters, they manage to stay in
great shape. Why do they exercise, and what is it that keeps
themfit? Granted, staring down
at oneof the dining hall'schicken
specials, oozing with cheese and
grease offers some motivation,
but what does it take to maintain
that urge?
The rigorous training that goes
al mg with being part of a college
team keeps many athletesin shape.
Clearly the competitive nature
leaves the majority of us out.
Many people who were varsity
athletes in high school find that
without the same kind of daily

training in college, they quickly
become out of shape.
Colin Boroski, A&S '97,
found thathe had to find motivation to exercise on his own in
college, something which was
absent fromhis high school years.
"Iplayed varsity soccer in high
school, and it always kept me in
shape. But since I no longerplay,

I have to come to thePlex to work
out," he said.
Many of us have had to find
alternative forms of exercise since
coming to Boston College. Clubs
and Intramuralsoffer this to many
students. The Dance Ensemble

gave this opportunity to Liz
Landry, '95 A&S. In her third
semester on the squad she has
found an activity which she likes
doing and thatkeeps her in shape
at the same time.
"I will only exerciseif I enjoy
it. I won't just use a machine for
the physical benefits. I have to be
having fun," she said.
Landry believes the lack of
enjoyment is why many people
don't stick with fitness regimens.
"You can only be motivated to
use a stairmaster for so long.
Things likebicycling and playing
volleyball offer a lot more motivation because they can be fun."
As is evident by therecreation
complex'sstairmasterreservation

_

.. ,

sheet, not all people hold the same
view as Landry. Plex employees,
such as JohnAmaral '94 CSOM,
will tell you that dropping in to
exercise might not be as easy as
you imagined. Amaral said in
order to use one of these machines at peak hours you must
come by the Plex in advance.
"Stairmasters are very popular. I see many of the same faces
and the same names on a daily
basis," Amaral said.
Stairmaster users like Christina Carey attribute many ben-

efits to the machines. "Exercise
equipment such as stairmasters
and lifecycles canreally give you
a good cardiovascular work out,"
she said.
When Amaral is not working
at the Plex, he spends time exercising there. Amaral, who in his
senior yearworks out ona regular
basis, points out that it has not
always beeneasy for him to maintain his workout program.

"I wanted to look better. I
worked out all sophomore year,
but living off campus junior year
kept me from staying in shape. It
became inconvenient. But now
that I'm back on campus, I've
started up again," he said.
For as many people as there
are who exercise, there arejust as
many philosophies about the best
way to go about it. It seems that
everyone whoissuccessful in their
conditioningattributes something
different to theresults they attain.
The one thing that conscientious
exercisers agree on is thatpersonalizing a program so it fits best
into your life-style is the only
way to make sure that you will
stay with it.
So whether it's lingering resolutions or a real effort to change
bad habits,one can only hope that
the effort to live a healthier life
will continue. That is as long as it
doesn't take up too much time,
effort or money.

.

,
,
,
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Viewpoints.
Opinions from students on current issues.
By Becky Yang

What do you think of the compromise between BC
and the city in order to attain stadium expansion?
Justin Gilmore,
CSOM 97
I think it will help
elevate the football team to an
even higher level
if we have a bigger stadium. That
can only be good
for the university
as a whole. The
compromise was
worth it.

Angela Panotes,
A&S f 93
I think that the expansion of the
football stadium is
superfluous and it
will take away too
many of the parking spaces that
commuter

stu-

dents so desperately need.
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Seismic observatory is little-known campus
By John Pappas
W«I^Z«

WKen I W28 given lbe 288ignment to write 2N 2lticle about tbe
We8ton Qb8ervatory, my fir8t
tbougbt w28 wbere i8 tbi8 p>2ce
and i8 it a pan of Lo8ton College?
lo my 8urpri8e, tbe We8ton Ob8erv2tory i8 owned 2nd financed
tbrougb Lll, I c2>led lbe V/e8lon
Nb8ervatory 2nd waz referred lo
5obn Lbel, pb.v,, directorof tbe
We8lon Nb8ervatory and 288oci2te profe88or in tbe departmentof
geology and gsopby8>c8 bere 2t

BC.

According to Ebel, the Jesuits
originally founded Weston Observatory. They had a seminary
there and later converted it to the
seismicstation, offering graduate
degrees in geophysics. Weston
was not accredited,so the degrees
came through BC.
Soon after, the geology department was founded, and the two
werebrought togetherto form the
department of geology and geophysics.
If you still haven't figured out
what the Weston Observatory is,

think no longer. It is an observatory used to measure seismic activity and earthquakes. The
Weston Observatory is a research
facility for the geology and geophysics department at BC, just as
the chemistry and biology departments have their respective re-

search facilities.

The observatory is located in
Weston, approximatelythirty minutes from BC. It is open to the
public, but the biggest problem is
the lack of public transportation
from BC. For example,Ebel has a
work-study job available for

Professor John Ebel measures seismic activity at Weston Observatory.

'
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Heightsmen serenade any
Valentine for fifteen bucks
Continued from page 13

enades areavailable Friday, February 11 through Sunday, February 13.
This writer will be home during these times, so if The
Heightsmen want to stop by and
warm up, feel free to do so.
What would you do if you
opened your door to 14 handsome singing men?
According to Mike Chippman,
CSOM '96, The Heightsmen's

serenade usually gets some bizarre reactions. No, nobody has
everfainted from shock, but most
people are delightfully surprised
by thearrival of thegroup at their
door.
Chippman said, "People are
either really surprised or laughing uncontrollably.Everyone usually turns a nice shade of red."
Last year was the first year that
the group offered the Valentine
serenade.Peter Hudnut, A&S '95,
said that it was fairly popular.

someone who has a car and can cause as soon as things start getdrive out there, but so far, few ting back to normal, another afstudents have shown interest.
tershock occurs.
Having had experience with
If the "big one" hits Los Angeles, it is morbidly rumored that
many earthquakes as a native of
Los Angeles, a seismic observaLas Vegas would have prime
tory was no new world for Ebel.
beach-front property. Ebel wants
At Weston, he has becomefamilto reassure all Californians (this
iar with every corner of the plant writer included) that their state
and every function of the staff.
will not falloff intothe ocean ifa
large earthquake occurs.
When the observatory wasconstructed, thebuilders placed large
During the recent refurbishconcrete piers through the floor ment of Devlin Hall, the on-camand attached them to the underlypus headquarters of the geology
ing bedrock. These piers help department offices, Ebel remeasure vibrationsfelt during an
quested that BC install a pier to
earthquake.
measure seismic activity. At
On January 17, the morning of present, all that exists in the basetheLos Angeles earthquake meament of Devlin is a pier attached
suring 6.4 on the Richter scale, to the bedrock. Ebel is currently
Professor Ebel arrived at the obworking on purchasing the equipservatory early to review the data ment needed to measure seismic
received from the 4.6 earthquake activity from the Devlin pier, lothat occurred the day before in cated beneath the lecture hall in
Reading, PA.
room 008.
He noticedsome seismicactivMany people outside the BC
ity, and within minutesreceived a community come to Ebel seeking
call that a major earthquake had his expert advice. Weston is the
just occurred in Los Angeles. Even top facility in the New England
earthquakesas far from Boston as region for seismic and geologic
Los Angeles can be recorded in research.
Boston within a short amount of
For instance, one women recently called him from southwesttime.
"When you havean earthquake, ern Connecticut claiming she felt
what you have is the fault slides, an earthquake. Ebel informed her
and that sliding releases vibra- that what she felt was a
tions. Those are extremely strong "cryoseism," which happens
at the epicenter, and then they get whenice expands andthen cracks,
weaker and weaker as they go off. causing a loud noise which could
By the time those waves gethere, be misinterpretedas a quake.
Ifyou have any questionsabout
they're very small, but still noearthquakes or find this subject
ticeable ifyou have sensitive seismic equipment," Ebel said.
matter interesting, Ebel teaches a
Ebel said that the damage done basic geology course at BC,
by this earthquake was not so GEI34. And remember, ifyou are
much physical in nature as it was at BC and you think you just felt
an earthquake, it's probably a
psychological, since afterthe initial earthquakethereare thousands cryoseism, unless the Los Angeof aftershocks. It is difficult for les "big one" hasbeen misdirected
this way.
people to recover mentally, be-

Oddest News Item
of the Week

"We got a good response last
year, so we decided to continue
it", said Hudnut.
This is the perfect wayto avoid

This item appeared in its entirety in
The Boston Sunday Herald

the tremendous crowds that go

along with allofThe Heightsmen's
shows.The downsideto these private serenades is that they only

LONDON- The American paraglider, who
disrupted a world heavyweight boxing
match in Las Vegas last year, swooped
down onto the roof of Buckingham Palace
where he took off his clothes and was
immediately arrested. James Miller faced
six charges of violating public order and
air regulations, police said. Queen Elizabeth II wasn't home and missed the spectacle as Miller set down on her roof in his
propeller-driven parachute, stripped off his
pants and revealed that he was painted
green from the waist down. Police said he
ran toward a flag pole, above the entrance
to the palace, and taunted them.

come around once a year. So, if
you are interested, mention it to
your loved one.
If not, you could always give
yourself this Valentine's present.
Hey, why not? You deserve it.

THE FEATURES SECTION

WANTS
NEW WRITERS!
NO JOB? TOO MUCH SPARE TIME?
RETIRING FROM THE BC

PRESIDENCY?

come to our meetings on
If you don't have a handsome young fellow coming to your door on Valentine's Day, maybe someone
will buy the visit of fifteen eligible bachelors (and some non-bachelors) instead.

11

mondays at 3:15 pm in
Mcelroy 113

'
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Volunteer opportunities offered by 4 Boston
By Stephanie Millette
Mll

-rue tlMlltti^

group ofLo8lon(College 8tudent8 ba8 found lbat 2 little allenlion 2nd 2ffection goe8 2 long
w2y, lbrougb 4 Lo8ton, Lc'8
volunteer urban zervice progr2m
8pon8ored by tbe
cb2p>2incy. 2 group of about 18
Lc 8tuden!8 bave been placed in 2
biweekly afteraction! tutoring
progr2M 2t

tbe (7ommonwe2>lb

l->ou8ing Development in
Lrigbton. Ivl^,
lbe tutoring progr2M beg2n la8t
ye2r wben member8 of 4 Lo8lon
beld 2 I-Ialloweenparty at tbedevelopmenland28l<ed iftbey could
furtber tbeir 8ervice8 in 2ny W2y,

lender lbe 8upervi8>on of Ivl2rlc

program, which is held in the

development's community center, is a unique one.
"This program fills a specific
need for kids whose schedules or
home situations don'tfit with the
home tutoring program. It grabs a
whole other segment of thepopulation here," MacElhiney said.
The 4 Boston volunteers who give
up their time to tutor at the development for four hours per week
say that the commitmentis worth
it because they "love the kids."
They can definitely see the value
of the program through the excitementand response ofthekids.
"They get a lot out of it," said
tutor Jen McLennan, CSOM '97,
"it gives them a chance to be

around goodrole models and they
have lots of fun."
Leah Jones, A&S '96, who is in
her second year of tutoring at the
development, has enjoyed building relationships with the kids.
"I've really gotten to know the
kids and it's neat when, after a
while, they talk to you about important things in their lives," she
said.
The students who participate in
the tutoring program enjoy it as

much

as,

or perhaps even more

than, theirtutors.
"I like themto help me with my
homework," said Cedric Will-

iams.

"And I like when they play
Connect Four with me," added

his older brother Phillip.
In addition to assisting the students with homework, the tutors
take time to play games, do arts
and crafts projects or simply talk
with them.
"They play with you and they
help you figure out school stuff,"
Phong Nguyen said. Desmond
Joseph added, "They're nice and
they ain't mean...they let us play
around."
The tutors agree that spending
time with the children has taught
thema lotaboutsociety andabout
their own lives as well as what
they may take for granted.
"I think it gives you a new perspective on the different ways of
life around us that we are some-

Ivl2c!3lbiney, lbetutoring program
wa8 in8lituted at lbe bou8ing developmenl forre8ident8 between
lbe age8 of eigbl and 16. lbe
intentof lbe program W28 to bave
2 regular time 2nd convenient location at wbicbcbildren could do
tbeir borneworlc 2nd be expo8ed
to po8iliverole mode>8.
Ivl2cI2Ibineyb28found tbeprogr2m, in

il8 8econd ye2r ofexi8l-

beneficial for lbe cbildren. Ne
8aid tbat tbe Icid8 definitely look
forward to tbe tutoring 8e88ion8
every lue8d2y 2nd lbur8day and
tbat lbey "benefit from it botb
academically and from tbe alienlion lbey gel from tbe tutors"

PULSE, the University Chaplaincy, Circle X and 4 Boston, all
located on the ground floor of

IvIacLlbiney i8 p!ea8ed witb tbe
growtb in lbe program,noting tbat
tbe number of 8ludent8 regularly
attending baz doubled 8ince >28t

McElroy. Other campus organizations sponsor special service
projects throughout the year in

whichall membersoftheBC community are encouraged to partici-

tutoring program waz
previou8ly 2ltempled wilbvolunteer8 from otber 2l«2 co!Iege8',
year.

pate.

For Boston, 4 Bostonstudents volunteerto help neighboring community groups such as the tutoring
program at the CommonwealthHousing Development in Brighton.

Living off campus: the
joys of having cable TV
By Lee Dayton
HEIGHTS STAFF WRITER

One of the worst things about
living on campus is the fact that
there is no cable television in the
dorm rooms (no, not even in the
new dorms a pox on whoever
started that nasty rumor, whatever a "pox" is). Off-campus
bums like me, however, get access to 53 big stations on basic
cable alone (be jealous, and no,
you can't come over).
The only drawback to having
53 stations is having a roommate
?

who won't surrender the remote
and just has to channel surf every
time a commercial comes on. At
least around here you can pick up
all the majornetworks withrabbit
ears, except for of course, the
Nashville Network.
Vye always wanted to doa study
on college TV watching habits,
but unfortunately, "study" is not a
word in my vocabulary, because
it requires things like "work"and
"effort" (things of which my life
is obviously devoid). So I did the
next best thing?l guessed. Here
now is a synopsis of the TV shows
I think college kids arewatching,
or at least should watch.
Beavis and Butthead, MTV.
Crowds of people run down to
late night to catch this show all
the time. This is a show people
either love or hate. I thought it
was the dumbest thing I'd ever
seen when I first saw it, but now
I'm addicted (you know, people

The BC students have found
the tutoring to be an extremely
rewarding experiencebecause of
the great feeling it gives them to
be able to help others, especially
children. They enjoy interacting
with the kids and are constantly
amused and fascinatedby them.
"I'm surprised at how talented
and smart and capable they are,"
McLennan said. The tutors have
clearly seen the innocence, fragility and curiosity of children
and their basic needs for attention
and caring, and they are happy
that they are able to provide this
for their littlefriends.
In addition to the Commonwealth Housing Developmenttutoring program, 4 Boston places

200 students in volunteer positions at 26 Boston social service
agencies,ranging from health care
and elderly services to a variety
of youth programs to food and
shelter services. Directed by a
councilof 13 undergraduates and
two University Chaplains, 4 Boston has becomean extremely large
and successful program.
In addition to the full-time(four
hours per week) 4 Boston placements, thereare several part-time
and one-time volunteer opportunities through the offices of

ence, to be very 8ucce88fu! and

2ccording
bowever,
lo
weren't
Ivl2c!2IKiney, "lbey
re!i2ble." Ne b28 bad tbe mo8t
8ucce88 witb volunteer group8
from Ld.
lbe dommon>»e2ltb Noting
Development a>8o 8pon8or8 2
Kome tutoring program tbrougb
PUL8I2, bowever, tbe 4 Lo8ton

times closed off to," McLennan

said.

often say the same thing about
me).

It's hard not to like those guys.
I love peoplewho refuse to watch
the show because they think it's
below their intelligence level.
Lighten up, you losers.
Ren andStimpy,Nickelodeon.
The forerunner to Beavis and
Butthead. MTV was showing
theseguys again fora littlewhile,
but I'm not sure what happened.
Nickelodeonstill shows them on
Friday nights last time I checked.
So since you'll be off campus
"drinkin'with yourbuddies"anyway, you might as well catch the
show.
Any program which has an
entire episode about searching
for a lost fart is A-OK in my
book.
Beverly Hills, 90210/Melrose
Place, Fox.
Nobody better call my house
between eight and ten on Wednesdays, because I'll be busy watching these quality programs (well,
quality by Fox standards anyway). 90210 is getting pretty
lame, but Melrosejust gets better
and better, especially since they
added goddess HeatherLocklear
and Jane's hot littlesister to the
show.
I also think everyone should
know that Jo is Princess Vespa
from Spaceballs, too. If only
she'd stop flaring her nostrils all
the time.
The Commish, ABC.
If you end up homeon a Satur-

day night, here's an integral part
of the weekend. This show is the
best! But since many of you will
likely be passedout by 10:00 when
the show is on, you might want to
set up your VCRs instead.
Baywatch, syndicated.
Or "Babewatch," if you prefer.
Be sure to tune in right at the
beginning of the show, because
the plots are deep and hard to

There are plenty of opportunities in the Boston area alone, for
able-bodied college students and
adults to participate in and help
others who wouldgreatly benefit.
As all those who have taken part
in 4 Boston and other volunteer
programs have experienced, a
littleattentionand affection goes
a long way.

By Ali MacPhisto
HOROSCOPES
'Valentines 'Day is coming.
"
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strangers.
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Aries: You will be waitingto
see whata loverwill do.
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follow.
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tion, syndicated.
I admit it: I love this show. And
so do you, so stop lying about it.
The News.
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Cancer:You will experience

a very unusual affair.
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ifor onlyone, you will have an r^
experiencematwiU openyour
worth watching for as well. But if
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I see that ad for Noxzema again
heart to new possibilties.
where they zoom in on that girl's
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about. (Have you ever seen that
ad for Advil where the lady complains that she can't get to sleep,
but then she takes Advil and
everything's OK? Well, I'll tell
you why you can't get to sleep,
you dumb ass. There's a damn
camera crew in your room! Get
'em out of there!)
So there's my "study" of college TV watching habits. Pretty
in-depth, wasn't it? Just keep in
mind this. The next time that you
complain about not having cable
TV in the dorms remember that
you don't have to take the stupid
buses every day.
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REVIEW
Politics a summing up of O'Neill life Readings q
By Mike Hofman
HEIGHTS EDITOR

All Politics is Local, and other
rules of the game
By Tip O'Neill with Gary Hyrriel
With the passing ofThomas P.
"Tip" O'Neill, Boston College
alumnus and political icon, it is

only fitting that his second book,
All Politics is Local, be noted as
the ultimate avenue by which to
reach an understanding ofhis values and legacy. The book, featured in the BC Bookstore since
the beginning of the semester, is
O'Neill'sintensely personalevaluation of political life.
In reading this "political

primer," as it has been termed, it
is quite imaginable that O'Neill
wrote this book not so much to
teach aspiring Democratic politi-

cos the ropes as to tell his favorite
anecdotes one last time. Like the
grandfather/raconreMr who always tells the same stories at

Thanksgiving dinner, O'Neill's
collectionof tales seems to gather

the children aroundfor theclassic

legends of a remarkable lifetime.

What makes O'Neill's stories
more enlivening than your runof-the-mill grandfather is a combination of complementary elements in his style.
O'Neill'scareer was so distinguished that even the dullesttextbook could not muddle the genuine interest one feels for his triumphs (andoccasional blunders).
O'Neill, who served in elected
office even before he graduated
fromBC and served as Speaker of
the HouseofRepresentativesfrom

1976 to 1986, was easily one of
the most influential American
political figures of the twentieth
century.
Of course,

O'Neill's writing is
certainly not that of the dullest
textbook; in fact, its quick pace
and delightful humor is far from
it. O'Neill devotes the same
amount of time and effort to talking about Lyndon Johnson as he
does to his wife Millie, or even
the random people he met on the
street.
The detail with which he remembers everyone?from his
neighbor to his president?gives
the reader a sense of not only
O'Neill's personal dignity, but

also the respect he had for both
the political system and the na-

tion.
O'Neill's writing style is as intensely accessible as his

congressman's office, and the stories are kept intriguingly short
and sweet. One senses that many
of the anecdotes had appeared
elsewhere in print some time earlier, and O'Neill was looking for
a vehicle to band them together in
oneplace?a sort of journal compiled after-the-fact.
The overall tone of the book is
fairly light, and, in another context, the stories might seem unorganized and, therefore, not persuasive. However, with the history of O'Neill repeated in the
mediathrough themonthof January, the stories flow as a poignant
and elegant epitaph. Politics reveals the inner strength of
O'Neill's style, and it therefore

as an educational narrative.
This fact alone makes it a necessaryread for those interestedin or
fascinated by the public sector
(political science majors, this
means you). It is also an enjoyable read for those who love the
wit and wisdom of any elderly
gent who personifies Americana
at its purest.
This bqok is a firm reminder of
all that O'Neill's political beliefs
entailed: the ideology is straightforward, but the idealismis deeprooted. Indeed, it seems clearthat
the very reason for writing in the
first place was the hope thatothers wouldbenefit from the wealth
of knowledge O'Neill was fortunate enough to amass.
acts

Slow Waltz is plodding second effort
By Laura Tholen

HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Slow Waltz in

Cedar Bend
By Robert James Waller
After hitting gold with The
Bridges ofMadison County, Robert James Waller churned out his
second romantic novella in no
time. This book, named Slow
Waltz in CedarBend , hardly lives
up to it's successful predecessor.
Slow Waltz is obviously a poor
substitute, modelledafter Bridges,
written to be a quick best-seller.
Again, it is the story of an unhappily married woman who feels
stilled in her marriage of convenience to herdull dependablehusband and finds the excitement
she's sought in her life with a
nomadic, mysterious and intelligent

man.

Jelly and Jim Braden have just
moved to lowaupon Jim's acceptance of a new teaching position
in the economics department at
the University of lowa.
A party is held to welcome the
couple to the university which
Michael Tillman, a single, motorcycle-riding economics professor,
is reluctant to attend because of
the stuffiness of the department.
Michael's ambiguous attitude
is soon transformed when he sees
Jelly with whom he is immediately infatuated. While the two
are outside on the front steps
smoking a cigarette together, a
habit frowned upon by Jelly's

husband as well as the depart-

.

discover they have
much in common, including both
having lived in India
Jelly and Michael become instant
friends, sharing forbidden cigarettes together often when Jelly
stops by Michael's officebetween
her graduate school classes on
campus. The two share a more
than physical attraction, but do
not acknowledge it until Jelly's
husband Jim is offered a position
for a semester in England.
Before they are set to leave
Jelly calls Michael and tells him
to meet her at a nearby bar where
she tells him of her more-thanfriendship feelings and tells him
that have to forget about those
emotionswhile she is in England.
Suffice it to say. Jelly comes
home from England and the two
can no longer hold back their attraction. Jelly hops on the back of
ment, they

Michael's motorcycle, and they
go to Michael's house and do
things that would make Jelly's

husband's head spin.
Consumed by guilt aftermonths
of cheating on her.husband, Jelly
flees to India after telling Jim she
wants to leave him. In an ironic
twist, Jim finds solace in pouring
out his heart to his trusting col-

league, Michael, who then hops
on a plane to India to find her.
After a long and tedious search,
Jelly is found in an interesting
plot twist that almost makes the
novel worth reading. Nevertheless, the book turns into a sappy
and cheesy rendition of Madison
County when the two return to

lowa and encounter several obstacles. Even so, a "happily ever
after" ending is never in question.
Although it is a love story, Slow
Waltz in Cedar Bend lacks the
passion and storyline that The

Bridges ofMadison County had.
The two stories are almost embar-

rassingly similar and Slow Bend
belittles the masterpiece that is
Madison County by a poor attempt at imitation.

SigningsiX
In honor ofBlack History Month, thefollowingreadings have been
organized around the
Boston area:
Library
Uphams Corner
500
Columbia Road.

Boston Public

Dorchester

265-0139
February 7.4 p.m. - Members
o( the community will read
from recently-published
hooks by black authors during Black Histor) Month

"Read-In."
Boston University Bookstore

Mall
Charlesbank Reading Room.
Level 5
February 7. 5:30 p.m.

-

Gregory Alan-Williams will be
present to discuss his new
b00k..4 Gathering ofHeroes:
Reflections on Rage and Responsibility A memoir of the
Los Angeles Riots

-

Brighton Branch

Library

40 Academy Hill Rd.

782-6032
24. 7 p.m. - Flying
Free: America's First Black
Aviators Philip Han. author
of this award-winning book
will speak about these
Tuskegee Airmen of World
War 11: Bessie Coleman and
James Herman Banning.
February

North End Branch Library
25 Parmenter St.

Boston

227-8135
February 10. 6:30 p.m. - A
book discussion pfTKeAwtobiography of Malcolm X as
told to Alex Haley will be
discussed in lieu of Black
History Month.

Otherreadings and signings
this month include:
Royal Discount Bookstores
Weymouth
February 7. 6:30-7:30 p.m. The retired Celtics center. Bill
Walton will be signing his
book Nothing But Net.

Lauriat's
45 Franklin St.
Boston

February 10. 12:30 to 1:30
p.m. - Edwin Diamond will
sign copies of his new book.
Behind the Times: Inside The
New York Times.

Druker Auditorium

Newton Free Library

February 10. 7:30 - Sonia
Schreiber Waltz will speak
about and sign her memoirof
the Holocaust: / Promised I
would Tell.
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Monan accepts new position as BC Chancellor
Continued from page 1

"I love Boston College verymuch.
I would like to do whatever is in

but each time the board of trustees asked him to remain as presi-

University Chancellor. In one
sense, we view this as an evolutionary transition. We're pleased
we're going to continue to have a
close relationship with him. He is

the best interests of the school."
Boisi, a 1969 BC graduate,
commented that by appointing
Monan to the chancellorship, the
board of trustees would retain
Monan's "spiritual guidance,"
counsel and experience in strate-

dent.

Boisi acknowledged that
Monan has. in the past, announced
to the boardof trustees'executive
committee his intention to resign,
but at those times the board felt
the University was at critical

country."
Of his decision to accept the
chancellor position Monan said.

gic planning.
Monan recalled thathe has tried
toresign several times in the past.

trustees did not want to lose
Monan s expertise.

one of the best chief executive
officers of any institution in the

points of development, and the

Boisi said the board accepted
Monan's resignation Friday because "he's in his 70th year, and
aftera while, it just wasn't right to
refuse. He's had 22 great years."
Boisi praised Monan's timing,

calling it "good planning."
Monan,Boisi said, wanted to give
the board a chance to find a new
president while he was still at BC
to assist during the transition period.

No one has yet been named as
Monan's successor. The board of
trustees, which makes the final
decision, has already begun to
search for anew University president. The board's executive committee is conducting the search
and will be assisted by an advisory committee composed of stuContinued on next page

Transformed BC evidence of Monan legacy
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

He has been president of Bos-

ton College longer than most current BC undergraduates havebeen

alive. When FatherMonan arrived
in Chestnut Hill in September,
1972, he faced a financially unstable, local commuter school.
When he vacates his post as presidentlater this year, he will leave a

flourishing, nationally-recognized institution of higher educa-

Monan has also been credited

with forging the compromise between Massachusetts Senate
President William Bulger and
Boston Garden developerJeremy
Jacobsfor a new Garden facility
and with orchestrating theAlumni
Stadium expansion plan resolution.
And he's never misseda day of
work.
An Aristotelian scholar with a
doctoratefrom the University of
Louvain in Belgium, Monan came

tion.
"When I came to Boston College, I had not even the wildest
dream that I would be here this
long, but rather the understanding that I would stay as long as I
could be effective," Monan said
in 1992,following more than two
decades in office.
In the 22 years J. Donald
Monan, SJ, has been University
president, he has provided the
leadership that raised BC from
the brink of bankruptcy, with an
endowmentof $4 million in 1972,
to financial success, with a $448
millionendowment in 1994.
During his tenure, he witnessed
the construction of Thomas P.
O'Neill, Jr. Library, Silvio O.
Conte Forum, E. Paul Robsham
Theater,Eugene F. MerkertChemistry Center and numerous residence halls.
In working to attract the best
andbrightest high school students,

to BC after serving as academic
dean and vice president of
LeMoyne College in Syracuse,
New York. Monan is praised by
his peers for his calm demeanor
andpowerful presence despitehis
slight appearance.
William B. Neenan, SJ, academicdean and dean of Faculties,
and a close friend of Monan's,
expressedhis "unbounded admi-

Monan sponsored capping the
enrollmentlevels, raising faculty
salaries now in the 90th percentile of all faculty salaries in
institutions of higher education
and raising the financial aid
level to $42.7 million annually.

ration" for Monan, a sentiment
which is shared by the majority of
the Boston College community.
However,Monan has beencriticized for seeming remote or distant to BC students. A charge to
which he responded, "I simply

?

?

tried to do what I felt my principle
responsibilities were [as president]. I've tried to be present to

students."
"Father Monan has done so
much for the students," said
UGBC president Nancy Drane,
A&S '94. "He may not havebeen
the most visible president, but he
is so influential and has done so
many things
able that he

students.

?

it's understand-

isn't accessible to

"But he is open to studentsand

Before he

became an adminis-

trator, Monan taught philosophy
at the collegiate level. "Teaching

was one of my most enjoyable
experiences in the past," he said.
Monan did not rule out the possibility of making an appearance in
BC's classrooms as a professor.
"As a Jesuit, [Monan's] whole
life has been dedicated to education and to passing on to students
theJesuitideals close to his heart,"
Neenan said.
Neenan noted that, to many,

"Father Monan revolutionized BC in so
many ways

... we were privileged to have

been here while he was president "
?

UGBCpresident Nancy Drane, A&S '94
is very willing to talk to them,"
Drane continued.
Drane said she believed most
BC students were surprised, but
not shocked, by Monan's decision to retire becausehe has been
at BC for so many years.
"Everyone realizedthestadium
expansion was a big deal, and
after that victory, it was a good
time to resign," Drane said.
"Father Monan revolutionized
BC in so many ways," Dranesaid.
"I don't think most students realize how respected and admired
Father Monan is at other schools.
We.were privileged to have been
here while he was president."

Monan is the epitome of Boston
College, and he summarized the
impact of Monan's22-year presidentialterm, saying jokinglythat,
to students, "Father Monan has
becomeI ikeGassonTower ?part
of the landscape."
In addition to his strategic planning, fund-raising and external
negotiating duties as chancellor,
Monan intends to spend a great
deal of time working on the One
to One Foundation,a national organization which promotes
mentoring children and teenagers.
Monan, who is presently the
Boston cq-chair of the foundation, noted that he views
mentoring as a key method to

help youths gain self-esteem and
succeed in school.
"I would like to see every kid
who needs one have a mentor,"
Monan said.
In addition to searching for
mentors for the youth of Boston,
Monan has served as a mentor for
those around him. BC board of
trustees Chair Geoffrey T Boisi
called Monan a "spiritual advisor. He's been a terrificfriend and
mentor to me.

"He's been an inspiration and
motivation for a lot of us," Boisi
continued. "He personifies the
institution in a lot of ways. BC is
a very,very special place. Partof
the reason is because of him."
Boisi alsocitedMonan's subtle
but influential presence in
Boston's political and business
communities.
Monan holds honorary degrees
from Harvard University, Northeastern University, the New England School of Law, University
of Massachusetts,Loyola University of Chicago and others.
Monan is a continuing member
on the boards of the Thea Bowman Black Catholic Educational
Foundation, theFirst National and
Bank of Boston Corporations,the
Association of IndependentColleges and Universities in Massachusetts and the Council for Aid
to Education.
In the past, Monan has been a
trustee for theWGBH Educational
Foundation, the Wang Instituteof
Graduate Studies, and Fordham
University and Georgetown University, among others.
He has writtenonebook,Moral
Knowledge and its Methodology
in Aristotle, and co-authored two
others, in addition to writing articles on higher education.

ULTRA-TAN
Tanning Salon
The Bouve College of Pharmacy andHealth Sciences at Northeastern Universityoffers graduate studies for those
who want to excel in a health-related profession.
You'll be taught by faculty who have distinguishedthemselves in both teaching and research. Your studies will be
enriched through Bouve's affiliations with some of Boston'sfinest medical and researchfacilities. Study may lead to
a master's degree, certificate ofadvanced graduatestudy (CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most programsare offered on
apart-time as well as a full-time basis. For your convenience, courses meetin the late afternoonandearly evening.
For more information, call (617) 373-2708 or writeGraduate School, Bouve College ofPharmacy and Health
Sciences, 203Mugar Life Science Building, NortheasternUniversity, Boston, MA 02115.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS ARE OFFERED IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
? Applied Behavior Analysis
? Human Resource Counseling *
? Applied Educational Psychology
? Medical Laboratory Science
? Medicinal Chemistry
School Counseling
? Pharmaceutics
School Psychology
? Audiology
? Pharmacology
? Clinical Exercise Physiology
? Rehabilitation Counseling
? College Student Development and
? School Psychology
? Speech-Language Pathology
Counseling
? Counseling Psychology
? Special Education
? General Biomedical Sciences
? Toxicology
? Health Professions
General Option
,
tiOUVe College
Health Policy
Physician Assistant
m of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
m i m
Regulatory Toxicology

"W

Northeastern University

Northeastern University is accredited by the New England Association ofSchool and Colleges, Inc.
An equal opportainity/affirmative action educational institution.

Wolff System

10 VISITS FOR $29
Take advantage of this coupon
and deduct 50% off any hair
service
Monthly & Yearly Memberships
Payment Plan Available
566~ 1111
373 Harvard St., Brookline
close
to Green Line
days
open seven
must show BCID

PUT A LITTLE FUN
IN YOUR LIFE.
Volunteer. The United Way Voluntary Action
Center (VAC) can match your time and talents to
satisfying, meaningful, fun activities. Whatever your
time and talents, whereveryou live, we can make
the right match. Call the VAC at 617-482-8370.

United Way
Voluntary Action Center
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Chancellor Monan to be key in strategic planning
ing the growth that has occurred
in both areas during Monan's ad-

Continued from previous
page

dents, alumni, faculty, administrators, Jesuits and trustees. The
membersof that committee will
be announced this week.
Boisi noted that the search will
be conducted throughout the nationwide Jesuit community, but
will not exclude any members of
the BC Jesuit community. Boisi
listed whathe saw as the criteria
for BC's next president as a person who is a "real leader" and
good communicator, who has vision, CEO capabilities, "terrific"
academic credentials, and good
motivational and managerial
skills.
"It would be nice if the person
has as much enthusiasm for the
arts as for athletics," he said, not-

ministration.
Boisi also stressed that the
search committees are looking for
a Jesuit who "personifies BC"
and its combinationof a Catholic,
Jesuit education with a thirst for
excellence, as expressed by the
BC motto, "Ever to Excel."
"We're used to the best," Boisi
said, and he anticipates thatit will
be difficultto find a replacement
for Monan.
Of the search for Monan's successor, UGBC president Nancy
Drane, A&S '94, said she will be
interested to see who the search
committee will examineas candidates. Drane noted that many
presidents of Jesuit universities
are more conservative than
Monan. "Not too many Jesuits

would have allowed Faye
Waddleton to speak on campus,"
Drane noted.
"[Monan] certainly was not
typical. He was a champion of
academic freedom," Drane continued.
Boisi said the board created the
chancellor position expressly for
Monan and could not say whether
it wouldbe a continuing University position. "We'll have to see
what the future brings, " Boisi
said. "If we choose the right person for president, the [chancellor
position] will not need to be filled
once Monan leaves it."
Academic Vice President and
Dean of Faculties William B.
Neenan, SJ, commented on
Monan's announcement, saying,
"This marks the end of a remarkable era in the history of Boston

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSEUR

University President J. Donald Monan, SJ, talks with students last year at a Residence Hall
Association "Breaking the Barriers" program.

College. I'm just delighted we'll
continue to have [Monan's] talents." Neenan and Monan have
been close friendsand colleagues

since Neenan arrived at BC almost 14 years ago.
"We all knew this day wascoming eventually, but exactly when
was unknown and, therefore, surprising," Neenan said. "It is cause
for celebration, cause for sadness."
Neenan,viewedby many as the
Pete Mitchell to Monan's Glenn
Foley, may be tapped as Monan's
successor, it is speculated. When
questioned about the likelihood
of his becoming the next president of Boston College, Neenan
commented, "I think it would be
helpful if we had a Jesuitwho was
younger." However,he continued,
"I have come to BC and unpacked.
I intend to spend the rest of my
productive life at BC."
Neenan hinted that he would
have been very interested in the
presidency had Monan retired five
or ten years ago.
Monan first approached the
board about resigning in 1984 after passing the 10-year mark as
BC president?a feat not accomplished by any other BC president, according to Douglas Whiting, BC directorofPublicAffairs.
At that timeBC was beginning a
capital campaign, and the board
members asked Monan to stay
throughout the campaign.
As Whiting noted, "There is
rarely a moment when you say
it's time to quit, but he's ready to
do something different."
Whiting noted that, under
Monan's stewardship, BC grew
to become one of the top 50 educational institutions in the country, as rated by several college
guides. Monan has improved the
University's financial standing;
when he became president in
1972, BC was on the verge of
bankruptcy. This year, BC
achieved its23rd consecutive balanced budget, and the school's
endowment has reached $448
million?the 39th largct in the

nation. In addition, applications
to BC continue to increase, despite the shrinking numbers of
high school seniors each year.
Physical expansion during the
past 22 years has involved more
than doubling studentresidential
space and the construction of a
theater-arts center, not to mention
whatMonan seesas the crowning
glory ofhis tenure as president?
the construction of the ThomasP.
O'Neill, Jr. library.
Current construction projects,
including the controversial

Alumni Stadium expansion, the

renovation of Fulton Hall and the

conception of anew student center slated for completion sometimein 1996, highlight the energy
Monan has committedto improving the University's stature.

Monan said he intends to remain involved in the school's
physical development.He emphasized his desire to create more
green space on Lower Campus
and to renovate and expand the
BC Law School. The board of

trustees recently approved the
Law School's development concept, which includes a new law
library.
Noting BC's role in the city of
Boston and in the network of Jesuit institutions of higher learning, Monan said, "I think Boston
College is in a position to be a

leaderinshapinga moreeffective

way of carrying out the very important mission of higher educa-

tion."
Monan also emphasized his
desire to work on international
issues concerning the Catholic
Church's role in higher education. He noted the importantconnection between BC and the
Church.
"I certainly regard BC as the
flagship Jes«it Institution of the
United States," he said.
Despite the ambiguous chancellor definition, Monan is committed to playing a large role in
impelling BC to the heights of
excellence?spiritually, academically and athletically.

THANKS!
The AppalachiaVolunteers would like to
thank the following businesses for
donatingprizes to our raffle.
Sheraton Needham*Cambridge Center Marriott*Eastern Mountain
Sports*Capuccino's*The Ground Round*Zuma's Tex Mcx Cafe

*Durgin Park*Papa Gino's*Osco Drug* Domino's Pizza * Pizzeria
Uno*Videosmith*Gay's Flowers and Gifts * LaPrincesita *Chain
Bargain Store*White Mountain Creamery * Alden Merril Bakery
*inatural*Winston Flowers*NeuchatelChocolates*Boston Pizza
Express*Master of Karate*Norweigan Imports*Laura Ashley*
Eagles Deli*Pino's Pizza*Lov'n Spoonful*Nomad*Roots* Nostalgia
Factory*Alma Mater*Frontier Clothes *Potpourri Designs*
Jubilations*Murray Liqours*Bill's House ofPizza*Baskin Robbins*
Bigelow's Dry Cleaning*Newton Centre Wine and Spirits*Walden
Books*The Body Shop* Accessories to the Fact*Kites of
Boston*Back Bay Bicycles* American Hobby Shop*Time and Time
Again*Shambala Tibet*olympia Flowers*Dalliance*TheComedy
Connection*Kinko's Copies

"Careers in Human
Service Management"
You are cordially invited to attend a
presentation and discussion to learn
about The Heller School's 15 month
management degree program
at Brandeis University

WHY:

WHERE:

It's the perfect step for
Boston College graduates
The Heller School Lounge
Brandeis University

Waltham, MA
WHEN:

Thursday, February 17
Begins at 6:30 p.m.
R.S.V.P. (617) 736-3810

Master's Program begins June 1, 1994

And the ultimate set up

awMMESWOODS

yet to come.
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Rules for Middlemarch ticket sale:
There will be 5 secret locations where tickets
will be sold on Thursday Feb.24, 1994. These
locations may be on any on any campus, at
any building, or in any room owned
by Boston College.
At each location, 45 tickets will be sold. One
ticket allows entry for two people. The cost per
ticket will be $65, Cash only. To purchase a
ticket, students must present a B.C. 1.D., the sale
will be limited to one ticket per person.
Purchases must be present at the time of sale.
In the next issue of the Heights, 5 numbered
clues, which corrispond to the five secret
locations for ticket sales will be published. Then,
on the night of Thursday, February 24, 1994 at
8:00 P.M., a second set of clues, which further
describe the secret locations will be posted
on the O'Connell House front door.
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Heights Sports
BC outdueled by Hoyas Eagles upended
By Steve Cannella

By John McInerney

HEIGHTS STAFF

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Despite 24 points from Howard
Eisley, Boston College men's basketball dropped a 92-86 overtime
decision to the Villanova Wildcats Saturday night in Philadelphia. With the loss, the Eagles fell
to 16-6 on the season and 7-4 in
the BIG EAST.
Eisley continued his stellar pi ay
against 'Nova, hitting a game tying 14- foot fadeaway with five

The BC women's basketball
team had reason to be pretty happy
with itself at halftime of

Saturday's game with Georgetown
at ConteForum. The Lady Eagles
had a 12 point lead despite shooting only 32 percent from the floor,
and their defense had done an
excellent job of stifling a team
that had nearly knocked off BIG
EAST leader Connecticut three
days before. Unfortunately, everything BC had to be happy about
collapsed in the second half.
Georgetown came back from
that 12-point halftimedeficit with

a furious second-half surge and
defeatedBC 78-72 in overtime on
Saturday. Georgetown's Nadira

Ricks had 26 points (nine in the
overtimeperiod) and 1 1 rebounds
to lead the Hoyas. The Eagles lost
despite normally superb perfor-

mances from senior guard Kerry
Curran (31 points) and freshman
forward Holly Porter (19 points,
14 rebounds). The loss drops the
Eagles' record to 10-10,6-6 in the

BIG EAST.
"This was a big game for us
because now we have three tough
road trips coming up," BC coach
Cathy Inglese said. "We haven't
See Women's hoop, p. 22
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seconds left to send the game to
overtime. He was forced to carry
the load when Bill Curley fouled
out with five minutes left in regulation. Curley was on the bench
for most of the second half with
four fouls, and finished with 10
points, well under his 19-point
season average.
In overtime, with Curley and
freshman Danya Abrams both
fouled out, the Eagles had to rely
on their perimeter game, and although Eisley and Molinsky both
hit threes to keep close, the outside shooting of Eric Eberz and
Kerry Kittles, and the inside game
of freshman James Lawson was
too much for BC to handle.
Lawson had an outstanding game,
outdueling the senior Curley.
Lawson finished with 17 points.

Beanpot tonight versus Northeastern
By Michael Civille

The last time the Eagles men's
ice hockey team won the Beanpot
Tournament, the annual tournament between the four Division I
collegehockey teams in Boston?
BC, Boston University, Harvard,
and Northeastern,Ronald Reagan

was in his first term as President
of theUnited States,Michael Jackson was getting his thrills from

all rankings and previous records
seem to disappeararound Beanpot
time.
This is the 42nd Beanpot, 10 of
which have been won by the
Eagles. It is the most important
tournament for players from colleges in Boston. Some would
probably say a Beanpot victory is
more important than a Hockey
East or NCAA championship. The
glory of its past and the bragging
rights it produces are legendary in

these parts.
"You grow up knowing about
the Beanpot," says freshman forward Brian Callahan, who is preparing to play in his first tournament. "It's an exciting tournament and all of the players know
how much it means."
If anyone has grownup hearing
about the Beanpot, it is Brian
Callahan. Hailing from right here
in Chestnut Hill, Brian's father
John played for BC in the early

sixties, his brother Jack, a senior
tri-captain, has played in three
Beanpots, and his brother Greg,a
sophomore, is set to play in his
second tournament.
"The most important thing
about the Beanpot are the bragging rights," Callahan said. "A
lot of the players on BU, Harvard,
and Northeastern arefrom around
here, and you see them around
during the summer."

See Beanpot, p. 23

his best selling album Thriller,
and this year's seniors were in
sixth grade.
February, 1983.
years...Bill
Eleven
Clinton...little boys...college

graduation...
Not to belaborthe point or anything, but BC is well overdue for
a victory after a ten year drought
that has seen every other team
win at least twice. Even in years
when BC was storming through
the regular season (most of the
mid-to-late-eighties), the Beanpot
seemed to elude them.
Tonight, BC will make an eleventh straight attempt at recapturing the title as it faces offagainst
the Huskiesof Northeastern (# 1 1
in the nation) at 6 p.m. at Boston
Garden. The late game is a dandy
of a matchup as #2 BU faces #3
Harvard. The winners will play
next Monday night. And while
BC is the only unranked team in
the tournament, they still have as
good a chance as anyonebecause

In an ESPN game Monday night
in Conte Forum, Eisley scored 18
points and Billy Curley added 17
as BC defeated the Georgetown
Hoyas 71-64.
The Eagles dominated the action in the first half, building a 40-30 lead. Curley had 12 points in
the half, despite sitting the last

four minutes with two fouls.
After building a 49-38 lead
early in tjie second half, BC went
cold, going almost eight minutes
without a point and allowing
G'Town to tic the game at 49. But
an 11-4run? cappedby an Eisley
three pointer gave BC a 60-53

lead

Freshman sensation Holly Porter, who finished with 19 points,
drives to the hoop against Georgetown.

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF WRITER

15 rebounds and seven blocked
shots.
Both teams shot tremendously
well from long range in the first
half. Villanova was eight for 13
from three point range in the first
half, led by four from Eberz, who
finished the game with 19 points.
BC was four for five in the half,
but still trailed44-39 at intermission. The Eagles closed to 41-39
on two free throws by Abrams
with six seconds remaining, but a
buzzer beating three by Alvin
Williams increased the margin.
Williams had 19 points, including three treys.

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/DAN LEVASSEUP.

The Eagles' Ryan Haggerty and Tom Ashe hope to trip up Northeastern in tonight's Beanpot.
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Curran not enough Lady Eagles fall to Brown
Women's hoop, from p. 21
really been in this type of situation before, where we have to
come from behind after being up.
We got into foul trouble, couldn't
score as easily as we did in the
first half, and we started playing

tentative."
BC cruised to a 36-24 halftime
lead on the strength ofsome strong
team defense. At one point the
Hoyas went six and a halfminutes
without scoring, and midway
through the half the Lady Eagles,
led by the trio of Porter, Curran,
and senior center Michele
Verotsky(13 points. 10 rebounds),
went on a 12-0 run to seemingly
put the game out of reach.

The lead increased

to

45-32

early in the second half before
Georgetown began to claw back
into the game. The Hoyas
outscored BC 20-6 over a span of
8:18, and when Ebiho Ahonkai
came off the bench to score five
straight points Georgetown took
the leadfor the first time, 52-51,

to overtime when Penderghast's
jumper at the buzzer missed.
In the overtime period,
Georgetown's Ricks simply took

over the game. Afterneitherteam
scored in the first 2:25 of overtime,Ricks pulled up and hit a 15-foot jumper to put the Hoyas up
69-67. Curran quickly tied the
game with a great shot off the
glass after a nice move along the
baseline, but Ricks then went 5
for 7 from the free throw line to
put thegame out ofreach. Curran
brought the Eagles to within two
when she drained a three-pointer
with 14.5 seconds left, but
Ahonkai hit a layup after the
Hoyas easilybroke BC'sfull-court
press to put Georgetown up 76-72. Ricks tacked on two more
free throws with one second left,
giving her nine points in overtime
and 12 of 13free throw shooting
for the game.
"You have to be prepared for
close games, and today we just
didn't get into a good rhythm."
said Inglese afterthe game. "I'm
not displeasedwith ourdefense
the defense had improved drastically over the last two or three
games. We just weren't aggressive late in the game because of

with 7:29 left in the game.
Ahonkai put the Hoyas up with a
free throw after Verotsky fouled
out of the game.
The lead changed hands nine
more times in regulation. BC led
67-65 with 1:56 to play, but 12 the foul trouble, and our bench
seconds later the Hoyas tied the didn't give us what we needed.
gfame whenJenny Jacobsen leaned Now we have to make something
in and banked one off the glass happen on theroad."
after making a nice spin move in
The Ludy Eagles now faceroad
the lane. BC got the ball back games at Syracuse, Providence
with 30 seconds left after and Connecticut. BC returns to
Georgetown'sTricia Penderghast Conte Forum on February 19
was called for travelling, but when they play Seton Hall at 1
couldn'tscore, andthe game went p.m.

Visitors too strong for Antos and Co.
By Anthony Monaco
HEIGHTS STAFF

"We played BC hockey out
there. They (the women's hockey
team)

should hold their heads

up high," were the words of

f

Women's hockey )

Coach Tom O' Malley after the
Eagles were defeatedby Brown
University 9-3Tuesday evening.
The team is now 13-6 on the
season and faces a difficult
schedule to come.
Brownraced out to an early 2-0 leadin the firstfour minutes of

the game. Boston College halved
the score later in the period with a
goal by junior Kate Antos, assisted by freshmen Karen Emma
and Laura Traynham. The period
wouldfinish with the score 2-1.
Brown, the ECAC conference
champs, started the second period with their third goal of the
game at the 2:47 mark. BC answered five minutes later with a
goal by junior Sue Compson.
Laura Traynham added another
assist, her second of the game.
Unfortunately, the womenfrom
Brown would take control of the
game from here. Brown ended the
period with yet another goal, and

then scored three more in the third

period. Boston College would
score another goal netted by fresh-

men sensation Karen Emma. To
addinsult to injury, Brown scored
two more goals before the game
ended.

All in all, Coach O'Malley said
that he was proud of his team. In
years prior, O'Malley said that
Brown continually outplayed BC.
This year things were different.
"The score did not reflect the way
we played," O'Malley said.

The Lady Eagles look forward
to their next game on Tuesday,
February 8 against Harvard in the
Beanpot at Northeastern.

?
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Eagle goalie Kristin Gray moves to save a shot in Wednesday's 9-3 loss to Brown.

Sports Shorts

Maroon & Gold Club Presents...

The Week That Was

"Zaniest Fan Contest"

BC captures
Bowdoin tourney

ESPN ON WEDS. NIGHT DRESS
IN YOUR BEST MAROON & GOLD.
The zaniest fan will be judged by a panel
of your peers! Show your school spirit
and you might win a pair of Reeboks
or a dinner at the Greenbriar!

For the first time in 10 tries, Boston College won the Bowdoin
College Women's Hockey Tournament this weekend in Brunswick,

Maine.
The Eagles had to go four overtimes to defeat Middlebury 4-3 on
Sunday afternoon and capture the championship. Junior Susan
Compson scored the winning goal, as BC defeatedMiddlebury for the
first time in theirhistory. Compson had four goals in the tournament.
On Saturday night, the women defeated Colby College6-5. Sophomore Tobin Dominick scored one goal against both Colby and
Middlebury, and was named tournament MVP. With the two victories,
BC moved to 15-6 on the season.
Head coach Tom O'Malley was very pleased with his team's efforts.
"We played one of the guttsiest games (against Middlebury) I have
seen in my ten years of coaching," he said.

BIG EAST Hoop
Standings
Team
1. UConn
2. Syracuse
3. BC
Pittsburgh
5. Georgetown
6. Providence
Villanova
8. Seton Hall
9. St. John's
10. Miami

BIG East Record
9-1
8-3
7-4
7-4
6-4
4-6
4-6
4-7
3-7
0-10

-

COME EARLY...
CHEER LOUDLY...

The NOISE level at the Georgetown game
was the BEST that ESPN has ever heard!

BEAT UCONN!!!

BC HOCKEY vs Merrimack
GET OUT AND
CHEER ON YOUR TEAM!
Friday, February 11
7:oopm at Conte Forum

The
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Merrimack defeats Eagles at Kelly
Defense breaks down in overtime loss to Warriors
By Ching Wang
HEIGHTS STAFF

Fits and starts; that's how the
development of the Boston College hockey team could be de-

scribed. Two weeks ago. Coach
Steve Cedorchuk's Eagles took
three out of four points from defending national champion Maine.
BC followed this effort with a 3-3 tic against powerful UMassLowell.

The season took a turn for the
worse Wednesday night at Kelley
Rink when BC dropped a disappointing 4-3 overtime decision to
Merrimack. The Eagles had a
commanding 3-1 leadentering the
final period, but defensive lapses
allowed the Warriors to tic the
game. Merrimack's Mark Goble
then completed the comeback

the Warriors responded with their

own power play goal at 17:50 in
thefirst. Merrimack's JimGibson
broke past BC defenders after a
face off and popped the puck between Greg Taylor's legs, knot-

ting the game at 1-1.
The Eagles took command of
the game in the second period on
the strength of two rebound goals.
Early in the period, co-captain
John Joyce tallied his 13th goal of
the season. He alertly slammed
home a rebound of Joe Harney's
slap shot from the point. Joyce
caught Merrimack goalie Martin
Legault far out of positioned
jammed the puck past the helpless Legault..
Late in the period, BC
mounted a flurry of shots resulting in a pile up in front of the
Merrimack goal. The puck

squirted loose from this traffic
jam and Jeff Connolly alertly
swatted the puck in to give BC a
3-1 lead. The assists went to
Brian Callahan and Don Chase.
The final stanza of play sawßC
register some quality shots but
fail to score. More importantly,
the Eagles had a pair of costly

mental break downs on defense
hich allowedMerrimackto score.
At 2:12 in the third, Tom Johnsonr
pped a laser of a shot from the
eft circle off of a face off. The
blast went between Taylor's legs
arid cut the lead to 3-2.
Eagle killer Goble tallied his
first of two goals at 7:13 when he
skated in on the right sided of the
BC zone. The BC defense failed
to commit andGoble took a wrist
shot which deflected off of
Taylor's glove. Goble's goal dead-

locked the affair at 3-3.
Cedorchuk's squad mounted
severalrushes onLegault in overtime but each one came up short.
After fending off a BC assault,
Merrimack skaters responded
with pressure on the Eagles net.
Goble took advantage of heavy
traffic in front ofGregTaylor when
he popped in a rebound of a
Johnson miss. It was Goble's
second score of the evening.
"The bottom line was that they
didn't have to work for any of
theirgoals," Cedorchuk saidafter
the game. "We can't have mental
mistakes that will cost us goals.
It's a tough loss, but this just another test for this team. They
have torebound and notfeel sorry
for themselves." The Eagles will
get a chance to rebound in the
Beanpot Monday at 6 p.m.

with a goal at 3:22 in overtime.
"We had the game in control.
They scored two bad goals and its
3-3, and the game went to overtime. We wantto win these types
ofclose games in particular. We
could have won the game, but we
didn't, and that's disappointing,"

head man Steve Cedorchuk said.
Taking advantage of a power
play opportunity, forward Ryan
Haggerty started the scoring at
12:42in the opening period. Cocaptain Mike Spalla dropped the
puck for Haggerty at theblue line
as Haggerty skated in and set up
before Merrimack defenders
could react. Haggerty's sizzling
wrist shot came from the top of
the right circle and gave BC an
early 1-0lead. Haggerty's solidified his position as the team's
leading scorer by notching his
11th goal of the season.
It lookedas if BC would go into
the intermission with the leadbut
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Eagles tri-captain John Joyce scored his 13th goal of the season in Wednesday's loss to

Merrimack.

Eagles hope to conquer Beanpot
Beanpot, from p. 21
And if a player from an opponent
is seen, it's nice to be able to

remind him that you play for the
best team in Boston.
Rankings don't matter to
schoolsfrom around here. It's the
Beanpot. Three years ago, BC
was ranked number two in the

in the loss to Lowell and the loss
to Merrimack. We have to stay
focused on doing our best. We
can'tworry aboutit if things don't
go our way."
"We have a pretty good shot,"
Callahan said. "If we play well
and concentrate, we can beat any
of thoseteams on any given night."

nation and they had beaten BU
threetimesduring the regular sea-

son. But after BU thrashed the
Eagles, 8-4, in theBeanpot finals,
BU was consideredBoston's best
hockey team. It is the only game
that matters when figuring who is
the best from Boston. Last year.
Harvard was the best after beating BU, 4-2, in the final. BC,
mired in its worst season in 60
years, lost to BU, 8-2 in the opening round, and then fell to Northeastern, 4-3, in the consolation
game.
This year, the Eagles' chances
are better, as they have played
much better hockey all season.
"We played five great games in
a row against BU, Maine, and
Lowell," head coach Steve
Cedorchuk said. "And then we
were in and out against Merrimack
last Wednesday [in a 4-3 overtime
loss]. It'sobvious that the players
are thinking about it.
"We have to play all out without worrying about anything. We
can't get frustrated when things
don't go our way. That happened

This season, BC has split its
the Huskies.
On January 7, Northeastern
proved thattheirnational ranking
was for real by destroying the
Eagles, 9-4. But the following
night, BC freshman netminder
Greg Taylor was on fire, turning
two games against

aside 46 shots in a 4-2 win.
Overall, the matchup seems
very even:
For the season. Northeastern is
15-6-3, 4-1-1 in its last six, and
ranked #11 in the country. BC,
meanwhile, is 10-12-3, and on a
three game skid.
On offense, Northeastern is
very powerful, averaging 4.56
goals a game. Mike Baylor(eight
goals, 26 assists, 34 points), J.F.
Aube (20-10-30), Tom O'Connor
(12-17-29), and Jordan Shields
(9-17-26) handle most of the Huskies' load, so if BC can stop these
big guns, the Huskies do not have
much more to turn to. But that's
a big "if."
BC's offense is almost as

strong, as the Eagles' 4.43 goalsper-gameaverage indicates. The
lack of a "home run hitter" in
BC's lineupis made up by the fact
that almost anyone on the Eagles'
top three lines is capable of putting the puck in the net. Ryan
Haggerty (11-16-27), David
Hy movitz(14-10-24), John Joyce
(13-12-25), and Jerry Buckley
(12-9-21) lead the Eagles' balanced scoring attack.

Advantage?Even.
Defensively, the Huskies are
on a roll, having allowed only
nine goals in the last four games.
But the youth of theirdefense (no
seniors) could haunt them under a
potent Eagle attack. They average 3.90 goals against per game.
BC, meanwhile, suffers from
the sameproblem of inexperience
at the blueline. With only one
senior, Michael Spalla, two sophomores, and three freshmen, BC's
defense is prone to reacting nervously and making mistakes, as
was evidenced on the last two
goals in the4-3 loss to Merrimack.
They have played solidly, but with
Northeastern's high-powered offense, this could be a very highscoring game. Like NU, BC gives
up 3.91 goals a game.
Advantage?Even.
Goaltending is a key for both
teams, as the Northeastern tandem of Todd Reynolds and Mike
Veisor have performed very well.

as was evidenced last weekend in
theirsweep of defending national
champion Maine. The two
goaltenders combined to allow
only three goals against Maine.
But a rotating system does not
allow either goalie to get on a hot
streak.
BC relies on only one goalie,
the freshman Taylor, who has
played above and beyond all expectations. He allows 3.77 goals
a game, and, as was the case the
last time these two teams met, can
steal any game for BC.
Advantage?BC.
Special teams have been a
strong suit for both teamsrecently,
as Northeastern shut down
Maine's powerplay in 15 chances
last weekend. The NU power
play scores only 18.1% of the
time, and overall, they kill off a
mediocre 77.5% of their penal-

ties.
BC has converted 19.2% of its
power plays, while they shine on
the penalty killing, keeping the
opponents off thescoreboard85%
of the time (one of the best in the
nation).
Advantage BC.
It would seem that BC would
have the advantage, but a nod
would have to go to Northeastern
because of its overall record and
its ability to play consistent
hockey over the course of several
?

games.

Royal
Rumble
McLaughlin, from p. 21
of beating UConn, you have to
understand the Huskies' fans.
UConn is located in Storrs, CT,
in the middleofnowhere.People
flock from all around the area to
see theirHuskies play in Gampe!.
Granted, people need something
to do other than going to the
local Piggly-Wiggly for a night.
The fans at UConn stand out
as the most unique in the conference. Coach Jim' O'Brien often
talks of the advantage of having
screaming fans to lift the team
and usuallybegins by describing
the scene at Gampel Pavilion.
"If you've ever been to
UConn," he usually starts, "You
know what it is like to have the
fans going nuts. It is a tremendous boost."

Unfortunately, the UConn
Athletic Department drops visiting reporters on the baseline in
front of the student section. The
crazed, truly estranged, UConn
fans cheer throughout the game
from the introductionsuntil the
final whistle. I don't mean cheer
as in clap loudly. I mean cheer as
in scream, yell, hoot and holler
for the duration. During timeouts, they have a fat man who
stands up in theupperdecks and
forms the lettersU-C-O-N-N, the
crowd chanting with each letter.
The obnoxiousfans go beyond
cheering. They taunt the opposing players worse than any Miami football player ever has or
ever will. Various colorful
phrases'rained down from the
rafters about BC players and
coaches, phrases not fit to print
in a family newspaper.
Make no mistake, the crowd
gave the Huskies the extraboost
to hold off a BC run in the end
and secure the victory. No one
bleeds maroon and gold more
than I dobut it was tough being
an Eagle that night.
This game is different. It
should be different. It has to be
different. The past two seasons,
the geniuses in scheduling put
theUConn gamesduring breaks,
the times when your studenttickets have VOID plasteredon them.
Three quarters of the school has
neverseen UConn play in Conte
Forum.
As BC has made its latestrun
at home, the fans have improved
with each game. The Eagles
played to a national audience in
bothof those gamesand the fans
run to TV games faster than a
bee to honey. The fact remains
that the intensity and support
from the fans picks the team up
and helped the Eagles swing the
momentum in the Georgetown
win. Hoya Coach John Thompson credited the fans with giving
the Eagles Ihe extra push at the
end of the game.

Since Coach O'Brien blasted
the fans for poor support after
the Miami win, the fans improved
with each game. You have come
so far, fans, don't stop now. BC

hoop fans, especially students,
need to realize that the squad
needs their support at all times.

If you want to sit and watch the
game quietly, go to O'Connell
House and watch it at 9 p.m. on
ESPN. If not, be true to your
school and yell from start to finish.
Ed McLaughlin, A&S '95, is
the Heights Sports Editor.
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Jim Ryan earns respect

Walk-on makes the most of opportunity
By JohnT. Nash
HEIGHTS STAFF

Impressive
recruits for BC
By John McInerney
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Let's begin with a quick quiz
it consists
of one very simple question...
Name the Boston College basketballplayer who leads the team
in points per minute and ranks
second on the squadinfield goal
for all you hoop gurus;

percentage.

Many fans would quickly yell
out Bill Curley or Howard Eisley,
and would be very wrong with
such responses. Iffans keepreading, they'll definitely learn interesting information the likes of
which Dick Vitalewouldbe proud.
You all know Jim Ryan. He is
the guy who played through the
first month of the season without
his name on the backofhis jersey.
He has spent a great deal of his
time honing his skills at the Plex

over the past two years; little did
he know that he was readying
himselffor BIG EAST competition. He made the team as a walkon, the only one chosen out of
eight players who tried out.
During walk-on tryouts in October, Ryan along with the other
seven guys had no idea what Jim
O'Brien and his coaching staff
were looking for in a walk-on.
Ryan remembers, "None of us
knew if they wanted a big man, a
guard or whatever. Wejusthadto
goout there, dowhat we could do,
and see what happened."
Ryan felt mixedemotionswhen
he heard that he had made the
squad. "Of course," he<recalls, "I
was very excited. Also, there was
a certain amount of nervousness.
I wasn't really worried about the
level of play and the basketball
itself: I was concernedabout how
the other players would relate to
me. I had a vision of myself
sitting alone in the locker room,
with nobody really talking to me."
From his first contact with his
new teammates, Ryan realized
that his relationship with them
would be nothing to worry about.
He remembers the first time that
he was introduced by one of the
assistant coaches to otherplayers
as a walk-on. Danya Abrams and
Keenan Jourdon were sitting in
the locker room when Ryan was
brought in and introduced.

The measure of a successful
college football program is its
ability to produce quality football
teams year after year. With the
signing of 21 recruits on National
Letter of Intent Day Wednesday,
Boston College Head Football
Coach Tom Coughlin has put the
Eagles in position to become an
elite team in Division I.
"This well-balanced, national
class ranks among the top 12 in
the country," said Allen Wallace,
Editor of SuperPrep Magazine.
Coughlin was alsopleasedwith
the success he and his assistants
had with lurring some of the top
high school players in the country
to the Heights.
"This class is the product of an
outstanding job of our coaching
staff. We can attributeour success
to an early identification of the
prospects," Coughlin said.
The standout in the class of
1998 appears to Scott Mutryn, a
6-3, 200 pound quarterbackfrom
Purma Heights, Ohio. Mutryn led
his high school St. Ignatius to two
straight state titlesand a number
one ranking in this fall's USA
Today national poll. Mutryn was
a Blue Chip Illustrated Dream
Team All American, a SuperPrep
All American,and a Parade Magazine All-American. He threw for
4,000 yards, and 42 touchdowns
in his career, including a 1758
yard, 22TD senior year. He chose
BC overPenn State, Florida, Ohio

straight victories were important
reasons for the recruitment of
players such as Brzezinski. "The
Notre Dame victory definitely
helped our recruiting," Coughlin
said.
Brezezinski played both offense and defense at Central
Catholic, but will only play offense at BC. He received several
national awards, including All
American selections by Blue Chip
Illustrated, SuperPrep and Scholastic Coach Magazines.
At the wide receiver position,
Coughlin recruited even more
speed in JermaineWalker, a 5-10,
160pounderfromHouston.Texas.

Walkerruns a 10.22 in the 100m.
His high school coach calls him
an "impact player, who forced
opposing teams to take him out of
the ball game with double and
triple teams." Walker picked BC
overTexasTech, Minnesota. USC
and Texas A&M.
Coughlin emphasized that his

demands were to recruit speedy
offensive players. His needs on
defense were slightly different.
"We return a pretty fast, and experienceddefensiveteam, so we took
a look at a lotof players that will
complement the team," Coughlin
said.
PHOTO COURTESY OFSPORTS INFORMATION
At safety, the Eagles recruited
Jim Ryan has become a crowd favorite in limitedaction.
teammates from St. Thomas
Aquinas High School in FortLauAs for the basketball itself, ceives. On the subjectofhisnewly
derdale, Fla. Willie Wright and
acquired status as a 'crowdfavorRyan is no stranger to tough comBill Gustin will try to follow
petition. As a senior at Gonzaga ite,' he expressed a great deal of
former teammate XXXX in conHigh School in Washington D.C., surprise: " I was completely
tributing in their freshmen seahe received a number of basketamazed at the crowd reaction to
sons. Wright, 6-3, 203 pounds,
my -scoring in the Holy Cross
ball scholarship offers from Divihad81 tackles, three interceptions
that,
I never realsion II arid 111 schools, but he game. Before
and four fumble recoveries at
turnedthemdown in orderto come ized how loud our fans wereuntil State and Wisconsin.
With Anthony Comer, David strong safety in his senior camto BC. Since a number of his
the noise was directed at me. It
paign. In addition, he ran for 321
friends attended Georgetown, he definitely sentchillsupmyspine." Green and Dwight Shirley all reRyan strives to improve his play turning to tbe BC backfield, yards andfourTD's in three games
has played with many of the
at running back. Wright has a 37"
Georgetownplayers. Also, he had and he believes that he is doing so Coughlin only recruited three runplayed in pickup games with simplyby going to practice every ning backs. Mike Cloud, a 5-11, vertical leap. He was a SuperPrep
All-American, and he chose BC
members of the Eagles and he day."I just go intoevery practice 200 pound tailback from Portspromouth,
Florida, Georgia
Rhode
should
Island
overTennessee,
me,
always held hisown against them. looking to dowhat is asked of
in
breakaway
speed
vide
the
Tech
and
Miami.
never
soon
which
consists
of
basically
playHe
dreamedthat he'd
Gustin, 6-2, 185 pounds, had
share a bench in a Division I game ing the point on the team opposite backfield in upcoming seasons.
m,
Cloud
runs
a
10.8
second
seven
interceptions and 115 tack100
guys like Gerrod (Abram),
with them.
and was the USA TodayPlayer of les this past season. In his career,
The pressure felt by Ryan in no Howard(Eisley)andHuck. Needway subsided after he made the less to say, my competition with the Year in Rhode Island. This he has picked off 12 passes (2
past season, he ran for 1958 yards
years). He, too, was selected as a
those guys has definitely imteam. While thispressure is someand 29 TD's. He was alsoselected SuperPrep All-American, and in
what less than before he met his proved my game."
Jim Ryan achieved the dream asa SuperPrep All-American, and the talent rich state of Florida,
teammates, it does remain. He
nearly every player who bides he picked BC over Syracuse, Gustin was selectedfirst team allof
slight
believes that there is
presstate. Gustin chose BC overTensure(whether self-inducedor not) his time in pickup games at the Michigan, Notre Dame andGeorPlex and he couldn't be happier. gia Tech.
nessee, Syracuse and Perm State.
to prove to the rest of the BC
Despite the pressure that he puts
The Eaglesrecruited four playSpeed should also come in the
"Danya immediately stood up community that he belongs on the
on himself to prove that he beand shook my hand, and I felt team. "When I get into the game, longs, the fact remains that he is future fromShalomTolefree, a 5- ers from Massachussetts, with
-10,175 pound tailbackfrom KanMarkell Blount, a 6-3, 218 pount
somewhat accepted," Ryan said. " he said, "I feel a little bit of a member of a successful Divi"From that point on, I was treated pressure to prove myself. I guess sion 1 college basketball team. sas City, MO. Tolefree rushed for outside linebacker from Mattapan,
1495 yards and 20 TD's as a sethe most heralded of the four.
just like any other player. I had the main thing is that I don't want His name appears on the roster
state,
He
was
named
all
and
nior.
Blount
recorded 65 tackles and
reand
have
the
people
begin
gets
been more nervous about my
to mess up
and he often
chance to
10 sacks in his senior year, and
single-handedly excite thousands was a USAToday honorable menlationship with my teammates to ask why I'm out there."
tionAll-American.His4.4sspeed was named as a SuperPrep AllRyan has slowly conquered of screaming fans. That is somethan anything else, and it was
soon clear that I had nothing to such feelings, partly due to the thing that can neverbe taken away is impressive, attracting attention American.His coach, TomLopez,
from him.
from from Kentucky, Kansas, calls him a "greatplayerwith great
worry about."
immense fan support that he reKansas State, Illinois, Tennessee quickness and foot speed." He
and Arkansas.
chose BC over Syracuse, TennesBC's only fullback recruit is see and Michigan.
Malcolm Williams, a 6-1. 240
Coughlin was happy with his
pound backfrom Menchville H.S. recruits, but he emphasized that
in Newport News, Virginia. Willthey stillhave toprove themselves.
iams rushed for 952 yars and 14 "This group is much heralded, but
touchdowns in his senior camnow they have to come in and
paign, earning him a second team play." he said.
all state selection. He chose BC
Coughlin hinted that some of
over Virginia Tech, North Carohis recruits might have to make a
lina State, Pittsburg and Rutgers. contribution in their freshmen
The offensive line received a seasons. "When it goes to 85
boost with the recruitment of (scholarships), they are going to
Doug Brzezinski, a 285 pound have to be ready," he said.
offensive tackle from Detroit CenThe coach commented that it
tral Catholic.Brzezinski chose BC was a little easier recruiting this
over Notre Dame after visiting year then in his previous two seaeach campus in December.
sons. "It isnice to go into a place
Coughlin admitted that the Notre where they know who you and
Dame victory and the eight your team are," Coughlin said.

Happy Birthday Stacey.
Happy 20th to the girl of
my dreams. Enjoy it for
the next month.
LoveYa, Ed
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Eagles pounded by talented Huskies
By Dennis Goett
HEIGHTS EDITOR

The team cheers echoed
through the William J. Flynn Rec
Plex as the Boston College prepared to take on the Huskies from
the University of Connecticut.

Men's swimming,
BC dropped a 172-116 score
Wednesday to the powerhouse
swimmers from UConn. "We
weren't expecting to win against
this team, but we gave it our best."
Coach Tom Grodensaid. The loss
dropped BC's record to 6-3 while
the Huskies improved to 9-3.
The meet started with a gift
presentation from the junior
swimmers to the seniors. This
matchmarked the last home meet
ofthe season for the Eagles. Coach
Groden'steam will lose eight men
to graduation this season.
The losing effort was led by
great performances by Nicholas
Satovick, and John Webber. The
two combinedfor four of the six
victories in the fourteen events.
Satovickearned the honors of the
day's top performer for the Eagles.
He won both the 100-yard backstroke and 100-yard butterfly
events. "Nick was one of our best
swimmers [Wednesday], and for
that matter has been all season,"
Groden said. Satovick has been

named New England Swimmer of

place.

the Week twice this year.

The Eagles received their first
victory in event eight as Satovick
swam past two UConn swimmers
to win the 100 yard backstroke in
55.48 seconds. Two events later,
BC won again with Scott Cornick
in the 100 yard backstroke with

Webber's impressive meet was
marked by two victories, one in
the50 and another in the 100free
style events. "I was very pleased
with John'sperformance as well,"
Grodensaid. Webberhas received
New England Swimmer of the
Week once this season.
Races began with a close loss
in the 200 yard Medley Relay.
The BC team of Burns, Mangan,
Satovick and Webber tooka close
second place. A mere 1.47 seconds separated first and second

the time of 1:01.64.
The days winners also included
an impressive relay win by the
foursome of Cornick, Robert
Bierwirth, Todd Bevan and Dan
Chertow.
UConn's depth proved too
much for the Eagles, as the lead

slowly grew into a fifty-six point
victory. If the Huskies failed to
win an event, they took two out of
the three top places in all but one
of the remaining events. Also creating a problem forBC swimmers
was the lackof any divers. UConn
gained twenty-six unanswered
points in two diving events.
"The team swam very well despite the odds that were stacked
against them," Groden said. "Even
though we were losing, the team
responded very well to the difficult circumstances and turned
their support to the women."

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/BECKY YANG

Even steller performances by Nick Satorick and
against the University of Connecticut.

John Webber could not bring BC

victory

UConn sinks Lady Eagles Events this week
By Dennis Goett
HEIGHTS EDITOR

In a battle for the top spot in
BIG EAST women's swimming,
the Eagles bowed to the University of Connecticut Huskies 160-140 Wednesday at the William J.
Flynn Recreation Complex. With

(Women's Swimming

j

the loss, Boston College fell to 7-4 on the season whileUConn improved to 10-1.
The meet started off with a gift
presentation to the departing seniors. This was only the beginning of a very hard fought battle.
In the first event of the day, the
200 m. medley relay, the foursome of Megan Lammon, Amy
Dunleavey, Heather Bickle and
Megan Pozzi outraced the Huskies to thefinish by over a second.

swimmers in the northeast, but
Lammon was able to upset her.
Otherwinnersincluded Heather
Bickle in the 1000 yard free style
with the time of 10:48.71, Amy
Dunleaveyinthe 100yard Breaststroke with a time of 1:09.92, and
Bickle, Linstrom, Downey, and
Pozzi in the 200 yard free style
relay.
"The women swam very well
and stayed in the meet until the
very end," coach Tom Groden

extra points.

Another obstacle to the
women's hopesof victory was the
lack of divers. In the two diving
events the womenwere outscored
by nineteen points. The team only
lost by twenty points, a great deal
of that coming from the lack of
divers.
With the loss, the women fell
into second place in the BIG
EAST. All tie-breakers are decided by head-to-headrecords.
said. The biggest obstacle was
The team has a very positive
outlook for the future. The two
depth. BC won nine of the fourteen events, butoften lostthe next swimmers with the best perforthree places. This enabled the mances of the day were both unHuskies to accumulate a lot of derclassmen.

Even more impressive was the
fact that it was the fastest time
recorded in that event in the past
three years.
Twoof these swimmers, Megan
Posey and Megan Lammon, won
four events each to help keep the
Eagles in the meet to the veryend.
Lammon won the 100, 200, and
500-yardfree style events. Posey
won the free style Relay, 100-yard backstroke and 50-yard free
style races.
"Swimming for BC is great,
and yesterday everyoneswamreally well," Lammon said. Lammon
also said that the team seemed to
come together during this meet.
Tire impressive part about
Lammon's performance was that
her victory in the 200-free style
came against Hillary Krug of
UConn. Krug is one of the top

2/7- Beanpot: Men's Ice
hockey vs. Northeastern
at the Boston Garden?
6:00 p.m.
2/8- Beanpot: Women's
Ice hockey vs. Harvard
and Northeastern (round
robin) at NU-- 6:30 p.m.
2/9- Men's Basketball vs.
UConn«9:oo p.m. ESPN
2/11-Men's hockey vs.
Merrimack--7:00 p.m.
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BC came up just short against UCon" Wednesday at the Plex.

Support BC sports!
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Trustees give seniors advice on the "real world"
Continued from page 5
The panel suggested talking to
people, and networking by using
yourpersonal.BC and Jesuitconnections when applying for jobs.
"You have to be creative in a
tight job .market. Once you get

in the workforce, Thomson said,
"In the field of medicine,
women and people of color are
being actively sought out. There
is a struggle to get qualified

able to have contact with people
that have really achieved a lot of
things in theirlives and act as role
models, especially now when the
path of our lives seems so un-

people."
"In higher education administration at colleges and universities, being a person of color is an
advantage. They serve as role
models," Duffy concurred.
The majority of student response to the presentation was
positive, although many felt the

clear," Laura Heapers, A&S '94,

said.
"It's good that they bring these
peoplehere,butbecausethe times
are different, I don't think they
can relate to the questions we
have," James Werme, SOM '94,
said. "The situations are way too
different."
Towardthe end of the evening,
program would have been more
students wereencouraged to share
beneficial if it had occurred during the second semester of their their thoughts on whereBC would
junior year or first semester of go in the future.
their senior year.
Their concerns were recorded
by the Trustees for discussion at
"Maybe it should have happened before senior year," the next day's Board meeting.
Donatina Whitford, SOE '94, said.
Students introducedissuesper"I found it helpful that we were taining to BC's future, such as the

yourfoot in the door, then you can
prove yourself," Short said.
Short suggested working for a
companyfor free for threemonths.
"It's a different twist.You need to
ask yourself, 'How can I make
myself different?'" Short said.
"Failure is a chance for learning, and if taker, well, can be a
wonderful teacher," O'Flaherty
said. "Even if you are unsuccessful in getting the job you want,
don'tlet thatbe a limitingfactor."
Replying to a question about
theprominence of peopleofcolor
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advising system, the questionable
need for a student center, the growing lack of green areas on campus, the destruction of the Mods,
and the feeling of being secondclass to alumni.
"There should be a lot more
communicationbetween trustees
and students, maybe even between
UGBC and students," Laura

Schiavi, A&S '94, said.

Trustees Thomson and Short
reminded students that the StudentLife Committee's input from
students comes from UGBC and
at every meeting of the Committee three UGBC members are
present.
"They are there as your representatives," Thomson said.
"I believe sometimes UGBC
creates issuesduring electionsthat
aren't true student concerns, for

example a student center," Sabina
Murphy, A&S '94, said.
"I thought it was good, I especially enjoyed the part at the end
where we could give input about
what we thought about BC, and

what we would like to see
changed," Karen Tamisea, A&S
'94, said..
"Parts of [the panel discussion]
were discouraging, especially
about people wanting to go on to
graduate school," Tamisiea said.
"This is a reassuring chance for
seniors to learn that their classmates are going through the same
anxieties as they begin life after
college," Duffy said.
"They are going from"the
known to the unknown. These
anxietiesare triggeredby auncertainty about what lies ahead,"
Duffy said.

Safety Notices not posted,
'not considered a threat'

Continued from page 3

wecan throw at him,
will," Neault said.
"I would love to get my hands
on him and see what the hell he is
Any charges

we

In response to questionsregarding the absence of safety notices
in this case, Neault said that BC
has been known to post them more
often than what is prudent, which
he acknowledges may eventually
cause students to ignore an imnotice.
"What is the danger to the community? Right now there is no

portant

indication that he is doing anything more than trying to meet
them. He has not committed a
crime as of yet," he said.
Neault admits, however, that
these students feel uncomfortable
with the situation, and that if this
man does not belong on BC property, he will be removed immediately when caught. "Ifhe doesn't
belong here, he will be removed.

doing here," Neault said.
Paula Forget, assistant to Vice

President for AdministrationJohn
Driscoll, concurred, saying that
imminent danger to the community is not obvious at this point.
"There has to be a threat to the
community. Right now, it is not
considered a threat," Forget said.
Forget said this was a "general
harassment situation," and that a
safety notice was not planned at
this stage. "The ultimate decision
rests with Mr. Driscoll. however
Chief Morse plays a key role in
the decision," she said.

When sherealizednotices were
posted by the administration, "Mary" took it upon hernot being

self to post notices around Lower
Campus, which were subsequently torn down.
"I assume the [resident assistants] tore them down; however
we are not sure. [The Officeof the
Dean for Student Development]
must approve any posting," Neault

said.
Similar incidences have happened to two other women this
semester, one outside of Lyons
Hall and one in the McElroy cafeteria. Both womenrepeatedsimilar descriptions of the man and

his actions.
Last semester, another woman
was approachedin the same manner by a man fitting the above
description.
Editor's note: The names in
this article have been changed to
protect the students' identity.
?
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Lots of Mittens, Scarves,

Pullovers, Blankets, one-of-a-kind
samples, and closeouts!
Tuesday. February 8 from 9-spm
in the lower lobby of McElroy
Commons
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A TRUE STORY FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "MY LEFT FOOT"

'A BRILLIANT FILM.

'

EMMA THOMPSON

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS

Info

Daniel Day-Lewis givesanother
dazzling performance in what is
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anywhere, anytime,
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REVIEW
Vinegar Tom opens semester at Robsham
By THERESA REGLI
Heights Assistant Review Editor
"Look in the mirror tonight would
they have hanged you then?"
?from Caryl Churchill's VinegarTom
The Boston College Dramatics
Society presented its spring production, Caryl Churchill's Vinegar Tom,
in the Bonn Studio ofRobsham Theater this past weekend.
Director Suzen Mason, A&S '94,
presented a fine production of this
play about the hardships of being a
woman in the days when alleged
witches were hanged, frighteningly
parallel to the plight of women in the
modern day.
What most people considera feminist play, Vinegar Tom could have
easily fallen into an overkill of unEmilie Rohrbach and Andrea Grano in Vinegar Tom
necessary and unwarranted malebashing. Mason, however, showed in Vinegar Tom she finallyreceived providing for excellent flow within Armstrong undoubtedlyworked hard
as musical director, as approximately
her skill in that she accentuated the the stage time to showcase her talent the scenes.
Churchill's plays are by m. means ten well-performedsongs were interplay's meaning through poignant reto its fullest extent. She was compelalities and appropriately sickening ling and consistent, and provedto be easy to follow. Watching Vinegar spersed throughout the play. John
ironies. These womenwere feminists the unifying force in a somewhat Tom was much like, being bomGarofalo once again proved himself
barded with news bites, the majority a Robsham tech god, presenting yet
who were persevering in their pain, disjointed play.
Overall, this was a cast of exand remained so without damning
of scenes being only a few minutes another excellent lighting design to
long. At times this seemed tecfious, add to, his infinity of others.
every man to hell because of their tremely strong actors. Many had prehardships.
viously showcased their talents, such especiallyduring theblack outs when
In all, Vinegar Tom was a fine
Andrea Grano, who played the as Todd Morse and Laura Lenehan all that could be done was listen to production in that its actors were
powerful and strong character Alice, did DS's fall production of Twelve the cast bump into the elements of excellent and that Mason kept the
the sparsely festooned set.
was exceptional in the lead roll she Angry Men.
theme of feminism away from the
This was a cast whose individual
has deservedfor so long. Appearing
The music and the lighting were unnecessary extremities, making the
last semester as Miss-Wells in Dracula, talents meshed to work as a unit, two ofthe shows strongpoints. James play poignant and effective.

Talent abounds at Performing Arts Night
By GUILLAUME C. TOURNIAIRE
For 77><? Heights

Last Friday night, The Philippine
Society of BC hosted Performing Arts
Night in Gasson 100. As the program
forecasted, the show consisted of
song and dance from several different countries and cultures. These
ranged from Asia and the MiddleEast
to our own little microcosm here at
BC.
First to assume the stage were the
Voices of Imani, who undertook the
burden of literally warming up the
audience, with a harmonized singalong. Despite the handicap of being
somewhat unbalanced, i.e. lacking
in male voices, Voices presented a
complete taste of spiritual music.
Next to appear were some of our
hosts, out to perform a traditional
FilipinoTinikling dance. This dance
was gracefully performed as the two
dancers lightly hopped overtwobamboo poles being intermittently struck
together in time with the music. The
tension mounted when volunteers
were brought out to try their luck
with the ankle-shattering dance.
This performance was followed by
our local New Orleanean lounge
singer and artiste Sal Liberto A&S
'94, who relished us with favorites
like "Summer Showers," and "Lost in

,

The Heightsmen were one of many performances at Performing Arts Night,
Next, the Irish Society unfurled its
a Bar" ?in which he lamented his in the short time they had to learn the
being lost, adrift in a sea of baseball songs performed, has improved since colors as two of its members leapt
onto stage to give us a show of Irish
caps and blue jeans, with but one their last performance.
sideburr.
Turning back to the East, Phitsamay step-dancing. As the two lasses took
The Acoustics kicked off the secSychitkokhong SOM '95, came out in a pause from theircapering to change
the
a
doing
ond half of
traditional garb to perform a Laotian into their clogs, their friend "Mike"
evening,
smashing jobwith theirrenditions of dance. It was a bit of a shock to hear enthralled the audience with a slow
"Walking on Broken Glass," and the relatively 'modern' sounds pour air on the tin whistle. It was one of
Lenny Kravitz's "Fields of Joy." The out of the speakers, but Phitsamay the first times that evening that the
general sound and balance of the skillfullyfused the intricate dance to audience was completelyenraptured,
group, enhanced by their three new the music in a fashion that truly
continued on page 30
members who have integrated well illustrated the tradition.
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Levellers, Hersh, & King's X prove commendable
The Levellers THE LEVELLERS
(Elektra)
It is both interesting and gratifying
to be able to see a musical trend
developing,especially so when the
trend focuses on good music. One
such recent trend is the way Irish
Folk music has been mixed with
alternative/poprhythms and sounds
and slowly brought into the mainstream. While this style of music may
never overtake U2 as the music of
Ireland, it has started to make an
impact on theAmerican music scene.
One such group, The Drovers, recently appeared in the Madeline
Stowe/Aidan Quinn thriller Blink,
and another such group, The Levellers, have a new album out.
TheLevellershasa truly great sound,
mixed with interesting lyrics. This
band has taken Pearl Jam levels of
angst and frustration, added Bob
Dylan-style political metaphors and
put the whole thing to a great beat.
The mixtureof acoustic and electric
guitars, with outstanding fiddle playing creates a unique sound of a sort
not heard in America since Me-PhiMe's R&B/Alternative stylings. The
whole thing is supplemented by guest
performances of brass, bagpipes and
didjereedoo (?), along with an appearance by Jem Finer of modern
Irish legends The Pogues.
Some of the lyrics have obvious
U.K. influences, and the references
(such as "C.S. gas," "the N.M.E." and
"a council place") are occasionally
hard to understand. However, the
words still provide an interesting
style and attitude. "Julie" tells of a
woman leading a repressed life and
is such a combinationof purelybeautiful harmonic sounds that it is curious that this group has not received
more exposure. This song has as one
passage: "A hundred stairs to her
new room/over glass and blackened
spoons/Children grow old so soon."
This is greatly indicative of the dark
view that is often presented of the
Irish working class. Other songs, such
as "The Garden," provide a definite
politicalcommentary, with lyrics like
"The other day I saw a fox/Running
for his life/His eyes were widebut his
mind was shut/To theredcoat's bugle
call."
This is a band that is on the forefront of a music style that is becoming steadily more popular. If this
album is any indication of what's to
come, the American music world
could soon be revolutionized.
?Brian J. DiMattia
?*?*

The Levellei-s
leading Belly), had always been the
backup vocalist/guitarist for Kristin,
but Hersh has movedon to create her
own sound.
With an unexpected vocal appearance by R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe, Hips
andMakersbegins with "Your Ghost,"
a dark song which builds in tension
and strength as Kristin and Michael

notably Living Colour and Jimi
Hendrix, whose song "Manic De-

own. If they keep this up they will be
around for a long time to come.
Whether you are a King's X fan or
not, you are sure to like their latest

pression" is on the album. It is that
harsh sound and the quality of their
lyrics that has set them apart from effort.
other groups and has often led to
Ted Coleman
comparisons to some of their
comtemporaries, like Living Colour,
which can be taken as a compliment. "? ShonenKnife ROCK ANIMALS
The album starts out with the title (Virgin)
complement each other perfectly.
"Dogman," and just gets better
track,
Hersh's sensual voice is highlighted
ShonenKnife is a smash success in
from
there on. Some of the best theirnativeJapan.Tokyo bands cover
in "Beestung", alongwith a gorgeous
piano accompaniment. "Sparky" pro- tracks include "Shoes," "Pretend," their music, and their new track
"Brown Mushrooms" has been chosen as the themesong for the television show Asakusa Young TV. In the
U.S., though, it's a different story.
Despite having toured with Nirvana, the creative Shonen Knife still
goes largely unnoticed here. Whether
or not they can make a break in the
mainstream remains to be seen.
Their latest effort, Rock Animals, is
a bit more subdued than some of
their previous work, though the energetic pop trio of Naoko Yamano,
Michie Nakatani and Atsuko Yamano
usually have a sound that's brimming
with positive verve.
In their first all-English language
album, they've tried to tone down
the absurdly humorous lyrics that
have become their trademark. That
didn't stop them from writing such
odd bits as "Catnip Dreams" ("He is a
cat but he's very/very fat") or "Tomato Head" ("I drink tomato juice
every night/Why don'tyou get out of
my sight"). But things are a tad more
serious in a few of the tracks, such as
"Little Tree," a simple but meaningful
nod
to saving the environment.
>
S,4ArD
****Kristin Hersh///i
MAKMusically, Shonen Knife is very
ERS (Sire/Reprise)
guitar-oriented. Up-front riffs and
After almost ten years with Throwsolos make it clear why
competent
ing Muses, Kristin Hersh shows her
they've
earned
the respect of their
own style on her solo debut entitled
This
holds
true on the new
peers.
Hips andMakers. In a pleasingarray Kings X
release,
which
features Sonic
even
of melodic rhythms, most of which vides a glimpse of her ability as a "Complain" and their coverof "Manic
Youth
Thurston
guitarist
Moore on
acoustic,
short,
are
the album reveals an guitarist in this
wispy instru- Depression." In this track Doug
emotional backbone underlying the mental.
Pinnick and Ty Tabor on guitars
Continued on page 29
abstract pictures formed by the lyriAt the age of 27, Kristin Hersh has sound as though their idol were on
cal intricacies. Each of the fifteen masterfully combined her skill and stage actuallyplaying his song. "Comsongs has a flavor of its own, from creativity in this true gem of music. plain" pokes fun at consumerismand
soft and subtle to tense and feverish. Expect more from Hersh and Throwthe state of the world today. The last
Fans of Throwing Muses will be ing Muses as a result of this triumph. line "Complainso much easier"sums
Instant Classic
surprised, but definitely not disapJeff Spear up the song nicely?why worryabout
Excellent
pointed, at the new path Hersh has
things when you can just bitch about
taken with this album. Ten releases "?1/2 King's X DOGMAN (Atlanthem ? They also manage to make a
Good
by Throwing Muses, spanning from tic)
reference to a few celebritiessuch as
1984 to the present, established her
King's X is back, this time with President Clinton andRush Limbaugh.
Poor
**
presence as a brilliantand sometimes their new album, Dogman. Just as
Great lyrics and they sound good
eccentric songwriter and musician. harsh as ever, one is really able to too. A band that has been aroundfor
Awful
Former Muse, Tanya Donnelly (now hear some of X's major influences, a while has finally come into their
?

Ratings Key

?

*****
****
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Shonen Knife's latest; Tori Amos: the trauma is back
Continuedfrom page 28

bonus track, "Commercial Suicide
Part 1" with the profound lyrics
"Throw your Gameboys on the fire/
Bono ain't the new messiah/Michael
Jackson is a liar."
The standout tracks of this album
are those that do not follow Carter's
old style, simply because these songs
are distinguishable from the rest.
"Lenny and Terence" rocks by melting distortedvocals with loud drums.
The single "Lean On Me, I Won't Fall
Over" again takes advantage of drums
complimentedby abusive lyrics. On
the flipside, Carter slows everything
down on "Under The Thumb And
Over The Moon" with an innocent
voice and a nice slow beat that Mum
and Dad would be proud of.

lead rhythm guitar for the song "Butterfly Boy." Vocally, the three members all share duties. The sound is an
interesting cross between Yoko Ono
and Joan Jett. There's a nice edge to
some of the singing, "Tomato Head"
being the best example.

Unfortunately, to accompany their
lyrical shift, they tend to slow down
several times on the album.This does
not suit them. Mellow tracks, such as
"Another Day," bring the energy of
the albumto a halt. If their new, more
serious sound is an attempt to break
into the American culture, they need
to rethink their approach. It may be
that American listeners aren't willing
to accept the differently accented
sounds of Japanese(or evenFrench)
pop. ShonenKnife should stay sharp
and stick to fast and funny.
Pat Riley

Carter the Unstoppable Sex Ma-

chine have not changed theirmusical
style over theirfour albums. It is still
the same cheap, speedingkeyboard
and electronic drumbeats that provided for a once-original style. No

?

***Tori Amos UNDER THE PINK
(Atlantic)
If you were expectingTori Amos'
new effort to be another LittleEarthquakes, you're in for a disappointment.

This time around, Amos draws a
sharper line between the softer
songs?the ones that consist mainly
of her voice and a piano?and the
harder tracks?those that include a
rhythm section. Gone is the more
mainstreamstyle ofsuch Earthquakes
staples as "Crucify," "Winter" and
"Silent All These Years."
Instead, Amos juxtaposes soft,
breathy tracks like "Bells For Her"
and "Baker Baker" with harder, disturbing andsometimescacophonous
songs such as "God" and"The Waitress." The result is an interesting,
though uneven, collection.
The softer tracks work better than
the harder ones in most cases. The
best example is "Icicle," a disturbing
tune about the conflict between one's
religion and one's hormones. The
opener, "Pretty Good Year," and
"Cloud on my Tongue" also work
well in this category, though Amos'
lyrics are characteristically mysterious and elusive, and it is sometimes
difficult to discern exactly whatshe is
singing about. (Note: Keep the liner
notes handy if you want to know the
lyrics, since they are not always clear
in therecording.) The only problem
with these songs is that in some
cases, such as "Bells for Her," they
become too monotonous after a few
minutes.
As far as the harder tracks, the
most powerful is probably "The Waitress," in which Amos sings about the
frustration of a basically peaceable
woman experiencingfeelings of violent anger toward another person.
The problem with this group of tracks
is that their melodies tend to be
uneven. "Past the Mission" and "Space
Dog" carrytheir melodiespretty well,
however, and in a song like "The
Waitress," the dissonance fits veiy
well.
All in all, this album may not
measure up to its predecessor, but it
is a good effort and worth your
money.
Eileen P. Brown
?

""FARAWAY, SO CLOSE
SOUNDTRACK (EMI)
In 1991, Wim Wenders released a
film called Until theEnd of the World
that almost no one saw. However,
many music buffs learned of the film

U2 performs on the Faraway, So Close soundtrack.
through the soundtrack due to an quite a few Europeanreferences that
array of talent including U2, REM, the average American would not
Lou Reed, Depeche Mode and Talkunderstand. Nevertheless, the the
ing Heads. Wenders has done it again. lyrics burst with creativity in songs
With the help of some old friends like "Cheer Up, It Might Never Haplike U2 andNick Cave and some new pen" with the verse "Jack and Jill
contributors like Laurie Anderson, went off the cliff/Contract killed in a
Faraway, So Close stands as a valulovers' tiff." The band provides a U.S.
able collection of songs.
The soundtrack opens with the
title track performed by Nick Cave.
This organ-based song is an acquired
taste; one of those songs that sort of By WILLIAM O'NEIL
grows on you.
foxTbeH%k>hts
The following song is the best on
the album: "Stay" by U2. It is a slightly
It is April 27,1969 at The'Fillmore
different (much better) version than West in San Francisco, and a littlethe one on Zooropa because of its known bandcalled Led Zeppelinrips
added industrial-sounding drums.
into their second 5et..,.. That was
Other artists worthmentioning are twenty five years ago and short of a
Lou Reed, Simon Bonney, Johnny time machine; unfortunately none of
Cash and Jane Siberry (who sounds lis will, ever get to see Led Zeppelin
exactly like Julie Cruise).
\u26 6'
in concert.
The second half of the CD consists
Enter Physical Graffiti, a band that
of typical soundtrack music played makes their living pretending to be
as background or credit music. Alanother. Their Show at Axis was an
though some of this music is soothexercise in rock nostalgia and hero
ing, beautiful and eerie, it doesn't worship, in addition to an incredibly
stand on its own.
good time for the Led Zeppelin faOn the whole the soundtrack for natic and the part-time fan alike.
Faraway, So Close has a Twin Peaks
Axis was the perfect venue, small
feel. It is not as mainstream as :and dark with a crowd that was
Wenders' previous release, but it's actually rather friendly. After enterworthchecking out after viewing the ing, it was ajnatter of fiiinutes before
film.
a distinct odor wafted over from
Melissa St. Hilaire ; across the room, ari odor that added
quite a bit of .authenticity to a 70s
"1/2 Carter the Unstoppable Sex nostalgia show. (One guess as to
Machine POST HISTORIC MONwhat it was, and NO, it was not
STERS (Chrysalis)
cigarette smoke.)
,
Physical Graffiti took the stage
Once again, Carter the Unstoparound mignight. Their equipment
pable Sex Machine have released an was quickly moved out onto the
album full of hatred, despair and stage, all of which looked authentic,
sarcasm. Their previous three re- right down to Jimmy Page's tradeleases were very much alike, conmark Les Pauls and "Zoso" emblataining the same traits. Unfortuzoned amplifiers. The lights flashed
nately, Carter has worn out their and the crowd went wild as the band
uniqueness on yet another album broke into "How Many More Times."
this time around. Although Post His- The band's outfits and stage moves
toric Monsters retains Carter's style, were incredible. It seems that when
the flavor is exhausted.
Physical Graffiti takes the stage, they
The English duo, Jim Bob and areRobert, Jimmy, BonzoandJPJ. All
Fruitbat, have a knack for finding night they made no allusion to their
some dismalincident to write about. "true identities," and even the Axis
Box Office had no idea who they
Song titlessuch as "Suicide Isn'tPainless" and "Stuff the Jubilee" should really were.
give you an idea of their typical
For the next hour and a half they
themes. Amongst the thousands of churned out Zeppelin classics, frorn
words and hundred of rhymes wothe straightforward blues-rock of
ven intoeach intricate song, there are "Whole Lotta Love" to the acoustic

doubt, their controversial lyrics along
with their ironic twists on every possible cliche salvage the two-man band.
Carter lacks the creativity of a full
band that wouldallow them to produce a style that can evolve over the
years. Despite this, it is worth giving
Carter a listen. It just doesn't matter
which album you decide to pick.
Dave Laquidara
?

The Song Remains the Same?

.

?

Simplicity of "Hey, Hey What Can I
Do." It seems that no two;shows the
band does ate the same as after the-

second song they began taking the
requests the audience screamed at
them.
Each member of the band was not
only a talented actor, but a talented
musician, as well, playing his part
with energy and style. It was here
that "Jimmy," the guitarist, excelled-.
Not once did he stray from the part
he was playing, but he definitely
managed to showcase his own ability
in several spots, especially a superbly
played "Heartßreaker" solo, a spot
that was once JimmyPage's own solo
highlight. Who cared if the singer's
voice was a little too high or if the
drummer didn'thaveJohnBonham's
animalistic attack? Not the audience,
as they screamed and sung along as
ifPhysical Graffiti were thereal thing.
As the show ended with a tremendous sing-a-longto "The Ocean," the
band rushed offthe stage and out the
back door. Physical Graffiti is a band
that has sacrificed their own chance
for greater glory by dedicating themselves to the band they love. While
one is never truly convinced that he
is watchiftg more than some very
talented impersonators, as the show
ended twothingsbecameclear: Physical Graffiti puts on an amazing show
andthemusic ofLed Zeppeliflcarries
a,particular kind of magic wherever
it may go.
Opening for Physical Graffiti was*
Raw Deal, who churned out some
high energy, Spin Doctor-esque music which included an interesting
cover of the Beatles' "I am the Walrus." They we're much more entertaining than the second act, Mere
Mortals, Whose musical style could

only be described as moody and

noisy, heavy on the noise and light
on the music.
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Janet Jackson electrifies the Worcester Centrum
By Deborah Cruz
For The Heights

Escapade was one of the highlights
of the show, with bizarre, eye-catching carnival costumes.
As if the high energy; difficult,
sometimes erotic dances were not
enough, halfwayinto the show Janet
decides it's a little lonely up on stage
and asks if there is anyone who
would like to keep her company.
Over the pleas of all of the males in
the audience one guy was chosen,
and once on stage proceeded to bow
and cry before Janet.
Once they were able to pick the
gentleman off his knees and put him
in a chair Janet proceeded to sing
"Again" to him and asked " Is it O.K.
if I sit on your lap?" From then on the
guy was so shaken up that soon after
he had to be helped off the stage. At
the end of the concertJanet and allof
the dancers came out in jeans and
shirts to givea down-to-earth goodbye
and thanks to the audience.

Janet Jackson in jazzed up white
spandex, a crop top, and top hat
breezed onto Worcestor Centrum's
stage and was greeted by hundreds
of fans that had for so long awaited
her presence in Massachusetts. The
concert was originallyscheduled for
December 12th, but was postponed
twice for Jackson's health reasons,
and finally took place on January
30th, Suoer Bowl Sunday. However,
for all of the sports fans in the audience, Janet was kind enough to display a good portion of the game
before her concert.
Opening

for Janet was Bill

Bellamy, Host of MTVJams. He gave
a witty performance on modern day
relationships, sending ripples of
laughterthroughout the audience.
Janet and her entourage of dancers (all in blazing white) began by
performing her hit single "If." This
set the crowd on an energy high that
lasted the entirety of the concert.
Each set of songs brought on a new
wardrobe for the dancers and Janet,
who had no problem flaunting her
sexy new look and attitude. The shy
girl of yesteryear seems to have dis-

,

As one could probably tell, the

Janet Jackson
appeared leaving a confident, very
grownupJanet. Along with hits from

her new album, some older favorites

concert was a great hit. The music,
choreography, costumes, stage set
(which often consisted of burst of

were performed such as "Rhythm
Nation," "Let's Wait Awhile" and

"Escapade."

flames), the dancers and Janet made
for a magic that bedazzled the audience and a concert that would be
hard to top.

Performing Boston Ballet exudes emotion in dance
Arts Night
a success

continued from page 27

and oddly enough, the young man
wasn't even a BC student.'
As the crowd cooled off, Professor William Nakhly assumed the
stage toplayfor us, the Ud, a Middle
Eastern lute. The music itselfwasn't
"structured" in the Western sense. It

sounded like a cross betweenblues
andtraditional Spanishguitar?probably due tp the Moorish influences
ofthe region, Prof. Nakhly's performance brought with it the scents of
coffee and pungent oils in an open
air market.
To end the cultural events of the
evening, the Heightsmen, BC's allmale a capella group, made their
appearance. In the unusual quiet of
that evening, it became evidenthow
much of the Heightsmen's performance is fueled by audience reaction and enthusiasm.
The
Heightsmen nevertheless, effortlessly delivered their product, raising the crowd into the usual frenzy
one sees at their concerts. With
their performance, down came the
Filipino flag?literally in fact? as
the evening gave wayto return back
to this little coiner of rhe world

By PETER BERLINGHOF
For The Heights

Tchaikovsky Anew at the Boston
Ballet is a wonderful showcase of
classical and contemporary, choreog-

raphy, timeless music and the beauty
of the human form in dance.
The program consists of four indi-

vidually choreographed pieces each
with its own flavor and style, all setto

The entire piece concludes to a dramaticchoraleaccompaniment, which
seives as a mature finish.
The most musical and perhaps
sensual of the four pieces is Daniel
Pelzig's "Cantabile," with its central
focus on the moon which is projectedabove the dancers in the background. This piece is the most classical in its choreographybut the most
modern in its themes.
Very moving and provocative ar-

dealing with the light and dark ele-

ments of the girl's life.

Choreographers Amy Spencer and Richard
Colton produce a piece that is not as
musically fluid as the others, but
much more modern in its movement
and dance.
Overall, the program is very entertaining because it presents four different dance interpretations, all musically related. The dancers are excellent and do a superb job of presenting and interpreting each
choreographer's distinct style.
The sets are quitesimple and serve
to emphasize light and human form.
Andfinally themusic of Tchaikovsky,
an all-inclusive element in the pieces,
makes the program continuous and
thoroughly enjoyable.

the beautiful and stirring music of
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky.
rangements of male/female, male/
"Rococo Variations," the opening maleand female/female dancers, the
piece, contrasts interesting themesof piece explores modern themes of
human emotions.
asymmetric and symmetric arrangements, as well as motion and still"BeforeEver After," the final piece
ness. Several dramaticand effective of the program is the most interprepauses are worked very well into the tive and attempts to relate a story of
a father and his daughter, and thier
performance.
Choreographer Stephen Baynes
also experimentswithfascinating odd
combinationsof three dancerswhich
strays from the prevalent cool classical tone.
The second piece, "Summer
Dreams," choreographedby Lucinda
Hughey, is a colorful and lush display rich with emotion. Tworelated
themes are introduced and developed separately.
A mature and feeling dance opens
the piece, and is followed by a playful and light portion which includes
acrobatics and even elements of
youthful humor. These two themes
serve to contrast each other effectively, and interact in some dances.
Julie Bacon and AlexanderSrb in Tchaikovsky Anew

My Mother's Fleabag will
be performing their usual
wild and wacky antics in the
McElroy Cafe this Thursday
night at 8 p.m.!

BC band to appear at

Rathskellar
The Boston College Band Seven
With One Blow will be appearing at
the Rathskellar in Kenmore Square
on Friday, February 11th; Also appearing will" be Squid, Avatar Blue
and headliner Rippopotomus,
The show comes on the heels of
theirlastperformance atLocal 186 on
January23.An aU-origjnal band, Seven

With One Blow consists of Greg
Miller, Naveen Reddy, and Adam
Bakonhead, all BC '94, and Chris
Barrett, BC '92:
Their live shows tend to feature a
good deal-of mdshirig and merriment. Doors open at 8 p.m. Seven
With One Blow Will hit the stage
promptly at 9 p.m.
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Faraway, So Close lacks sense of direction
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Heights Staff Writer
FARA WA V, SO CLOSE: Afilm written
anddirectedby Wim Wenders. Starring Otto Sander, Peter Falk, Horst
Bucholz, Naslassja Kinski, Heinz
Ruhmann, and Lou Reed.
Imagine a world in which angels
watching our every move
sound kind of eerie? Director Wim
Wenders does exactly that in his
latest film Faraway, So Close. Set in
post-unification Berlin, the film explores the relationshipsbetween two
angels and the people whose lives
they observe. Last year's winner of
the Cannes GrandJury Prize, this film
certainly has a unique premise. Unfortunately, it is a premise that becomes bogged down with numerous
problems throughout the course of
the film.
The movie stars Otto Sander as
Cassiel, an angel frustrated with his
role as a mere student of human
nature. His powers enable him to
watch people's lives, but he is forbidden to intervene in them. But as
Cassiel becomes more and more fascinated with human nature, he becomes despondentover his sense of
powerlessness. Convinced that he
can help them mend their ways,
Cassiel wants the ability to experience what humanbeings experience.
Then, he believes, he can be a true
messenger of truth.
One day Cassiel gets his wish.
Watching a girl fall from a balcony,
he decides to become human and
save her life. With no money or legal
identity, Cassiel stays with another
ex-angel, Damiel, to complete his
mission on earth. But, in spite of his
idealism, Cassiel (nowKarl) falls prey
to human vices and has some lessthan-angelic experiences (getting
drunk, holding up a convenience
store?you know, the usual). Karl
also finds himself pursued by Emit
roam,

?

A scene from Faraway, So Close
(Willem Dafoe), a Dennis Leary ver-

sion of Father Time. Emit fears that
Karl has interfered with with the
course of events, and wants to stop
him. Karl's fate, then, rests on a
struggle between Emit and a former
angel companion ofCassiel (Nastassja
Kinski), who wants to protect him.
During the first half of the film, the
story degenerates into a rather depressing parable of human" corruption, and Karl's attempts to avoid
falling into the same trap. As for the
rest of the plot, it is too convoluted
and contrived to even attempt ex-

plaining.
The worst part of Faraway, So
Close is its pessimistic view of human
nature. After watching this film, it
would seem that human beings have
little or no redeeming qualities whatsoever. More philosophical than entertaining, the film takes the characters(and its viewers) on a road trip to
ExistentialistHell. Appropriately, the
shots of Berlin provide a dreary backdrop to the unfolding drama. It's
doubtful that the German board of

tourismwould want foreigners to see
this masterpiece of their aging city.
Watching this film is not exactly a fun
way to spend a Friday night, unless
of course you enjoy pondering the
meaninglessnessof human existence.
In addition to its depressing outlook, thefilm suffers from otherproblems. Far Away , So Close has too
much plot and doesn't keep track of
it very well. It's impossible not get
lost in Wim Wender's maze without
directions. This movie doesn't exactly fit into the American high concept theory of filmmaking, in which
the plot can be summarized in a
sentence or two?a synopsis of this
thing would take pages. To make
matters worse, the film is constantly
alternating German and English dialogue, and between color and black
and white film; this only succeeds in
disorienting the viewer to an even
greater extent. For these reasons, it's
doubtful that American audiences
wouldrespond to this film in the way
Europeans have.
To be fair, the film has some posi-

tive aspects. The movie's performances are fairly decent, especially
Willem Dafoe's portrayal of the timekeeper. Dafoe, unlike many other
actors, possesses a certain presence
onscreen that always makes him interesting to watch. Also interesting to
note are the film's rather eclectic
choices of guest appearances and
cameos?everyone from Mikhail
Gorbachev to Peter Falk (Columbo
himself), andLou Reed. And, despite
the film's dreary aesthetic element, it
contains some of the most fascinating and psychotic camera movements
since Hitchcock. However, these elements are not nearly enough to
counterbalance the film's flaws.
So there's the description of Faraway, So Close, a film which defies
any basic explanation. Excruciating
in length andconvoluted in plot, this
film fits into the category of
moviemaking overkill. But, worst of
all, Wim Wenders has created an
exercise in depression which makes
humankind seem about as pointless
as this movie.

-

Despite unoriginality, Blink is worth a glance
By BRIAN J. DiMATTIA
Heights Staff Writer
BLINK: A newfilm directedbyMichael
Apted. Starring Madeline Stowe.
Aidan Quinn and Laurie Metcalf.

fairly average role and plays it in a
new way, not hiding any deep psychological pain or substance abuse,
and being a normal, run of the mill
guy. Quinn's fellow detectives don't
tend to stand out as individuals, but
instead gel together as a group in
conference scenes reminiscent oftelevision dramas like NYPD Blue and
Homicide: Life on the Street. Furthermore, while it is only a small role,
Laurie Metcalf (of thetelevisionshow
Rosanne) adds a nice sarcastic humanity to the film as Stowe's best
friend.

The new thriller Blink is a prime
exampleof a goodfilm that isclragged
down by cliches. It begins well, has
enjoyable acting, and interesting directing, but in the end is a psychological thriller, the likes of which has
been done many times before.
A young woman(Madeline Stowe
of Last of the Mohicans and Short
Cuts) hasbeen visuallyimpairedsince
The entire film makes good use of
the age of eight. An organ donor's
its setting in seamy, oppressive Chideath gives her the opportunity to
cago, and uses great camera work to
get new eyes and regain her sight.
reveal the world in whichStowe's
However, her visual ability is impercharacter is trapped. Furthermore,
fect at first, making it so that she
Stowe's character plays fiddle for an
sometimes can't see things properly
Irish Celtic band, the Dovers, which
or as they are (thus the movie's Aidan Quinn and Madeline Stowe star in Blink.
provides good Chicago color, and a
tagline "things are not what they tective assigned to the case, has her cast. Stowe and Aidan Quinn {Benny great soundtrack. The direction is
life disrupted by a stalker, nearly gets and Joon), her protector/love interseem"). While in this state, she hapgood in all aspects of the film, and is
pens to see a murderer (leaving the killed and ends off killing the bad est, both turn in goodperformances. not hampered by a so-so script.
scene of the crime), yet is not able to guy and living happily ever after. If Stowe makes the transition from beBlink is basically a good, enterfocus on him. When she sees his face this last part sounds familiar,it should. ing .blind to being sighted with great tainingfilm. It is the same kind offilm
later on in a hallucination, she tries to It has been done in several dozen pain, showing the difficulties inheras many other recent Hollywood ofmake the police understand, falls in movies.
ent and almost wishing she never ferings, but is more interesting, and
love with the young, rebellious dcOne of Blink's better qualities is its had the operation. Quinn takes a definitely better.
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Humor overpowers sap in My Father, the Hero
gents.

By THERESA REGLI
Heights Assistant Review Editor
MYFATHER, THE HERO: A newfilm
directed by Steve Miner. Starring
Gerard Depardieu, Katherine Heigl
and Dalton James.
The rumor in cinematic circles is
that Gerard Depardieu doesn't actually speak English. In films such as
Green Card and 1492: Conquest of
Paradise, he allegedly memorized
the lines and went with the flow.
With his performance in My Father, the Hero, hehas obviously graduated from that stage, as it is not only
his first fully comprehensible English
performance but also his finest.
Depardieu, whose superior acting
talent is often sacrificed in American
films, finally found a role which allowed him to prove his outstanding
skill to the English-speaking world.
The story is a warm-hearted scenarioof 14-year-oldNicole (Katherine
Heigl) who recently has convinced
herself that she has every right to be
an independent woman. When her
father, Andre (Depardieu), takes her
on vacation to an exotic tropical
island, she boasts that he is actually
herlover in orderto impress the local

Next

.

Heights
Review
meeting:

Tuesday,
Feb. 8
at 5 p.m.
in the
Nest.

Gerard Depardieu and Katherine Heiglstar in My Father, The Hero.

I Romeo,

Nicole falls in love withBen (Dalton
James) one of the local BC-esque
surfer gents, and eventuallyher escalating lie does anything but impress
him. The unravelling, of the lie is
exceptionallyhumorous, and pushes
the movie beyond the realm of mere
"father doing anything for his little
girl" sap. In addition to Depardieu,
the minor characters are what makes
this a quality production, as the other
island vacationers provide an hysterical verbal commentary of the
unlikely events.
My Father, the Hero is one of the
few success stories of cross-Atlantic
collaborations. Directed by American Steve Miner and co-produced by
Frenchmen Jacques Bar and JeanLouis Livi, this movie is proof that
cultural dissention can be appeased
enough to produce a quality film.
The movie is truly a pleasant surprise, for it is not a film that only a
father with his pubescent daughter
would enjoy.
The laughter and shared human
experiencesof growing up, parenting,
and falling in love make My Father,
the Hero a film with which anyone
can identify, in addition to partaking
in the joys of cross-cultural humor.

bleeding for substance

By ANDREW HARRIS
Heights Staff Writer

from director Peter Medak, had the

the end, forgettable. The film is thus soon finds himself torn betweenhavdoomed to nothing more than a great ing sex with her and keeping her
trailer.
from killing him. This difficult inner
The plot, or elements of a plot are struggle is the main action of the film.
as such. Gary Oldman {Dracula)
The other action, which if developed
stars as Sgt.Jack Grimaldi, a New could have raised the effectiveness
York cop who after fifteen years on of the film, is Grimaldi's marital probthe force is finding that maybe crime lems. However, this theme along
does pay. Spending his time watchwith Grimadi's wife, played by
ing criminals with their beautiful Annabella Sciorra (The Hand that
women, unlimited money, and free Rocks the Cradle) are wasted.

come.
The film is a collection of excellent ideas and scenes, but there is
nothing to connect those elements of
visual excitement.Thislack of thought
in tying everything together makes
the film slow, meaningless, and in

Despite flaws in plot, Romeo is
Bleeding is filled with excitement
about where informants are being and has oneof the best femme fatales
housed, Grimaldi starts playing both in screen history. The brutal murders
ends of the table.
and violent encounters are excepSoon he is under the employment tionally filmed. You can almost feel
of a cultured mobster playedby Roy the blood and pain in your seat.
Scheider {Jaws), and making a tidy
Also, Lena Olin's characjer, with
some of money. The "hole" in his life
seems to be filled. But when a misher husky voice, luscious body, and
hapwith the mobruns him up against sexual power combined with an
Mona Demarkov, played by Lena unremorceful evil, make herdemonic
Olin {Mr. Jones'), a sexy Russian crimi- demeanor a chilling delight for movnal, with a passion for garter belts iegoers. It's a shame that in a time
and blood, things get ugly. Her deep when most films are unimaginative
voice and super-aggressive demeanor rehashes, that an original film with
are too much for Grimaldi, and he such potential is wasted.

ROMEO IS BLEEDING: A new film
directed by Peter Medak. Starring
Gary Oldman, Lena Olin, Annabella
Sciorra, Juliette Lewis, and Roy
Scheider,

Romeo is Bleeding, the new film

potential of becoming a stylistically
violent andsexy cult classic. I wanted
to love this film. Sex, violence, action, garter belts...what more could
you ask for? How about a thoughtfully solid story line for starters. Once
voted as one of the top ten
unproduced scripts in Hollywood,
there is only a glimmer of what
Romeo is Bleeding could have be-

lifestyle, Grimaldi thinks it's time he

got his. So by tipping off the mob

Upcoming Concert Dates
"I think a good gift for the
President would be a

chocolate revolver. And since
he's so busy, you'd probably
have to run up to him real
quick and hand it to him."
?Deeper Thoughts
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9
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Police Blotter
Saturday, Jan. 29,1994

1:33 am - Officer responds to
Gonzaga Hall on a report from
resident assistantsof a heavy odor
of marijuanacoming from aroom.
A check of the unoccupied room
reveals aheavy odor ofmarijuana.
A pack of rolling papers is observed in plain view. The items
are confiscated and returned to
BC police headquanersfor safe-

keeping.
1:33 am - BC police receive a
report of a fight from the security
officer on duty in VouteHall. Sergeant and officers respond. On

items are returned to BC police
for storage pending proper disposal.
Sunday, Jan. 30, 1994

9:03 pm - Officer speaks with
resident students who state that
one of their roommates has not
yet returned home from a shopping trip in downtown Boston.
The subject left the campus at
about 11:00 this morning by her-

1:00 pm - Officer speaks with a
resident student who states that
sometime between 9:15 pm on
01/29/94 and 12:15 pm on 01/30/
94 person(s) unknown stole the
front bumper ofher vehiclewhile
it was parked in the plex lot.

,

can

8:50 pm - Detectivetakespossession of a driver's license, BCID,
and Bank card found in Conte
Forum during the basketball

4:38 pm - Sergeant speakswith an
athleticgroup practicing Hammer

MEDJUGORE
IF YOU HAVE
BEEN THERE
PHONE CAMPUS
552-8137
(OR 558-9127 TOM)

Walsh Hall and takes possession
of a quantity of alcohol confiscated by a resident assistant. The
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confiscated.
Thursday, Feb. 3,1994

1:39 am - Officer observes an
intoxicated male subject having
difficulty walking on perimeter
road. The subject is identifiedas a
BC resident student, and is transported to the infirmary for observation. A driver's license in the
name of another person is confiscated.

Wednesday, Feb. 2, 1994

inn vii
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Coors

7:40 pm - Officer speaks with a
realty agent who states he wants
to inform the BC police that he
has filed a complaint With the
Newton police regarding a BC
student who harassed employees
in his realty office.

Murray's Suggests

Amaretto or Sambuca
DiAmore

$10.99

be made.

3:40 pm - Officer speaks with a
resident student who states that
person(s) unknown stole a credit
the license to be counterfeit.
card which was mailed to her
Tuesday, Feb. 1,1994
McElroy mailbox sometime over
semesterbreak, and have charged
1:27 am - Sergeant observes a over $500.00 to her account. The
male subject carrying a street sign credit card company has already
outside Hillsides C/D. The sub- been notified, and has canceled 10:50 am - Officer files a report
ject, a BC resident student, states the card.
regarding a BC employee who
he found the sign on the ground.
has been addressed several times
The item is confiscated and re11:01 pm - Officer/EMT and serfor unsafe driving, and who was
turned to BC police headquarters geant respond to Claver Hall ona observed again 01/03/94 driving
report of a heavily intoxicated in the same manner.
for safekeeping:

1:20 pm - Officer takes possession of two empty kegs confis-

to

resident student who is suffering
from a head injury. Due to the
subject's heavy intoxication and
failure torespond to stimuli, Newton Rescue is notified and responds. The subject is transported
by ambulance to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital for treatment.A driver's
license and social security card in
the name of another person are

game. An investigation reveals

Monday, Jan. 31,1994

11:41 pm - Officers respond to
the McElroy area onreport of two
female suspects observed carrying out chairs which were taken
from the Eagle's Nest Deli. A
check of the area has negative
results.

the roommates call BC police to
advise that the missing subject
has just returned home. Officer
responds and speaks with the subject, who states she is fine and
simply lost track of time.

- Officer responds

ing proper disposal.

1:35 am - Officer responds to a
Walsh Hall apartment on a report
of discharged mace. The resident
statesshe accidentally discharged
a mace canister belonging to her
roommate, who is not home at
this time. The mace canister is
confiscated and stored at BC police headquarters for safekeeping. It is unknown at this time if
theownerhas a firearms I.D. card.
No injuries are reported.

self.
The roommates are concerned
for her well being. At 10:31 pm,

10:06 pm

throws on Shea Field. Due to the
proximity of parked cars, the
group agrees to stop practice for
today until better arrangements

1:50 am - Officer speaks with a 5:59 pm - Officer speaks with a
resident student who states that resident student who states that
person(s) unknown threw asnowperson(s) unknown stole theresiball through his apartment windent student parking permit from
dowwhile he was asleep, breakhis vehicle while it was parked in
the commuter lot.
ing the glass.

arrival, officers find the combatants have been separated and a
large crowd is still in the area.
The crowd is dispersed and the 6:54 pm - Officer responds to
subjects involved are identified. O'Neill Library on a report of a
Several subjects are transported larceny of a book bag. The victim
to the infirmary for treatment of states she lift her bag at a study
minor injuries.
desk while she went to a bathroomon another floor. When she
1:35 am - Officer speakswith two returned, she discovered her bag
resident students who state they to be missing. The officersearches
were both assaulted by a male the building and finds the book
subject alongside the new dining bag in a men's room. After checkfacility. The suspect fled in the ing the bag, the victim states that
nothing appears to be missing.
directionof the mods.

2:20 am - Officer speaks with a
resident student who states she
believes she was maced in the
face at an off campus bar. The
victimcomplains of a minor burning sensation on her face, and is
transported to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital for treatment.

cated by a University Housing
Official during room checks in
Hillsides D. The items are stored
at BC police headquarters pend-

***

"Bar Bottles"

$
_^_______

i

Rolling Rock
Reg. & Light
12 pk $7.99
2/12 Pk $ 14

Bottles

"

Molson Ice
$8#99

Killian

12 pk Bottles

12 Pk Bottles

;
Kochs Golden
Anniversary
6pk $2.99
case $9.99
cans

747 BEACON STREET, NEWTON CENTRE
954 1550

$g99

Rolling Rock
1/4 Barrel

$29.95
____^__^^___^_

Sale Ends Feb. 28
LAII Beer Prices plus De p° sit^
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Multiculturalism core of AHANA Weekend

Continued from page 1

African American students, and

groups such as Voices of Imani,
the Heightsmen, theAcoustics and

[who] partook in an open dialogue." Dorcena said.
During the workshop, attend-

Sal Liberto.The night was capped
off by an "AHANA Jam."
"PerformingArts Night brought
out the most people. There were a
variety of people there, and I was
surprised they came out," said
Bonney Chan, A&S '94, assistant
director of AHANA affairs.
Saturday began with a Unity
Workshop, conducted by Dr.
Donald Brown, director of

was the unity workshop...We had

white. Asian. Latin American and

...

?

AHANA Caucus president William Dorcena, CSOM '95

ees were asked to say hola, the
Spanish word for "hello." before
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to get other peopleand their opin-

ion.People complain about things,
but don't come to these workshops," Chan said

-

By Scotus White
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come. The workshop was centered on discussion and you want

night was highlighted by a "Caribbean Night" celebration, including a limbo contest, a steel band
and a deejay. Gutierrez was somewhat disappointed with attendance, saying, "Everyone showed

speaking and bow their heads out
of respect for the Asian tradition.
This symbolized.the workshop's
emphasis: the importance of re-

LOST-IN COLLEGE

I jOOPr/c«"-6

shop."
"I thought more people would

"The highlight of the weekend was the unity
We had white, Asian, Latin
workshop
American and African American students,
[who] partook in an open dialogue."

AHANA Student Programs, who
led a discussion on unity and

multiculturalism. Students, including visitors from Wheelock
and Emerson colleges, voiced
concerns over unity and diversity
at their respective schools.
"The highlight of the weekend

up for the parties, but no one
showed up for the unity work-

specting all cultures.
Following the workshop was a
"Together Social" featuring Latin
American food and music. The
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On Sunday morning, AHANA
students were invited to attend a
special AHANA Mass at St.
Mary's Chapel. The weekendcul-

minated in a presentation of the
play From the Mississippi Delta
presentedat RobshamTheaterby
theMartin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship Committee. The play focused on the struggle African
Americans have endured. By a
portraying the lifeof a successful
young black woman, it attempted
to keep hope alive for oppressed
cultures.
Gutierrez commented on the

AHANA weekend, saying, "We
just wanted to make a difference
and do something as a whole. 1
think by attending each other's
events and appreciating each
other's cultures, we will create
unity at Boston College."
Next year's AHANA Weekend
is planned for the fall, and
AHANA students will be able to
invite their familiesto participate.
Gutierrez hopes that AHANA
weekends will become an annual
event.
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FEATURING THE MUSIC OF LENNY KRAVITZ THE JULIANAHATFIELO 3 U2 ? DINOSAUR JR. ? WORLD PARTY AND OTHERS
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OPENS FRIDAY AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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The Classifieds
Childcare/Driver. Family hiring childcare/
driverwith driver s license andcarfor bright
fun boy (10) Mon. to Thurs. after 3pm and
Friday: noon to 5:30. Some flexibility in
days and hours. Great kid, nice family.
House is7 minutes from campus. Excellent
driver required who likes kids. We reimburse forgas. Call with your school schedule and your calendar after 8 pm evenings
and anytime weekends at 327-9442. Be
sure to leave your name and evening telephone.

After SchoolCare/TransportatiorVMother s
Helper needed for two Newton Center elementary school children Monday, Wednesday and possibly Friday: 2:30 and ending
somewhere between 5:00 and 6:3opm.
Salary negotiable: 969-7396
Newton-Near 8.C.-Part-time, after school
baby-sitter, 2 girls 6 and 8, cook dinner.
Must have car, non-smoker, references,
excellent salary, 964-5084.

Occasionalsitter needed some weekday
mornings and/orafternoons. Own car preferred but not necessary w. Newton Sq.

area 964-4951.
BABYSITTER WANTED For a nine year
old boy on Monday and Wednesday afternoonsfrom 3:00-5:30 PM. in Newtonhome.
(Thursdays may also be a possibility) Must
provideowntransportation. Interestinsports
is adefinite plus. $6.00/hr.Pleasecall Anne
at 965-8415 evenings.
Mom & Dad s Helper Tu-Th afternoons(+
more?) second semester. Afterschool care,
homework & transportationfor girls 11& 8.
Near BC, car necessary, non-smoker, 6+
hrs/wk.527-8190evenings/895-2760 mes-

sages.
Childcarewanted Tuesday afternoons for
two children ages 6 and 9-close to main
campus. 3:3opm to 7:30. Must have car:
References required. # 244-5653.
Mornings(7-9am)BABYSITTER Needed,
2-3 days/week to help with kids, walk child
to school. Please call 964-3544 eves before 9pm.
Full or Part Time Assistant needed in
Family Day Care in Natick, route 135very
close to Wellseley College. Flexible hours
Monday thru Friday. Call 508-653-7086.
Make SSS and havefun doingit! We have
great jobs at terrificpay!! Part-time, flexible
hours. Earn $7-10/hour taking care of
children intheirhomes. Ifyou havechildcare
experience, any weekdays free or 3 afternoons from 1:00, call JOY at Parents in a
Pinch, 739-KIDS.
Part-time care needed foradorable, happy
14-month old boy. Tuesday and Fridays 9-12 and Sat. mornings or afternoons. Easy
walk from Waban T. If you love being with
children, have childcare experience and

are non-smoker, please call 244-8311.
Babysitter wanted for 6 monthold. Two or
three afternoons per week on a regular
basis. Near I in Auburndale. Call 965-9833.
Babysitter needed 2-3 Saturday evenings per month for7 and 5 yearolds and 7
month baby. Experience with babies essential. References 527-5237.
CHILDCARE- 1 Delightful 8 year old boy
needs evening company from an experienced, fun, nonsmoking friend. Must have
carand like Nintendo! Call 964-6986
Babysitter needed for third grader. MWF
3-4:3oand/orTues-Th1:00-4:30.Musthave
acarand be a non-smoker. $6.00 per/hour.
Call 332-5476
Chestnut Hill family seeks BABYSITTER
for 10,8 + 4 year old. Saturday night commitment; salary negot. Own car preferred,
not required. Call Karen 232-5679.

National Park/ Forest Service Employ-

ment-Summer & seasonal student jobs.
Hiring for all positions. Excellent pay &
benefits. No" experience necessary. Call
Outside Focus for details: (206) 545-4804
ext. N5038
Real Estate Rental Agent-Great opportunity with active Brighton/Back Bay Office.
Carrequired. James Reality 267-6655
SalesAssistants-International trade show
companyseeks energetic sales assistants
to qualify leads and follows up on mailings.
Must have excellent phone and organizational skills. Hourly wage. Close to Green
andOrange lines. For interview please call
Mr. Dustin Pons at 617-248-0021.
Assemblers: Excellentincome, easywork

assemblingproductsathome.7-days-24hr.
service. Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept. MA-

-6579
THINKSUMMERNOW! Unique daycamp

(ages 4-14) offering professional experience, staffing for Group Leaders, Specialists (art, sports, nature, swim). 80 wooded
acres, T accessible. 617-642-8666 for
application.
Earn $500 or more weekly Stuffing envelopes athome. Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers! dept. W34, P.O. Box 1779,

Denham Springs, LA 70727.
EARN HIGH INCOME ($4OOO-$8000+)
&GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE sending yellow page advertising in
your official student campus telephone di-

rectory. A car is required. Call National
Marketing Director, College pro publishing
at 1-800-466-2221.
Looking for a summer job? Odyssey
Cruises is in search offun, energetic, teamoriented, waitstaff bus host/hostess, cooks,
runners, and dishwashers. Apply in person/or send resume to: Odyssey Cruises,
88 Broak St. sth floor, Boston MA 02110
Attn: Mike, Dave or Roxanne. Positions
start April of 94.

Spring Break- 7nightsfrom $299 includes:
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More!
Nassau/Paradise Island,Cancun, Jamaica,
San Juan Organize a small group- Earn
FREE trip plus commissions! 1-800-GET-

1 BED- Euro Kit micro, dish, disp, alarm
$750
Greenline Realty 731-5434
2 BEDS- Sutherland Road w.w. carpet
quiet bldg.slooo

LOSE WEIGHT-STOP SMOKING-STOP
NAIL BITING-Discover your power to

Greenline Realty 731-5434
2 BEDS- Clev. Circle, Sutherland Place,
dish, disp, pool, good for four $1250
Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- Sutherland Rd. Lg clean units
steps to shuttle. $1200
Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- Clev. Circle Lg. units 1 1/2 baths
all B.C. Building close toT shops, + shuttle.
1300
Greenline Realty 731-5434
2 BEDS- Close to B.C. from $800

SUN-1

change bad habits through HYPNOSIS.
Female therapist who specializes in eating
disorders will help you understand andstop
your negative cycles. Call today! Dr. N.

Holiday 566-3323
French Lessons- Sorbonne University
Graduate will teach french conversation
and grammer after 6:oopm or on weekends. Contact Mojan at (508) 653-7086.
after 6:oopm.
SPRING BREAK-7 Nights From $299 Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and

More! Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica,San Juan Organizeasmall groupEarn FREE trip plus commissions! 1-800-

GET-SUN-1

Greenline Realty 731-5434
Studio- H.W. Floors Dish, Disp., Micro on
B.C. Shuttle $600
Greenline Realty 731-5434
Studio- Clev. Circle, modern, clean, safe,
pool $600

Greenline Realty 731-5434
2 BEDS- Near B.C. all B.C. students, Lg.
clean, & spacious $1000
Greenline Realty 731-5434
2 BEDS- Clev. Circle, good for 3 or 4
modem clean renovated building features:
live-in supt. pool, dish, disp, GREAT CITY
VIEWS on shuttle+T. Quiet students only!!
$1450
Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- Near B.C. Good for 5, kegs in-

Greenline Realty 731-5434
1 BED- Luxury Hi-rise, pool, great views

September 1
Apartments
Walk to BC

$915

Greenline Realty 731-5434
Papers Typed- all kinds, $2/page fororiginal, $1/page for copy. Call Steph X9222.
Greeks & Clubs Earn $50-$250 for yourself plus up toSSOOfor yourclub! This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts one week.
Call nowand receive afree gift. 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

LASTCHANCESISPRINGBREAKSALE
1994! LOWEST PRICES TO FLORIDA,
BAHAMAS, CANCUN! ASK ABOUT SPE-

CIALRATESTONEGRIL, JAMAICA!CALL
BUD @ 466-9880 SUNSPLASH TOURS
1-800-426-7710.
SUNNY BEACHES $189R/T Carrib. or
MexicoEurope-$169 AIRHITCH 617-254-2819 Call for program descriptions!

ROOMMATES NEEDED:

Celebrate \
VVakntine-?)
XWeeknd/

Tudor style
mansion,
renting 1,2,&3
bedroom units,
all remodelled,
prices from
$695 up.

(

?

Call

?

Friday Saturday Sunday

Monday

S&S

Group of eight guys needs two
additional,ma!e roommates to fill
two 1600-block apartments on
Commonwealth Aye.
For information, please call 558-9975

Real Estate
Ove? 20 yrs

serving BC

1

Buying? Selling? Renting?
Place an ad in the classics!

Put on your thinking cap.
If you've been thinking with a part of your anatomy other than
your brain, at least think smart. Use a latex condom. Barring
abstinence, it's the best way to prevent AIDS. For more
information about HIV and AIDS, call the AIDS Action
Committee Hotline at 1-800-235-2331.
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students
738-0295
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vited, huge rooms $1650

Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- all sizes and shapes close to
campus. Call today from $300/person
Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- Egremont + Cummings Rd, B.C.
Shuttle, B.C. Buildings on-site mgnt. very
spacious $1075

Greenline Realty 731-5434
3 BEDS- Vict. House, renovated, 3 bed
front porch walk to Clev. Circle Parking.
$1600

Greenline Realty 731-5434

September IST!
Rent Direct
fromOwner!!
No Fees

4BEDS- Huge spacious andsunny close to
B.C. on shuttle. 2 Baths $1400
Greenline Realty 731-5434
4 BEDS- In house. Clev. Circle Duplex,
skylights, mod K+B, A.C, $1700 plus util.
Greenline Realty 731-5434
4 BEDS- The clavidge house, spacious +
clean, dish, disp. renovated on shuttle + T
$1600-$lBOO
Greenline Realty 731-5434
4 BEDS- Luxury unit, ultra modem kitchen
an bath, laundry $2300

Greenline Realty 731-5434
5 BEDS- Cummings Road, Great Apts, all
B.C. student building porch $1500
Greenline Realty 731-5434
5 BEDS- off 2000 comm aye, 2nd floorof
house, 2 floors, 2 baths, parking $1600
Greenline Realty 731-5434
8 BEDS- off Beacon St. near Clev Circle,
large and spacious, parking. $3400

Brand new 2,3,4& 5
bedroom condominiums
featuring fireplace, 2
bathrooms, sanded
gleaming floors, huge
foyers, walk-in closets,
European gourmet style
eat-in-kitchens, pantries
.gigantic rooms, good to
double, laundry facilities,
parking available, on site

Greenline Realty 731-5434
Brighton September apartments are
in!! Great locations. 1657-1800 Comm.,
1945-1947 Comm,. SutherlandRd., Cleveland Circle, 1900 s Beacon,Foster St.,South
ST., Chriswick Rd., Euston Rd., and many
others. 19 years of student rentals, call

management,great

TWELVEBED Great value for the dollar!
Walk toB.C. shuttle @ Chansky s from this

security, $875 and up.

Call Owner
738-0309

All-BrightRealty 783-9151

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! SEPTEM-

BER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW

FOR 1994IGREATPLACESREALTYHAS
MANY GREATPLACES FOR ALL YOUR
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!
GREATPLACES REALTYRENTSGREAT
HOUSES, GREAT APARTMENTS AND
GREAT CONDOMINIUMS!! CALL US
NOW FOR BEST SELECTION OF
HOUSES!!

12-bed, 3 kitchens, 3 living rooms, 3 bathrooms, porches, plenty of parking, great
location house. $350+ each per person.

GREAT PLACES REALTY

TEN BED Exclusive! One of the best
houses off-campus! Completely renovated,
two brand new kitchens, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, loft, hardwood floors, washer/dryer,
parking, $400-$450 each. Good tenants

only!
GREATPLACES REALTY

964-8900
TENBED Greathouselocatednearßluestone Bistro-walk to B.C. Shuttle and T.
GreatCondition-availableforgood tenants.
Two new kitchens, 4 bathrooms, 2 living
rooms, hardwood floors and carpet, plenty
of parking. $375-s42s+each

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
NINE BED Located near Chansky sin a
two family brownstone in quiet neighborhood. Hardwood floors, 2 modem baths, 2
modem kitchens, Jacuzzis, parking $350-$375 each.

stone Bistro, 3 floors, 2 kitchens, 3 baths,

modem kitchen, washer/dryer, hardwood
floors, $2200 takes it away!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Off Sutherland Road, mint
condition,townhouse nearChanskys, Quiet
neighborhood, great value $2100
GREATPLACES REALTY

964-8900

964-8900
FIVEBED 1800blockComm.Ave!Great
Condo with2baths, huge amounts of space,
like having yours own house, parking, etc..

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

SIX BED Exclusive! Wonderful Back Bay
style townhouse on quiet street near Bluefireplace, brick patio with yard, garage,
washer/dryer. Good tenants only! Very
uniquetownhouse, completely renovated!
On BC shuttle + T. $385-$425 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

SIX BED Exclusive! Wonderfully stunning skylighted loft duplex in pristine house
off 1700blockComm.Aye, designerkitchen
and 2 baths, livingroom, dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundry and much
more. High on the hili, just like a Swiss
Chaletl Guaranteedto makeMom and Dad
happy! $425-$465 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
NINE BED Extraordinary exclusive in
Cleveland Circle! One-of-a kind fabulous
Victorian House, 3 gourmet kitchens, 5
bathrooms, 3 living rooms, 5 fireplaces,
hardwood floors, wall towall carpet, marble
floors, all marble master bath with Jacuzzi,
parking for 4cars, washer/dryer, skylights,
track lighting, etc. etc. Only for those who
want the absolute best!! $425-$575 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
EIGHT BED Walk to B.C. Big apartments
in a 2 family house. El cheapo per persons2so-$295 each. With this deal ofa house
there will be plenty of $$ left over for lunch

money!
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
EIGHT BED A quick walk to B.C. for
those who are authentically inclined! Like a
fraternity house-although wall bashers are
strongly discouraged-$275-$295 each!

SIX BED Huge apartment in brick mansion, hardwood floors, 2 baths, modem
kitchen, parking, porches, fabulous location, close to everything, alarmed, $3500+
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED Exclusive! Five minute walk to
B.C. main Gates. Located in the heart of
Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a2 family,
huge modem kitchen, 2 baths, fireplace,
washer, dryer, plenty of parking-quiet tenants only! $2600+

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Exclusive turn of the century
Edwardian manorhouse, ballroom, 2beautiful bathrooms. 20 ft ceilings, European

kitchen with balcony, fireplace, skylighted
loft bedroom w/ spiral staircase, quiet tenants only! $2850.

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVEBED Best location! Beacon Street
@ Cleveland Circle. 5 bed, 1 1/2 baths,

964-8900

READING.

WQ/

NO ANNUAL FEE!

While other credit cards charge annual fees of$20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.

This

great

yard, porch, parking, laundry, very sunny,
exquisite $2300.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

FOUR BED Walk to B.C. in 10 minutes!
Near Greycliff dorm. Hardwood Floors,
living room, diningroom, fireplace, modem
kitchen and bath, laundry; parking, Jacuzzi
$2300.

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky s in brick
townhouse, all modern, hardwood floors,
$1700.

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900

FOUR BED 1700blockComm. Aye. Many
apartmentsavailableforgroups, 11/2baths,
modem kitchen $360-5375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Exclusive! Off Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchens
and 2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo,
great steal of a deal $1600.

GREAT PLACES REALTY

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOURBED Verycute.verymodemsmall
condo near Bluestone Bistro, top floor, very
sunny, parking, laundry $1400.

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900

FOURBED Walk to 8.C., huge and spacious apartment in house, great value,
$1100-$l3OO.

Get the credit you deservewith the GE Classic MasterCard.
The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
ArK you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Exclusive! OffComm. Aye,
beautiful house,alarmed, new floors, beautifully modem kitchen and bath, fireplace,

964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to Chansky s! Brand
new apartments in good condition, good
size bedrooms, hardwood floors, porches
and parking $1400
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED NearChansky s,cheap steal
of a deal! Newly renovated, huge apartments, two baths, parking, all studentbuilding! $1400

REQUIRED
/0

$2200.

offer could only come from

\u25a0 -' \u25a0 a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services part
r" -: j f one f tne | eadj ng financial services
t
:
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Designerliving in charming
brick Back Bay style townhouse, on B.C.
shuttle andT, exposed brick, 2 baths, gourmet designer kitchen, yard with patio, garage, living room, dining room, fireplaces,
verycozy and unique! $2600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Exclusive! Extraordinary,
unique, sumptuous and luxurious, three
apartments available in Cleveland Circle

is

:<'-

0

0

more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

As aGE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entided to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues?** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.
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"PARTY IN THE SNOW I
$209

NT. ORFORD, CANADA
WISTACROSS THE VERMONT BOHDERI
Sponsor* indiidi: MOLSON

5

DAy LIFT TICKET

? 40
?

SLOPES. 3MOUNTAINS
FOR ALL LEVELS
1800FOOT VERTICALDROP

5 LUXURYCONDO
NIGHTS LODGING,
? FULLYEQUIPPED KITCHEN.

FIREPLACE ETC.

S
#

DAyS* MIGHTS OF

INTERCOLLEGIATE
ACTIVITIES.
? NOTE: THE

PARTIES, RACES
LEGAL AGE TO

*

CONSUME ALCOHOL IS 18.

The GE Classic MasterCard. An educated choice.
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
It's required reading that can give you the credit you deserve.

GROUP LEADER DISCOUNTS.
CALLFOR MORE INFORMATION.

THE HEIGHTS February 7,
mini mansion. Architectural Digest Livingin
the most luxurious apartments anywhere!
Beautiful and exquisite details. Onlyfor the
connoisseur! Great location, Cleveland
Circle! $450-$475 each.

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Huge Victorian condos in
popular student buildingsnear Chansky s,
biggest living rooms anywhere, alarmed,
modem kitchen and bath, hardwood floors,
deededparking, a deal! $325-$375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Walk to 8.C., great apartment in house, living room, dining room,
eat-in kitchen, porch, modem bath, parking
$1475+.

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED

Exclusive! Two blocks to
8.C.! lovely topfloor of house, living room,
diningroom, fireplace, kitchen, porch, laundry, parking and attic space for storage.
Good tenants only! $1525.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Great apartment in 2000
block Comm. Aye! Modem kitchen +bath,
hardwood floors, porch + laundry in apartment! Walk to school! $1600
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Exclusive! Charming
Chriswick Road ultra luxuriouscondo! Wall
towall, modem kitchen and bath, a/c, laun-
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GREAT PLACES REALTY

GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
THREE BED 200- block Comm. Aye.
great condo in mint condition! Perfect for3!
$950.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
TWO BED Near 8.C., all B.C. building,
large modem kitchens, living room, hardwood floors, $900-$llOO.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWOBED Near B.C, 2000 block Comm.
Aye, great deal for the $$$! $850.

964-8900
TWO BED Exclusive! All newly renovated condo in luxury building in Cleveland
Circle, elevator building, pool, great views,
watchthe action atCitysidefrom this condc-

perfectfor4!sl3so.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

TWOBED Exclusive! Lovelytownhouse,
with hardwood floors, modem kitchen +
bath, near Bluestone Bistro! $1225.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Walk to B.C! Elevator building, laundry, live-in superintendent, very
convenient location $275-$325 each.
GREATPLACES REALTY

964-8900
TWOBED ClevelandCirclelPopularß.C.
building on shuttle + T, across from Mary
Anne s, $995

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Ultra modern condo building
near Chansky s! Alarmed, a/c, two floors,
washer/dryer, new, new, new! $1100.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONEBED Beautifulcondonearß.ClTop
floor, very sunny, porch, new K+B, laundry
in building, $900.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Exclusive! Charming older
Tudor building near B.C. $550!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER OF 1994.
CALLUS NOW TO SELECTYOUR NEW
HOME FOR SEPTEMBER BEFORE
SCHOOL SEMESTER ENDS. WE HAVE
THELARGESTB.C. STAFF ANYWHERE!
WERE LOCATED 2 BLOCKS WEST OF
THE B.C. MAIN GATE AT THE CORNER
OF MANET ROAD AND COMM. AYE.
CALLUSNOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
CHESTNUT HILL

UP AND DROP YOU OFF! WE YE GOT
YOUR HOUSE! READ ON FOR A
SAMPLE OF OUR GREAT B.C. APTS....
13beds...Victorian mansion! 2 full modem
kitchens, pkg, washer/dryers, multi baths

964-8900

738-1820
7 beds. ..Beautiful multi-level townhouse,
100% modern! 3 baths, 2 parking...s36oo
738-1820
7 beds.Jarge 2 fam house 2 baths, porch,
laundry in the apartment!..s33oo

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-9800

SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS! APARTMENTSSEPTEMBER! NEEDANAPARTMENTFORSEPTMEBER 94? ATHOME
REALTY IS B.C. s #1 APARTMENTS
SOURCE! SPECIALIZING IN GREAT
APARTMENTS & HOUSES FOR LARGE
GROUPS!!! CALL TODAY FOR THE
BEST SELECTION! WE LL PICK YOU

cream of the crop!

736-1820
10beds...Strathmore Rd, 4parking, 2kitchens, recent renovations, m0dem...53600
738-1820
9 bed...Gorgeous, x-tra clean townhouse,
dish & disp, large bedrooms, fireplace...s36so

738-1820
6 beds...extra large unit in the heart of
Cleveland Cir, Ultra mod kitchen...s22oo
738-1820
6beds.. .walk tocampus! Whole house with
6 pkg spaces, huge r00m5...53800
738-1820

Let's Padre!

dry in kitchen, parking $1550.

GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Ultra luxurious! Duplex in

condo bldg. near Chansky s. Alarmed,
Jacuzzi, two baths, central a/c, laundry,
fireplace, wall to wall, etc. etc. $1800.

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED PopularCirclelocation!Look
at Mary Anne s from your bedroom! 1 1/2
baths, all student buildings, need we say
more! $1295.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

Spring Break '94 South Padre Island, Texas

964-8900

THREEBED ForthoseonabudgetlNear
Chansky s, all renovated, hardwood floors,
all student buildings, parking available,
Cheap, Cheap, Cheap $1075.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

964-8900
THREE BED Off Lake Street, country
setting on pond, luxurycondos, a/c, modem
kitchen, twobaths, parking and pool! $1400-$l5OO

"I really can't
define irony, but
I know it when I

at SPI is hotter than ever
with more music,

Southwest, American or Continental
Hf / Airlines
via the Valley International
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see it.
Pick up your phone now and call
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1-800-343-2368. Tell them you want your
South Padre Island Spring Break '94 information
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Be a part of the College Beach
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on the beach with
Confederate Railroad,
the Gibson/Miller Band and Brother Phelps.
But that's not all.
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1-800-292-7502
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DAILY ACTIVITIES* NIGHTLYDANCING
Enlarged & improved with an abundance ofbars
Daily Promotions & Giveaways
Waverunner, SailboatLessonsand Charters

?

AmericanAirlines
scmeihmgspeaaimihemr.

Continental 1|

1-810-433-7300

1 -800-525-0280
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Party Headquarters
on 10 acres ofbeachfront
For reservations call:

Newly renovated, located

1-800-292-7704
1-210-761-6511

Fly to South Padre Island
via Harimgens
Valley International Airport
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4 beds...Off 2000Comm., semi mod, large
bedrooms, porch, pkg avail...sl2oo
738-1820
3beds...Ultra mod house! luxury! cathedral
ceilings! all x-tras, ClevCir...52000
738-1820
3 beds... In house, walk to class, dish &

sbeds...Mintcond, large townhouses, mod
eat-in-kitch, porce, fireplace...s2loo
738-1820
5 beds...Off Comm Aye, walk to school! 2

parking...sllso

738-1820
4 beds...Ultra mod! Luxury unit, new gourmet kitchen, wash/dryer, pkg...52300
738-1820
4beds...duplextownhouse, 2baths, unique

disp, parking, large bedrooms..slBoo

loft bedroom X-tra large & m0di...52400
738-1820
4beds... 100% new! gigantic, sunny,2 baths,
laundry, pkg one of the best!...slBoo

X-tra spacious, parking,renovated...sl6oo
738-1820
4 beds... Renovated 3 unit house near
Chansky s, porch parking, nice!...51350
738-1820

units on Sutherland

2beds...Luxurytownhouse, modem&clean
$1200
738-1820
2 beds...Renovated, X-tra large & elegant...sloso

738-1820
3 beds...Luxuryin a house, gorgeous and

738-1820
2 beds...Ultra mod with euro kitch, health

738-1820
3 beds...Victorian rehab, x-tra sunny, on

738-1820
2 beds-Sutherland Road, best deal out

huge...51675

738-1820
4 beds...The Claridge House, dish & disp,

3 beds...Large, clean
Rd, m0d...51200
738-1820

c1b..5975

the shuttle parking inc!...51400

there!...sBso

738-1820
3 beds...Pristine house off Comm, 100%

738-1820
TOO MANY 2 BEDS TO LIST! STUDIOS
& 1 BEDS, TOO! 738-1820 THESE ARE
JUST A FEW OF OUR GREAT APTS
FOR SEPTEMBER 94! HUNDREDS
MORE! ALL AREAS! ALL SIZES ALL

m0d...51400
738-1820
3 beds.:.Off Comm
r00m5...51300

Aye,

2 baths, huge

PRICE RANGES! CALL TODAY FOR

THE BEST SELECTION! WE LL COME
AND PICKYOU UP! AT HOME REALTY

738-1820

1212-B COMM AYE738-1820
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We Have A Large Selection Of Apartments. All apartments located on or near
bus line or walking distance to BC. Studios
450+ somewith alcoves.! bedrooms, some
modem, many splitable, good for 2 or 3
people, 675+. 2 bedrooms starting as low

21+ -6 drinSc

[

HAPPY 21ST
LINDA

I

TOLD YOU I'D
PUT IT IN

|

as 625 to 1000. Sunny views w/balconies.
Many 2,3,4,5and 6bedroom houses. Call
for choice. We have excellent values. All
types, many differentprices. Weekly specials are available. Call Now, James Reality 267-6655. Apartments also available in
Boston-Back Bay-South End.
MID-WINTER REDUCTION-Male Graduate Siudents Fully Furnished Bedroom.
Share huge kitchen with dining area, 1 1/2

baths, washer, etc. with two other graduate
students. Two minutes walk to T. 1 mile to
Eithercampus. $325 per mo. includes utili-

ties 527-2958
Room Available in 3 bed room apartment. 15mm. walk to main campus. Rent
negotiable.Call Allison at 782-0785.
Bay Realty Group- NoFee Topfloor 4
bed room condominium. Greta for 4-5-6
people. Dishwasher, large rooms, sunny,
parking included. 2,100 heated- Adress:
1661 Comm. Aye. top floor. Please contact owner: Perry Stolberg, 782-6666 No
Fee.
Bay Realty Group, Inc.-Save money $$
after the RUSH.
Studio s, near Chestnut Hill Aye $550
1 Bedroom: Greatfor 2 $700
1 Bedroom: Very Lux, aTEN $800
2 Bedroom: Great for walk to B.C. $900-1000
Large2 Beds: Washer/Dryer $1000-1200
3 Beds: Chriswick Rd. Parking $1300-1400
3 Beds: Study, fireplace, parking $1400-

-1500

4 Beds: Plenty still remain, call. $1500-1800
Callfor our brochure 782-6666 Open ev-

campus on b line; E.1.K., H/H. HWFLRS,
Sunny, Plenty room for 2! Call 731-4216.

1989Honda CRXSi,sporty, black, 5 Speed,
air, power sunroof, excellent condition;
$6500 or best offer. Call 449-6589 leave
message

DAYTONA BEACH- SPRING BREAK.
First Class, ocean front hotel directly on the
beach; parties, pool deck fun, nightclubs,
sunshine, DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes round-trip motorcoach trans,with on
campus pick up and drop off, only $249.00
quad occp,. depart 3/4/94 return 3/13/94
Call forfree brochure 1-800-9DAYTONA,
M-F, 8-6 See you on the beach!
SPRING BREAK SALE! Thehottest destinations for 1994! Jamaica,Cancun, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida starting at $109
Book now and save $$$! Organize small
group travel free!! Sun Splash Tours 1-

-800426-7710
Professional, tournament styleboomerangs. Made USA. Join the modem resurgence of this ancient sport. Send forfree
catalog. Greyford Company, Box 4734,
Whittier, CA. 90607
SCARE OF ATTACKER!! Order your
multi-functional Distress Alarm today. 130
Screaming Decibels sends would be attackers running. For more INFO, write;
Personal Systems P.O. box 158
Needham, MA.02194-0002
Long Stem Red Roses fresh from Ecuador
with baby s breath, boxed with a ribbon.
Only $45 orderearly-free delivery call 783-

-3314.

eryday.

Sublet Spacious Corner Apartment for
Summer! June 1 Sept 1; 2 mm from

-

Ad rates are: $5.00 for the first 25 words,
$.25 each additional word. B.C. discounts3.oo, $.20. Pre-payment is required. The
deadline is Thursday at noon, late ads will
run in the next issue. We do not send
tearsheets. 617-552-3548.

SPRING BREAK 'M
Non-Slop Air? (7) NigMs Hotsl ? Taxes ? Club
Discounts ? Transfers ? Activities Program

from $439

CANCUN.
BAHAMAS.
SOUTH PADRE.

JAMAICA
CAV7ON4 (Ho«.,d

Accepted at

more Schools
than you were

from $329

from $499
from $439

john»w)

PANAMA CfTY «**?)

#For

from $129
from $109

a free brochure call

Breakaway Travel
1-800-214-8687
Spacing la limited!

"I wonder if I
should've stayed
in college and
gone For an
astronomy

degree."
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UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key
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To UGBC
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Calling
ALL MEN, WOMEN
and CHILDREN

I

Featuring Sensei Nick
Theodorou
6:30, Thursday, February 10
Quonset Hut, Newton

be debated?
Do people have the right to question it?
Is it anti-semitism?

Town Meeting
Open Forum

Come Meet
and
Hear
Your Candidates for the

UGBC
PRESIDENT
at thier
FIRST DEBATE
7pm, Tuesday, February 8
McGuinn 121
Pre-Game Pub with

Before the nationally televised UConn game

6-8:30, Wednesday, February 9
The Rat
Must have validated BCID

Come to find out how
YOUR CANDIDATES
for
UGBC PRESIDENT
stand on the issues that concern
YOU!
7pm, Thursday, February 10
Barry 223, Newton Campus

it

J)

Interested in student teaching
overseas?
Programs in Ireland, Scotland,
Switzerland, France, England and
Holland

Do you think the Holocaust should

7pm, Monday, February 7
Devlin 008

.

((

Come to an information meeting

I

I

and talk to student teachers
%?

|

7pm, Wednesday, February 9
Campion Faculty Lounge
We want you to Go Away!
UGBC Lecture Series presents:

Edward James Olmos
7:3opm, Thursday, February 17
Lyons Cafeteria

__?_

Edward James Olmos is a leading spokesperson
for Hispanic-Americans, successful actor (star of
"Stand and Deliver") and humanitarian, will be
speaking on the importance of education and the
future of the Hispanic community in this country.

UGBC Lecture Series and the BSF presents:

I

Chuck D
Open Reception at 7:3opm
Bpm, Friday, February 11
Robsham Theater

\u25a0
I

Chuck D, a legend in the music industry, will
be speaking about black on black violence and
the media's portrayal of hip-hop music and
performers. There will be a Q&A period
following the lecture

I
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BOSTON COLLEGE
STUDENT AGENCIES
CARNEYJO CHESTXITT HiU,MA 03167 (617)533-30M

NEED SOME EXTRA
MONEY??

& The ATTIC BAR

BC'S NEW # 1 CHOICE
BC Storage is looking for 4 responsible, energetic
undergraduates to work independently this spring.
Hours are part-time and flexible! Wages are great

Great Food
Great Drinks
Great Service!

with many opportunities for bonuses and
incentives! Great job experience too!! If interested,
contact Scott or Mark at 552-8635 or stop by our
office conveniently located in Carney 30.

COOL LIVE MUSIC!
Mondays 9 - 11pm
[10 CENT WINGS!!
$1 Drafts everyday!
Pool Table

'

Don't let this great opportunity
pass you by!
CALL NOW!

sft T.V

107 R Union St. in Newton Centre
Behind Bayßanks, 964-6684

.
Boston College

?

',

Carrier

Bookstore
Did You Know...
...February is Black History
month. Come in and check
out our great selection of
books on display.

Seniors, time is running out
to order personalized
graduation announcements!

The Cartier Love Story
It allbegan with the Love Bracelet* the Cartier classic
" own
in 18K gold, created in 1969. Complete with 'its
l
vermeil screwdriver. Size 0-1 / 2. $3300. Size 2-3. $3,700,
The theme continues with the pierced earrings. $1,700,

Thering. $1,175.

Cartier jewelryis sold exclusively in Cartier jewelrystores
and Must dc Cartier boutiques. Each piece is accompanied
byacertificate.guaranteeing i(s authenticity.

Cartier

40 Newbury Street,Boston

Id |

(617)

/)

262-3300

For a copy of our latest catalog visit our stores or call 1-800-CARTIER

|
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